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ABSTRACT 

A Review of Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) methodology based on a 

phonological sketch of Laari 

Carla Unseth 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2012 

Supervising Professor: Steve Parker 

 

Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) was developed as a way to increase 

the speed and efficiency of language documentation. In order to achieve this goal, BOLD 

seeks to develop a basic oral corpus that can be used for a variety of research purposes. 

The developers of BOLD have made several claims as to the uses of the basic corpus, one 

of which is language description. To date, this claim has not been tested using empirical 

data from a real language project. This thesis seeks to test whether a BOLD corpus can 

form the basis for an adequate phonological description through a field project using 

BOLD techniques. The language specifically chosen for the field test of BOLD is Laari, 

an endangered language of the Republic of Congo. This paper presents an introductory 

phonology of Laari as a basis for a review of BOLD methodology. 



 

 

The phonology of Laari is studied in four parts: phonemic inventory, tonal 

analysis, word structure, and phonological processes. The phonemic inventory 

emphasizes the affricates /pf/ and /bv/, nasals, vowel length, and vowel height. Nine 

phonological processes are considered from the perspective of Optimality Theory (OT). 

Three of these processes, palatalization, rhotacism, and retroflexion, motivate new OT 

constraints in order to adequately capture the processes in a formal description of Laari 

phonology. 

Based on the process of writing the Laari phonology using a BOLD corpus, eight 

suggestions are made to improve BOLD methodology. Increasing the amount of time 

spent on a BOLD project will facilitate many of the other suggestions, allowing 

additional time to train community members, increase the collection of paradigms and 

video, increase the amount of analysis done on the field, and add a written component to 

transcription and translation.
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1. Overview 

1.1. Introduction 

Language documentation is a relatively new subfield of linguistics. As it has 

arisen, various methodologies for accomplishing the purpose of language documentation 

have arisen as well. One such methology is Basic Oral Language Documentation 

(BOLD). Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) was developed as a method of 

increasing the speed and efficiency of a documentation project (Boerger 2011:2). The 

developers of BOLD have suggested that BOLD data will be useful for phonological 

study (Simons 2008:38). The primary goal of this thesis is to test the usefulness of BOLD 

data for phonological study and to suggest improvements for BOLD methodology to 

bring it to the point where it is useful for phonological study. In order to reach this goal, a 

research project was done in the language of Laari in the Republic of the Congo. The 

secondary goal of this thesis is to provide a basic phonological description of Laari.  

This introductory chapter gives the background to the tests done on BOLD. 

Section 1.2 discusses the issues which gave rise to this thesis in relation to language 

documentation, BOLD, and Laari phonology. Section 1.3 discusses the purpose of the 

research, first as it relates to BOLD, and then as it relates to Laari phonology. Section 1.4 

details the research methodology. It discusses the setting of the Laari project, the 

methodology used, and the results of the project.

1.2. Problem 

1.2.1. Language documentation 

Language documentation is a method of creating a lasting record of the linguistic 

practices of a speech community (Himmelmann 1998:166). Though language 

documentation can be applied to any speech community, it has become more prominent 

because of the language endangerment crisis. Many languages are dying, and this is 
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happening at a rate faster than these languages can be studied using conventional 

linguistic field practices. Language documentation aims to to record endangered 

languages before they are inaccessible.  

Most methodologies of language documentation, however, take many years to 

collect the appropriate data corpus. Though the language endangerment crisis has 

inspired a greater interest in language documentation, it has not significantly increased 

the pace of documentation. Further, linguists no longer have the option of taking many 

years for one language project since spending time resources on one project keeps other 

languages from being documented. A method of documentation is called for which can 

document languages with greater speed, yet still with a high degree of accuracy.  

1.2.2. BOLD 

Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) is a response to the problem of 

speed in language documentation. BOLD reaches the goal of collecting a corpus in a 

shorter time span through using a completely oral method. Minimal analysis is done on 

the field, and minimal data is written. This allows the BOLD documenter to complete the 

field portion of a project in a short amount of time.  

The oral methodology of BOLD has been field tested with good results (Reiman 

2010). It was found that the techniques promoted by BOLD actually do work in a field 

environment. They appeared usable, efficient, and able to cross cultural boundaries. 

However, though the documentation techniques are usable, the usability of the 

resulting data had never been tested.  Simons (2008:39-41) claims that a BOLD data 

corpus will serve as a basis for linguistic description, linguistic training, language 

learning, literature development, heritage preservation, and language revitalization. 

Before this thesis, no one had used the data to accomplish any of these purposes. These 

claims must be supported with evidence that the data collected in a BOLD project is 

actually usable.  
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1.2.3. Laari [ldi] 

Laari is a language of the Republic of Congo with approximately 90,600 speakers 

(Lewis 2009). This number seems large for an endangered language; however, Laari falls 

into the category of endangered languages because there is a possibility that it will no 

longer be taught to the next generation within this century. Laari faces the influence of 

urbanization as more people move into Brazzaville and other major cities and begin to 

use French, Lingala [lin], or Kituba [ktu], which are the predominant languages in the 

country (Lewis 2009).  

There are several previous studies of Laari (see Chapter 3); however, all previous 

descriptions are at least ten years old meaning that the linguistic terminology used is not 

current. Though an orthography was previously developed for Laari, language 

development workers for Laari have noted that the orthography is difficult to read and 

understand (SIL-Congo, personal communication, August 2012). SIL-Congo, which 

specializes in language development in Congo, is seeking to improve the orthography of 

Laari and has requested an updated phonological study in order to do so. The 

phonological description in this thesis will form the basis for the updated phonological 

study.  

1.3. Purpose 

The three problem areas above introduce two separate purposes for this thesis. 

BOLD itself is seeking to offer a solution to the problem of speed in language 

documentation. However, before BOLD can be considered a true solution to the problem, 

it must itself be tested. This is the primary purpose of the thesis: to test and review BOLD 

for the usability of the phonological data. The second purpose is to provide a 

phonological description for Laari using the analysis of the BOLD data in this thesis. 

1.3.1. Review of BOLD 

The primary purpose of this thesis is to test the usability of the data resulting from 

the BOLD method of language documentation. Though there are several areas where the 
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data needs to be tested, this thesis will focus specifically on language description and 

phonology. A BOLD project was done on Laari [ldi], and this data was used to write a 

phonology of Laari. Based on the ease of analysis of the phonological data, a review of 

BOLD will be given along with suggestions for improving BOLD so that it is useful for 

phonological study. 

1.3.2. Phonology of Laari 

The secondary purpose of this thesis is to present a phonological analysis of Laari. 

The documentation of Laari forms the linguistic basis needed for an updated phonology, 

which can be used to revise the orthography of the language.  

Because the primary purpose of this thesis is to test the usability of BOLD data, 

the resulting phonology sketch is very basic. Since this is a test of BOLD protocols, gaps 

in the data were expected. Rather than struggling to fill these gaps, they are used as a 

basis for suggestions of improvement in BOLD methodology and suggestions for future 

research on Laari.  

Though archiving is the final step of BOLD methodology and is the goal of the 

Laari project, the archived corpus will not be presented with the thesis due to time 

constraints. Instead, the corpus will be processed and archived in the future. 

1.4. Laari research project 

1.4.1. Setting 

Laari is spoken in the Republic of Congo, with the language center in Brazzaville. 

The Laari research project was also centered in Brazzaville and the surrounding villages. 

A large part of the primary data was gathered in the village of Loua, which is located near 

Brazzaville. The recordings were done outside, in the shade, with all participants seated 

together in a circle. Primary data was also gathered at a second village, though this data 

focused on one family in particular. The recordings were done outside under a shelter of 

bushes with the whole family present. A small amount of primary data was gathered in 

Brazzaville, mostly from employees of SIL-Congo or friends and family of employees 
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who were Laari speakers. These recordings were gathered in offices and homes in 

Brazzaville. One recording was done in a market, but this was not an ideal setting 

because there was a great deal of noise.  

The wordlist and the annotations were done at SIL-Congo in an office and in the 

 h      ’         . W   ow        h  oom w    covered with mattresses, and fans were 

turned off in order to reduce ambient noise. However, the hot season was beginning 

during the project, and the mattresses were removed and the windows opened when it 

became necessary for the well-being of the annotators.  

1.4.2. Informed consent 

Each step of the project began by getting informed consent from the participants. 

The goal of BOLD is for informed consent to be oral, as the rest of the data; however, the 

Human Rights Committee at the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics required that 

informed consent be written as well. An attempt was made to get both written and oral 

consent for all participants; however, this was not always possible. For example, in one 

setting, a local assistant prevented the collection of oral data because he felt oral consent 

took too much time to collect. In situations such as the market, it was not feasible to bring 

and use paper forms, so only oral consent was gathered. If both forms of consent were not 

possible, then whichever was more feasible was obtained. The original informed consent 

statement asked consent to use the data gathered for scientific articles and reports, and for 

publication on the internet. Further consent was gathered later for uses of video and 

pictures. 

1.4.3. Technical set-up and recording procedures 

The original recordings were gathered using a Zoom H2 or Zoom H4 recording 

device at a recording level of 24 bit 48 kHz. All metadata was recorded in a spreadsheet 

which listed the date, speaker, file name, length, type or subject of discourse, time, city or 

village name, immediate setting, recording level, and microphone gain. 
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These recordings were then orally annotated, which will be detailed more fully in 

Section 2.3.2.6 and Chapter 5. For this process, the oral annotator listened to the original 

recordings on a computer, Zoom H2, or Zoom H4 using headphones, paused the 

recording at the appropriate place, and then recorded into a Zoom H2 or H4 using an 

external microphone. Each evening all recordings were transferred to the computer and 

added to the metadata spreadsheet. Figure 1 shows a sample of the recording set-up for 

oral annotation. 

Figure 1: Oral annotation set-up 

 

(1) Headset microphone 

(2) Circumaural headphones 

(3) Zoom H2 recording annotation 

(4) Zoom H4 (or computer) for playback of original 

For the wordlist, paradigms, and other non-text recordings, the set-up was similar 

to the original recordings. The speaker was given a microphone and recorded into an H2 

or H4. Annotations of these recordings were similar to previous annotations, with the 

addition of the video annotation of the wordlist. For the video annotation, the speaker was 
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asked to sit in a chair next to a mirror which reflected the mouth and neck so that both the 

front and sides of all visible articulators were observable in the recording. The speaker 

listened to the original recording of the wordlist on the computer, paused after each word, 

and repeated the word at least three times. The speaker wore earbuds to prevent the 

headphones from being a distraction from the articulators. A Zoom H2 was set up beside 

the speaker to provide an additional audio recording besides the video camera's internal 

audio recording. A microphone was plugged into the video camera and placed on a stand 

as close as possible to the speaker without impeding the video, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Video set-up 

 

(1) Computer 

(2) Video camera 

(3) Microphone 

(4) Mirror 

(5) Headset Mic 

(6) Earbuds 

(7) (Not pictured) Zoom H2 
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Other aspects of the Laari project will be covered further in Chapter 5, which 

discusses the positive and negative aspects of BOLD as found in the Laari project. 

Training of consultants will be discussed there, along with types of data gathered and 

other methodology involved in oral annotation. 

1.4.4. Results 

Though the Laari project has not been finalized and compiled as described by 

Simons (2008:24), it has the basic parts needed to reach that final stage. Fifty original 

speech events were gathered. Each speech event has associated with it an oral 

transcription and oral translation. A document covers all the necessary metadata for each 

recording, and links each recording to the informed consent for its speaker. The 

recordings total nine hours and twelve minutes. The oral transcriptions for these 

recordings totaled twenty hours and thirteen minutes. The oral translations totaled thirty 

hours and fifty minutes. 

Additional materials were gathered as well. A wordlist was gathered based on the 

SIL Comparative African Wordlist (Snider & Roberts 2006). This list contains 1,700 

items, though Laari did not have equivalents for all items. Nouns were gathered in both 

singular and plural. The resulting Laari wordlist contained 1,961 items. Paradigms were 

collected for the verbs ‘   ’  ‘     ’  ‘    ’      ‘  ’.   f w       ical discussions of the 

language were also recorded, mostly in the form of language learning material. All of this 

additional material totaled fifteen hours and forty-nine minutes. The wordlist was 

annotated through a second repetition of the entire wordlist and a video recording of 

words 1 – 858, totaling nine hours and thirty-four minutes. 

1.5. Thesis outline 

Both language documentation and Laari phonology are covered in this thesis. 

Chapter 2 introduces language documentation, including some of the history and 

motivations behind language documentation and a review of the literature to date. This 

chapter also introduces BOLD with its methodology and motivations, and reviews the 
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literature written on BOLD. Chapter 3 turns to the subject of Laari phonology and gives a 

brief overview of the literature that has been written on Laari. Chapter 4 is the 

phonological description of Laari. The phonology covers basic word structure, phonemic 

segments, phonological processes, and tone. Chapter 5 returns to the subject of BOLD. 

This chapter gives a critique of BOLD based upon the previously written phonology. It 

details the process of data collection and of phonological study to give comments and 

suggestions for improvement of this methodology. 

By the end of Chapter 5, I hope to have conveyed two things: first, an outline of 

potential improvements for BOLD methodology, and second, a basic description of Laari 

phonology.



 

10 

 

2. Literature Review on Language Documentation 

2.1. Introduction 

The preservation of languages has long been a goal of linguists; however, it has 

come to a new level of awareness with the codification of language documentation as a 

subfield of linguistics. Language documentation seeks to preserve language, as it is 

naturally used in the speech community, for both linguistic and cultural value. However, 

language documentation does not have a set methodology. Various researchers have 

proposed different methodologies designed to meet different documentary goals. This 

chapter seeks to give an overview of the main methodologies proposed for language 

documentation.  

This chapter is divided into two principle content sections, Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

Section 2.2 covers the background of documentation. In Section 2.2.1, documentation is 

defined, considering especially the progression of documentation. Section 2.2.2 gives the 

reasons for documentation, covering both the ideal and practical uses of documentation. 

Section 2.3 moves on to the various documentary methodologies. Section 2.3.1 covers the 

features of documentation which unify various documentary methodologies. Section 

2.3.2 looks at those features which distinguish various documentary methodologies. Six 

authors and methodologies are covered, including Himmelmann (1998, 2005, 2012), 

Austin (2005, 2007, 2009, 2010), Woodbury (2003, 2007, 2011)        (2009, 2010), 

DOBES (DOBES Archive, Wittenburg 2003), and BOLD (Simons 2008, Reiman 2010, 

Boerger 2011). These are summarized in Section 2.3.3.
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2.2. Background of language documentation 

2.2.1. Defining language documentation 

Language documentation is a multidisciplinary approach to creating a lasting 

record of natural language. As a subfield of linguistics, it is relatively new, though the 

idea of documentation is not new. Its first serious definition and description were given 

   H mm  m   : " h    m of             o  m      o …    o   ov       om   h    v  

record of the linguistics practices characteristic of a given speech community" 

(1998:166). As documentation has progressed, Himmelmann's definition has become 

more focused. Woodbury (2011:159) defines documentation as "the creation, annotation, 

preservation and dissemination of transparent records of a language." Woodbury's 

definition is a more specific look at how to create Himmelmann's "comprehensive record 

of linguistic practices." The goal of documentation is not only to record a language for 

linguistic purposes, but also to meet the needs of the speakers of the language and to 

support them in their desire to maintain the language (Austin 2010:13). 

Though documentation has only recently moved to the forefront as its own 

linguistic subdiscipline, the idea of documenting languages is very old. Woodbury (2011) 

gives a detailed look at the history of documentary linguistics. Early historians were the 

first to document culturally important speech events, such as legends and epic poems. 

They left a written record of language and culture as it was used in a specific period of 

time. In the nineteenth century, philologists attempted to gather together these cultural 

speech events and other historical records to form some kind of documentary record of 

language (Himmelmann 2005:14). The first linguist to practice a form of documentary 

linguistics was Boas (Woodbury 2011:162), who advocated the creation of texts, 

grammars, and dictionaries. Woodbury calls this "the so-called Boasian triology or 

triumvirate" (2011:163). He quotes Boas as saying "it has become more and more evident 

that large masses of texts are needed in order to elucidate the structure of the language." 

What is particularly significant about Boas' methodology is how closely it matches 

current theory in language documentation. He recorded texts through dictation, but 
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complained that dictation did not create a natural text. He sometimes had a native speaker 

write a text, but noted that that also created a different style of text. He also did not like 

that both dictating and writing limited texts, saying,  

On the whole, however, the available material gives a one-sided presentation of 

linguistics data, because we have hardly any records of daily occurrences, every-

day conversation, descriptions of industries, customs, and the like. For these 

reasons the vocabularies yielded by texts are one-sided and incomplete. (Quoted 

in Woodbury 2011:164) 

Essentially, what Boas pointed towards was today's version of language 

documentation. He wanted the ability to record texts in many different genres. He 

advocated the study of many kinds of speech, including song, speech play, and ritual 

language, among others (Woodbury 2011:164). It is interesting that as linguistic 

structuralism began to take hold, the idea of text collection was lost in the streamlining of 

linguistic theory. There were, however, linguists who continued to produce all three of 

Boas' trilogy, such as Edward Sapir as a student of Boas, Mary Haas as a student of 

Sapir, and later Michael Krauss, who established a library with the purpose of preserving 

everything that had ever been done on Native Alaskan languages (Woodbury 2011:165-

66). Language documentation was not forgotten, and it began to emerge again in the 

1980s as a separate discipline with autonomous goals. 

Himmelmann's work plays an important role in distinguishing documentation 

from description. His early works begin to define the difference between description and 

documentation, using five points to distinguish documentation from other forms of 

language description and record-making. First, language documentation focuses on 

primary data. The goal is to make the data itself available to a broad group of users. 

Second, documentation is concerned with accountability. Because the primary data is 

available to all users, its quality can be evaluated by anyone. Third, documentation is 

concerned with long-term storage and preservation of the primary data. Fourth, the work 

of language documentation is done in interdisciplinary teams. Since language 

documentation seeks to include many facets of language, a team of experts in many 

different fields is needed in order to create a complete documentation, such as 
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anthropology, ethnomusicology, oral history, and literature. Last, language 

documentation involves the close cooperation and direct involvement of the speech 

community. Members of the community should inform the documentation, especially 

playing a role in determining the goals.  

2.2.2. Documentation and analysis 

The above distinctions of documentation often lead to the misconception that, 

because documentation is distinct from description, it is opposed to structure and analysis 

(Himmelmann 2012:187). However, documentation is not opposed to analysis; it simply 

has a different relationship with analysis than description has. Himmelmann describes 

this difference through a distinction between three kinds of data: raw, primary, and 

structural. Raw data is the original source of data, whether an audio recording or a 

manuscript. It has the errors original to the text, and by itself is not useful for some kinds 

of study (2012:193). Primary data is a critical edition of the raw data. In other words, 

primary data represents the raw data plus corrections or improvements made by a second 

person. Primary data serves as the basis for further research into the language or culture, 

which can be generalized into structural data (2012:189). Structural data includes things 

such as a grammatical description of a language. Documentation is concerned with raw 

and primary data, while description focuses on structural data (2012:199). Therefore, 

documentation is concerned with analysis, though not to the same extent as description. 

Furthermore, the analysis in documentation can be done with descriptive goals in view 

(2012:190, 204). Thus, the line between documentation and description is not always 

distinct, though the two fields have different goals.  

Austin further refines the distinction between documentation and description by 

giving an important reminder (2010:14): documentation is not simply description plus 

technology. It is true that technology plays an important role in documentation, but 

documentation has different theoretical goals from description. Therefore, a project with 

a descriptive goal that includes audio and video recordings is not the same as a 
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documentation project. The definition given here, combined with the methodologies in 

Section 2.3, distinguishes documentation as a separate field of linguistic study.  

2.2.3. Reasons for language documentation 

Ideally, language documentation is carried out solely as a record of linguistic 

practices, just as any other aspect of culture is recorded and studied. More practically, 

however, there are three basic reasons for language documentation. One reason is the 

linguistic benefit. Collecting data on a large number of languages allows many kinds of 

linguistic study, and also allows study on languages after they have become extinct. Even 

if languages are not endangered, language documentation provides data accountability. 

Users of the data are able to evaluate the conclusions of a particular researcher. Further 

research is possible using the same data. Also, previous conclusions can be reevaluated 

while comparing both old and new data (Austin 2010:18).  

The second reason is similar to the first, but more general. Language 

documentation informs future generations of the diversity of language (DOBES Archive 

2006). Those who are living after many of the world's languages have become extinct 

will not have the ability to see these cultural treasures first-hand. Language 

documentation will create a lasting record that allows future generations to enjoy and 

appreciate the great diversity and resource that language constitutes.  

The third reason for language documentation is much more practical – the 

preservation of endangered languages. Documentation emerged as a response to language 

endangerment, though it has not been around long enough to fully test its capacity for 

language preservation. The endangerment crisis was first brought to public attention by 

Krauss (1992). Krauss divides the world's languages into three categories: moribund, 

endangered, and safe (1992:6). Moribund languages are those which are no longer spoken 

by or taught to children. They are virtually ensured of extinction because they are no 

longer being passed on. Endangered languages cover a much broader category. He 

defines endangered as "those languages which, though now still being learned by 

children, will – if the present conditions continue – cease to be learned by children during 
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the coming century" (1992:6-7). Safe languages are those languages which have official 

state support and large numbers of speakers. By this definition, there are at a high 

estimate 600 safe languages in the world. Krauss draws the conclusion that "the coming 

century will see either the death or the doom of 90% of mankind's languages" (1992:7). 

Not all estimates of the world's endangered languages are so bleak. Krauss notes 

that in the 1992 statistics for Bible translation, about 10% of the world's languages were 

considered nearly extinct or highly bilingual, and therefore did not merit a translation. At 

that time 40% were listed as unknown in viability. Krauss also cites two other linguists as 

saying that 50% of the world's languages are moribund (1992:6). 

Whether 50% or 90% of the world's languages are endangered, those languages 

do need some kind of record. The question that naturally follows is, why is it necessary to 

record languages? Why is it "bad" for them to die out? There are three main reasons why 

languages must be saved. The first reason is ecological. Just as diversity leads to strength 

in the biological realm, diversity also leads to strength in the linguistic realm. Skutnab-

Kangas and associates state 

In the language of ecology, the strongest ecosystems are those that are the most 

diverse. That is, diversity is directly related to stability; variety is important for 

long-term survival. Our success on this planet has been due to an ability to adapt 

to different kinds of environment over thousands of years (atmospheric as well as 

cultural). Such an ability is born out of diversity. Thus language and cultural 

diversity maximises chances of human success and adaptability. (2003:10) 

Human societies are diverse in the way that they understand and process the 

world around them; therefore, they are diverse in expression of that understanding. 

Languages encode the techniques different cultures have used to survive. Skutnab-

Kangas and associates suggests that maintaining all of these languages is necessary 

because "this diversity offers the highest possible variety of solutions to the challenges of 

survival" (2003:28). A particular example is the idea of special knowledge. Very often 

cultures have special knowledge which is passed down through generations. This special 

knowledge is often lost when a language is lost because the dominant language does not 
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have the appropriate vocabulary. Later, scientists may rediscover what was once common 

knowledge (Skutnab-Kangas et al. 2003:36). 

The second reason is social. Language encodes the identity of a people. In those 

situations where language shifts, the shift is often caused by political, social, and 

economic oppression. Speakers of minority languages may be required to leave behind 

their languages in order to compete in a globalizing world. With their languages, they 

leave behind their identities. This process brings social problems into the community. It 

either results in children who are lost and unable to become productive human beings 

(Dunbar & Skutnab-Kangas 2008:6-7, 9) or it results in children who disdain their 

parents, communities, and former way of life (Shaeffer 2003:6-7; Dunbar & Skutnab-

Kangas 2008:4). The story of a man named Kee, quoted in Dunbar and Skutnab-Kangas, 

shows some of the social devastation that can result from loss of identity. 

Kee was sent to boarding school as a child where – as was the practice – he was 

punished for speaking Navajo. Since he was only allowed to return home during 

Christmas and summer, he lost contact with his family. Kee withdrew both from 

the White and Navajo worlds as he grew older, because he could not comfortably 

communicate in either language. He became one of the many thousand Navajos 

who were non-lingual – a man without a language. By the time he was 16, Kee 

was an alcoholic, uneducated and despondent – without identity. Kee's story is 

more the rule than the exception. (2008:9) 

Darrell Kipp, a member of the Blackfeet Nation, describes the journey his nation 

took to reclaim their language. His story shows the opposite side, the joy that came when 

they rediscovered their language and their identity. They successfully started an 

immersion program for children, and it is the revitalization of their language which has in 

turn revitalized the nation (Kipp 2007).  

The third reason that languages must be saved is legal. It is necessary to look at 

the preservation of languages from the viewpoint of the rights of an indigenous people. 

The United Nations created the Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples which seeks 

to protect and affirm the rights of indigenous peoples. These peoples have often been 

marginalized in many ways, one of which is that their language is often replaced by a 
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majority language. Article 13.1 specifically addresses the right to language use and 

preservation: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future 

generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing 

systems and literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for 

communities, places and persons. (United Nations 2007) 

Since indigenous peoples have the right to the preservation of their languages, 

those who are able to preserve their languages should feel some moral obligation to assist 

them. Further, indigenous peoples have the right to decide how the data for their language 

can be used and who will have access to it. A documenter is ethically bound to respect 

this right. Documenters who work in a language area must remember the rights of the 

language communities and practice documentation ethically.  

Ideally, language documentation would be done simply to get a cultural record; 

however, the endangerment crisis is the compelling force that has driven the development 

of language documentation, especially since Krauss' 1992 article. The endangerment of 

the world's languages is a serious problem because of the biological, social, and legal 

consequences language loss entails.  

2.3. Methods of documentation  

In 1995 an important documentation workshop was held at the Max Planck 

Institute for Psycholinguistics in the Netherlands. There the question was raised as to 

what the "best record" of a language would look like (Woodbury 2011:168). There were 

several responses to this question, three of which resulted in articles by Himmelmann 

(1998), Lehmann (2001), and Woodbury (2003). The article by Lehmann has received far 

less attention than the other two. Himmelmann and Woodbury delve into the ideas of 

methodology, while Lehmann's article is a general consideration of the relationship 

between documentation and description. 

Since that time, the discussions on documentation have gone further and have 

resulted in an ever-widening field of documentary literature. Several of the resulting 
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works and papers have focused specifically on documentary methodology. One such 

work is Essentials of language documentation (2005), edited by Gippert, Himmelmann, 

and Mosel. This book is composed of practical articles on different facets of 

documentation, ranging from ethics discussions to views of ethnography in 

documentation. Each phase of the documentary process is considered, including eliciting 

data, annotation, challenges of analysis, and archiving.  

Another result of the discussions on documentation is the collection Language 

documentation and description, which has been published annually since 2003 by the 

School of Oriental and African Studies. Many of the articles are taken from conferences 

and lectures given on language documentation and therefore cover a wide variety of 

subjects in language documentation. It gives a broad view of documentation as well as 

practical outworkings of documentation in specific contexts.  

Further results of the increased discussion on documentation were the responses 

of two different organizations. The Volkswagen Foundation went beyond discussing 

documentation to applying documentation through founding Dokumentation Bedrohter 

Sprachen (Documentation of Endangered Languages), or DOBES. DOBES was 

developed as a cooperative project between an archive and documentary teams. 

Currently, fifty documentation projects have been funded through DOBES (DOBES 

Archive 2006). The second organization is SIL, which began to look specifically at 

increasing the speed of documentation. A method of oral documentation called Basic 

Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) was developed and initially presented by Simons 

(2008). It is still under development by a number of SIL researchers (Boerger 2011; 

Reiman 2010). 

Each publication and paper addresses different parts of the documentary process, 

and not all deal with methodology. The authors that specifically address methodology 

include Himmelmann, whose ideas were briefly discussed above, Woodbury, who has 

also written further articles on documentation, Lüpke, with methodology articles in 

Language documentation and description, and Austin, the editor of Language 

documentation and description who has written several articles on methodology. The two 
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organizational methodologies which have been proposed are the DOBES method and 

BOLD. These are the authors and organizational methodologies which will be compared 

in Section 2.3.2. 

Throughout any discussion of documentation, it must be kept in mind that no two 

documentation projects will ever be exactly alike. The reason for this is that 

documentation projects take place in a variety of contexts, and with a variety of goals and 

needs. Peter Austin noted that the most important aspect of documentary projects today is 

diversity (2010:13). Language documentation is unified in the overall goal of providing a 

linguistic record of a speech community, but diversity arises from the specific goals of 

various projects. As Woodbury demonstrates, different purposes for an individual project 

lead to many different documentary outcomes.  

Regarding PURPOSES, documentation can mean different things to different 

people. A project may be aimed at preservation, or revitalization, or the scientific 

study of language use or acquisition or grammar or lexical knowledge, or the 

reconstruction of linguistic or social history. It can be ideologically keyed to the 

establishment and maintenance of identity, or as a symbol of progress or global 

participation, or as art, reality, nostalgia or a general quest for knowledge; and this 

just scratches the surface. (2011:162) 

Therefore, though all documentation projects are connected through a common 

theoretical basis, different documentary methods will lead to different outputs. Language 

documentation refers to the actual subfield of linguistics, which is comprised of various 

methodologies. These methodologies are developed by different researchers with 

different purposes, leading to different output. Within each methodological basis, 

different projects may have unique outcomes as well. The projects are the actual teams in 

the field doing the documentary work. These projects may have the same overall 

methodological goals, but the individual projects may apply those goals in different ways 

which will also lead to different outcomes.  
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2.3.1. Unifying features 

The theoretical basis that links all language documentation leads to similar 

structural requirements in most language documentation methodologies. Each 

methodology agrees that a complete documentation project should include a corpus of 

primary recordings and annotation, along with access materials for the corpus. Each 

methodology also agrees that either the corpus or access material should include 

informed consent and metadata. Finally, all documentary methodologies agree that the 

final goal of a documentation project is archiving.  

However, though there is unity in the basic design of a documentation project, the 

different methodologies have different standards for each parameter of the documentary 

process. For example, most documentary methodologies agree that the primary data 

should be oral. However, there is growing debate as to whether written texts should be 

included as well (Finnegan 2008:26). Similarly, most documentation projects include 

both transcription and translation as part of the annotations, but whether grammars and 

dictionaries should also be included differs between methodologies.  

Though every project should have metadata of some kind, metadata standards are 

usually set by the archives used by the project. The Open Archives Language Community 

(OLAC) has created a metadata standard to serve the needs of its language archive 

(Simons et al. 2008). Every corpus submitted to an OLAC archive must provide a title for 

the project, the type of project with a description, the coverage of the project, and the 

subject of the project, along with the original creator and creation date, the contributor to 

the archive, any publisher information, the project format, language, and identifiers used, 

the project source and rights, and if it is related to any other projects. These core elements 

are defined further on the OLAC website (Simons et al. 2008). The Max-Planck Institute 

for Psycholinguistics has also created a metadata standard called ISLE Metadata 

Initiative (IMDI). ISLE stands for International Standard in Language Engineering. 

Broeder and associates (2001) describe the core elements which must be provided with 

each corpus, while Wittenburg and associates (2000) give the history of the metadata 

initiative. 
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Metadata is necessary because documentation projects have the final goal of 

archiving the material so that it is available to other users, both current and future. 

Though archiving is a nearly universal goal of documenters, each project will choose a 

different archive based on its individual needs or the requirements of the funding body. 

Austin particularly spends a great deal of time describing the proper methods and formats 

for archiving. The article Data and language documentation describes how to put data in 

appropriate archival, presentation, and publication forms (2005:101, 108). Austin gives 

the reminder that archives are not merely backup of a data corpus. It is not simply a safe 

place to store data; it is a place to access data. Therefore archived projects should always 

include the appropriate metadata (2005:100). Austin and Grenoble (2009) published a list 

of eight different archives. That number has grown since their list. Chang (2010) 

evaluates nine different archives from the perspective of responsible archiving practice. 

Her work gives an evaluation tool useful for any individual project looking to archive 

responsibly.  

2.3.2. Distinctive features 

The authors mentioned above who address documentary methodology include 

Himmelmann, Woodbury, Austin, and L    . The methodologies developed by 

organizations are DOBES and BOLD. The writings of each of these contributors will be 

discussed in light of eight parameters of the documentary process, which are a) the type 

and content of the primary data, b) the type of annotations required, c) access materials, 

d) guidelines regarding analysis, e) training and make-up of the team, f) community 

involvement in the project, g) length of time for a project, and h) archiving principles.  

In the following discussion, primary data will include any type of original 

recordings, which may include communicative events, elicitations, and analytical 

discussions. Annotation refers to all data directly related to the individual texts, such as 

transcription, translation, and textual metadata. Access materials refer to any additional 

material that makes the project accessible, such as informed consent, project metadata, 

introductory materials, grammars, and dictionaries.  
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2.3.2.1. Himmelmann (1998, 2005, 2012) 

Himmelmann wrote three primary articles on language documentation, 

Documentary and descriptive linguistics (1998), Language documentation: What is it and 

what is it good for? (2005), and Linguistic data types and the interface between language 

documentation and description (2012). The second appears in Essentials of 

documentation, edited by Gippert, Himmelmann, and Mosel. In these papers, 

Himmelmann lays out his methodology. Because Himmelmann was one of the 

forerunners of documentation, his works became the basic guide for researchers and 

authors in documentation. 

According to Himmelmann, original data should be primarily oral. The content of 

the primary data includes observable linguistic behavior and metalinguistic knowledge. 

Metalinguistic knowledge refers to the tacit knowledge speakers have about their own 

language (2005:8). Observable linguistic behavior comes in the form of communicative 

events (1998:168). Communicative events can range from the short and simple, such as 

an exclamation of surprise, to long and complex, such as a ritual. The documentary 

corpus would ideally contain every kind of communicative event, but practically this is 

impossible and could also be unethical (2005:7). Instead, it is better to have a sampling of 

communicative events which include some events from many different types of 

communication situations. The sampling procedure used will be determined to a large 

extent by the purposes of a particular project, but as many types as possible should be 

recorded (2005:8).  

The annotations that Himmelmann requires are transcription and translation, 

along with in-depth glossing and commentary. Translation should at minimum include a 

free translation, though more in-depth annotation might include various levels of 

interlinear glossing. In-depth annotation might also include commentary which is focused 

on one specific area of study (2005:13). Himmelmann also requires metadata for each 

individual communicative event that is recorded. This metadata should include 

information about the time, location, and participants, among other things (2005:14). 
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The access materials that Himmelmann includes are metadata for the entire 

project and general access resources. While each individual session has metadata about 

the time, location, participants, etc., the documentation as a whole has metadata on the 

community, the team, and those participating (2005:14). General access resources include 

an introduction to the language, orthography and glossing conventions, an ethnographic 

sketch, a grammar sketch, and so forth (2005:14).  

Himmelmann emphasizes that analysis is necessary for any degree of annotation. 

Because of the definition of documentation, it is easy to fall into the misconception that 

documentation either does not allow any kind of analysis, or is the same as description 

but includes recording (2012:187). Instead, the types of analysis required by 

documentation and description are distinct and yet complementary. Documentation 

requires enough analysis to bring raw data into primary data. This type of analysis 

includes transcription, translation, and anything else necessary to make the raw data 

transparent (2012:193-96). This is different from description, which moves primary data 

to structural data (2012:199). Himmelmann notes that the creation of primary data can be 

done in a way that will facilitate the creation of structural data in the future, so that the 

two complement each other (2012:190, 204). 

Himmelmann laid out the format of his documentation methodology as repeated 

in Table 1 (2005:14). 
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Table 1: Himmelmann's basic format of a documentation 
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Per session For documentation as a whole 

Metadata 

- Time and location of 

recording 

- Participants 

- Recording team 

- Recording equipment 

- Content descriptors 

… 

 

Annotations 

- Transcription 

- Translation 

- Further linguistic and 

ethnographic glossing and 

commentary 

Metadata 

- Location of documented 

community 

- Project team(s) contributing to 

documentation 

- Participants in documentation 

- Acknowledgements 

… 

 

General access resources 

- Introduction 

- Orthographical conventions 

- Ethnographic sketch 

- Sketch grammar 

- Glossing conventions 

- Indices 

- Links to other resources 

… 

 

Himmelmann notes that the use of interdisciplinary teams is a distinction between 

documentation and description. Since the documentation seeks to be comprehensive, it is 

vital to have expertise in many different disciplines. The team of researchers should 

include people with a variety of backgrounds and areas of expertise (2005:14).  

Community involvement also distinguishes documentation from description. The 

indigenous speech community should be very involved in a documentation project. 

Community members can help determine the goals and outcomes of the project by giving 

input regarding the goals of the project. Second, there are many tasks in a documentation 

project which require the assistance of community members, as well as many tasks which 

can be done by community members after minimal training (2005:16). 

Himmelmann does not mention a specific length of time, and he notes that "there 

is no principled way for determining a temporal boundary for such a recording" (2005:7). 

The only way to determine when "enough" data has been gathered is according to the 

specific purposes of the documentation project. 
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2.3.2.2. Woodbury (2003, 2007, 2011) 

Woodbury was among those who responded to the challenge at the Max Planck 

Institute of Psycholinguistics of what would constitute the best record of a language. His 

response included the article Defining documentary linguistics (2003) and a follow-up 

article On thick translation in language documentation (2007) which discussed the 

translation aspect of documentation. His most recent article is Language documentation, 

in The Cambridge Handbook of Endangered Languages, edited by Austin and Sallabank 

(2011). This article is specifically focused on documenting endangered languages. 

Woodbury does not claim to be creating a new methodology, and his articles are 

not particularly focused on methodology. However, methodological concerns are evident 

in his work. In his 2003 article, Woodbury gives several parameters to help define a good 

corpus. Several of these parameters match up to the parameters being covered in this 

section. Concerning corpus content, he says the corpus must be both diverse and large. It 

must contain many different text genres as well as many different types of speakers. He 

does not give a definition for large, only stating that it should be large enough for 

grammatical and phonological analysis (2003:47). Woodbury does not define how large 

of a corpus is needed for grammatical or phonological analysis, though it would be 

helpful to know when an adequate amount of data has been collected.  

He also notes that the goal of a documentation project changes the types of 

primary data being collected. There are three areas of language that a documenter may 

choose to document: first, the ancestral code; second, contemporary communicative 

ecology, and third, an emergent code (2011:177-79). In other words, Woodbury is 

suggesting that documentation can either document past linguistic forms, present 

linguistic forms, or the way that language is changing and will become in the future. 

Because of these different foundations of the corpus, Woodbury notes that it is acceptable 

for different projects to have varied sampling procedures (2011:180). Considering 

documenting the ancestral code Woodbury says "the language [must] be 'put through its 

paces,' studied in various contexts of use, and supplemented with elicitation in order to 
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fill lexical fields, paradigms and the like, saying "Dictionaries and grammars can follow 

efficiently from such documentation" (2011:177). 

Woodbury does not propose any additional annotations, only noting that in the 

tradition of Himmelmann, annotations should include transcription and translation 

(2011:179). He later goes on to say that the typical set of annotations includes time-

aligned transcription by pause or sentence breaks, and at minimum a free style translation 

(2011:183). Translation receives more attention in his 2007 article, in which he discusses 

his work in Cup'ik. He had several tapes of stories told by an elderly woman, and in order 

to obtain a translation, he worked with a native speaker who gave a UN-style real-time 

translation (2007:122). Woodbury later worked with this man to transcribe the originals, 

and match them with the translations (2007:123). He was then able to use this data for 

further language analysis. Woodbury does not himself give specific recommendations for 

metadata, but does note that it is important both for individual texts and as part of the 

access materials (2011:160, 169, 183). 

Concerning analysis and access materials, Woodbury looks at both sides of the 

discussion. He states that grammar and dictionary making should not be done away with, 

but should be by-products of the documentation. He notes that analysis is necessary for 

any kind of grammar or dictionary making, since orthography development requires 

phonological analysis, and grammar writing requires grammatical analysis. Therefore, the 

corpus informs the analysis as the analysis informs the corpus (2003:42). He later adds 

that documentation and description should be complementary, calling their separation "a 

kind of back-door structuralist recidivism" (2011:178). At the same time, he raises the 

question as to how much annotation, and consequently analysis, is really necessary in 

order to make a text transparent (2011:183). He concludes that since the goal of 

documentation is not the same as the goal of description, and since documentation is 

multidisciplinary, then linguistic analysis may not need to be a "non-negotiable 

component" of documentation (2011:184). 

Woodbury states that while a multidisciplinary team is the ideal, it can present 

many challenges. He asks how non-linguists are going to relate in a culture where they do 
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not speak the language, as well as what the rewards are for those of other disciplines who 

would enhance the project. He also asks what the role of community members should be 

on the team, whether volunteer or paid. Further, he asks whether it would be better to 

compose the team of professors, graduate students, or those with other levels of education 

(2011:176-77). Despite these questions, Woodbury does believe that community 

members should be involved in the documentary project, both as designers of the corpus, 

and as members of the team. He believes that linguists must be flexible to work with the 

needs and desires of the speech community, though projects are generally proposed based 

on the goals of the researcher (2011:175). He adds that speech community members are, 

increasingly, members of the team (2011:176). Woodbury does not give any guideline as 

to the amount of time a project of the kind he proposes should take. 

2.3.2.3. Austin (2005, 2007, 2009, 2010) 

Austin has also commented on documentary methodology, though his articles are 

generally reflections on documentation in its current state. He has written three articles, 

two of which are called 'Current trends in documentary linguistics.' The first was co-

authored by Grenoble and published in 2007. The second was published in 2010. The 

third is 'Data and language documentation,' which deals more specifically with data 

collection methods. 

Austin divides the documentary process into five steps: recording, transfer, adding 

value, archiving, and mobilization (2010:19). Recording is the actual gathering of the 

primary data in either audio or video. Transfer is the process of moving data into a "data 

management environment." Adding value is the process of adding transcription, 

translation, other annotations, and notation of metadata. Archiving is moving all the files 

into a format for preservation and creating access and usage rights. Mobilization is the 

publication and distribution of the materials in various formats for a range of users and 

uses.  

Austin does not address the content of primary data; instead he relies on 

Himmelmann's types of primary data (Austin & Grenoble 2007:21). He does, however, 
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address the question of how much material should be included in a corpus. Quantity is 

not a good guideline for a quality of documentation, and therefore Austin looks at the 

guidelines given by the Committee on Endangered Languages and their Preservation 

(CELP). CELP was established in 1992 by the Linguistic Society of America (LSA) to 

assist speech communities and linguists in the documentation, preservation, and 

revitalization of endangered languages
1
. According to CELP, an adequate documentation 

should include basic phonology at both a low and morphophonemic level, the basic 

morphology, basic syntactic structures, a lexicon which covers basic vocabulary and 

includes glosses, and a full range of textual genres and registers (Austin 2010:26). CELP 

does not address how a researcher knows when all of these things have been adequately 

covered. Austin implies in his conclusion that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

qualitatively and quantitatively determine that a language documentation is "done." 

The steps above give a good idea of what Austin considers to be annotation and 

access materials of the primary data. Annotations include a transcription and a 

translation, and possibly other levels of annotation. He also says that transcription should 

be time-aligned (Austin & Grenoble 2007:14). Communicative events must be translated 

into at least one language of wider communication, and would also include morphemic 

glossing (2007:15). The access materials go a step further to include basic phonology, 

morphology, syntax, and a lexicon. He also includes metadata as an important part of the 

access materials. He discusses several types of metadata, including metadata used to 

locate the data, information about the kind of data in a file, specifications about the file 

structures or organization, information about the type of software needed to access the 

data, and background information (Austin 2005:93).  

To Austin, analysis is an important part of the documentary process because 

"without good analysis, recorded audio and video materials do not serve as data for any 

community of potential users" (Austin & Grenoble 2007:22). Austin's definition of 

documentation includes what it is not, where he states "it is not about collecting material 

to preserve it without analysing it" (Austin 2010:14). In order to truly create a 

                                                 

 
1
 More information about CELP can be found at http://www.lsadc.org/info/lsa-comm-endanger.cfm. 

http://www.lsadc.org/info/lsa-comm-endanger.cfm
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comprehensive record of a language, analytical theories must be applied to the data. 

Analysis and description are both by-products of the documentation and aids in creating 

the documentation. They are required for annotation, especially in areas such as 

morphemic glossing (Austin & Grenoble 2007:15), and also to make the data available 

for posterity (2007:13). Austin's view of analysis appears to move beyond that of 

Himmelmann (2012), from primary data into some structural data, though Austin's work 

thus far does not comment on Himmelmann's definition. 

Austin acknowledges the benefits of a multidisciplinary team, but also sees the 

difficulty. The different disciplines have both theoretical and practical differences in 

research ideology that would make working together challenging (Austin & Grenoble 

2007:22). However, since linguistics has tended to focus on internal concerns in an 

attempt to be an autonomous field, documentation provides a good outlet for linguists to 

begin to interface with other disciplines (Austin 2010:27). In either event, Austin 

recognizes that documentation as he envisions it cannot be accomplished by a single 

linguist working alone. He says that the technical skills required along with the time it 

takes to create a corpus would be difficult for a single linguist (Austin & Grenoble 

2007:14). He does not, however, address a specific time length for creating an adequate 

corpus. He notes that community members are increasingly part of the documentary team 

as researchers are increasingly expected to pay attention to the needs of language 

communities when framing their research. Community members are often more 

motivated to be part of the documentation if they see the benefits of the resulting product 

(2007:14-15). 

2.3.2.4.       (2009, 2010) 

     's main purpose in writing is not to give a comprehensive methodology for 

documentation, but to look specifically at data collection methods. Therefore she does not 

address annotations, access materials, the appropriate team and community involvement, 

or project time. However, her articles are significant because few authors discuss what 

exactly should be in the corpus and th       m  ho    o  o       h      o           . 
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  pke gives an idea of how different types of data can be collected in 'Data collection 

methods for field-based language documentation' (2009), which was republished with 

minor revisions under the title 'Research methods in language documentation' (2010). 

        f               o  m      o     "the creation of corpora of annotated 

and translated speech data in audio and video format" (2009:53). Her definition is slightly 

more broad than Himmelmann's because she does not focus specifically on texts. She 

believes that texts alone are not enough because it is crucial for the corpora to integrate 

analysis. The observable linguistic behavior must be supplemented with data that 

elucidates certain linguistic structures and behaviors.  

     's documentary corpus consists of three types of data: observed 

communicative events, staged communicative events, and elicitations. Observed 

communicative events are the most common type of data in language documentation, 

including events such as conversations or narratives. Here the researcher has no influence 

except his or her own presence. Elicitations are also included in many language 

documentation projects, and include paradigms, judgments, and other test results. Unlike 

observed events, these are completely created for the researcher. Staged communicative 

events f       w    o    v    omm       v   v                m                   o 

  pke's method. They are communicative events created by the researcher using 

materials that allow for creativity. For example, a description of a picture or video is a 

staged event. The researcher does not directly influence the linguistic forms chosen, as is 

done in elicita  o   (    :   .      's main focus is on the appropriate methods for 

staged communicative events, since linguistics in general already has large bodies of 

literature on appropriate methods for elicitations and observed linguistic behavior. 

While most lan       o  m      o    o      fo    m      o  o    v   

 omm       v   v      w  h     m       m    of          o   o          omm       v  

 v                    h        h                                o      o        om      

corpus. First, they are necessary for discovery of low-frequency forms, which requires 

careful sampling. Second, they aid in assessing variation in speaking, as this requires a 

large sample size. However, if the language has only a few speakers left, a large sample 
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may not be possible. Third, staged communicative events aid in cross-linguistic study, 

which requires certain texts for comparison. The 'Pear Story' is one example of a text 

used for cross-linguistic study (Chafe 1980). Fourth, negative evidence is necessary for a 

complete co              o       o         h o  h     f                   o    . Th    

    o     om  of      's reasons for using all three data types in a language 

documentation corpus. 

2.3.2.5. DOBES (DOBES Archive 2006, Wittenburg 2003) 

The DOBES methodology was created from an archival point of view. DOBES 

stands for Dokumentation Bedrohter Sprachen, or Documentation of Endangered 

Languages, which is the name of a specific archive devoted to documenting endangered 

languages. DOBES was started by the Volkswagen Foundation in order to document 

languages which are "potentially in danger of becoming extinct" (DOBES Archive 2006). 

DOBES is described by Wittenburg in The DOBES model of language documentation 

(2003).  

Wittenburg's main goal is to describe the technical aspects of DOBES as it relates 

to archiving. However, in order to create a well-run archive, nearly all of the parameters 

under discussion are specified by DOBES. Section 2.1 (2003:124) of Wittenburg's paper 

contains the linguistic agreements decided on by the archive. The content of the primary 

data is not specified beyond the fact that it should be audio and video. The annotations, 

however, are specified. Two levels of annotation are necessitated in DOBES; first is a tier 

containing an orthographic or phonetic transcription. Orthgraphic is preferable unless the 

language is unwritten. The second tier is translation into a majority language. It is 

suggested that the translation be into both the local majority language and into English if 

that language is not English.  

The access materials are similar to Himmelmann's access materials. They include 

metadata on the situation of the recording as well conventions and terms used in glossing 

and analysis. It is also specified that "classical linguistic material" should be included, 

such as field notes, phonology notes, grammar descriptions, and other linguistic material. 
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The archive developers included in the linguistic agreements that only a small 

amount of the data needed to be analyzed in order to make the documentation task more 

manageable. The teams themselves decide what levels and types of analysis should be 

done.  

At the time of Wittenburg's article, twenty-one DOBES teams were engaged in 

documentation in the field, on thirty different languages (2003:123). Currently, there are 

fifty documentation projects either completed or ongoing with DOBES (DOBES Archive 

2006). DOBES teams consist not only of linguists, but also of ethnologists, 

musicologists, ethnobiologists, and other researchers in related disciplines (2003:123). 

Teams are required to participate in a 5-day training course which teaches the technical 

aspects of documentation along with the requirements of the archive. Wittenburg reports 

that these training courses were necessary to create a positive atmosphere of collaboration 

within the teams and with the archive (2003:138). Community involvement is based upon 

the team's evaluation of the community. It is assumed that the teams will be working to 

serve the needs of the particular community, which also assumes a certain level of 

collaboration with community members (2003:123).  

The first teams were expected to finish their projects by the end of 2003 

(2003:128); however, the first teams are reported to have finished their "contractual" 

work by the end of 2006 (DOBES Archive 2006). Projects began in 2000, meaning that 

teams were expected to finish within three years, but actually completed the projects in 

six years. As more teams are funded, the goal remains to finish in three years. Some of 

the teams have stayed in the language community and continue to work on the language 

even after the contract periods were finished (DOBES Archive 2006). 

The final goal of DOBES, as with all language documentation, is archiving. 

Archiving is an especially significant part of DOBES since teams are funded by the 

archive. Each team is not finished until their data is stored in the DOBES archive. The 

task of the archive is to find long-term storage solutions for the data, and also to create 

access rights (2003:128). Though the researcher must originally define these rights, the 

archive will help to maintain the rights to the data (2003:135). 
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2.3.2.6. BOLD (Simons 2008, Reiman 2010, Boerger 2011) 

Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) is a method of documentation 

developed by a team of SIL researchers in order to increase the speed of the 

documentation process (Boerger 2011:210). Due to the number of endangered languages 

and the rate at which they are disappearing, linguists do not have the luxury of sending 

one team to an area to live for several years and do a full documentation complemented 

by a full description of the language. BOLD was developed as an effort to increase the 

pace of documentation so that more languages can have some kind of record before they 

become extinct (Boerger 2011:209). Since BOLD is a fairly new methodology, little has 

been published to date. Simons gave a presentation at the 5
th

 National Natural Language 

Research Symposium in Manila entitled The rise of documentary linguistics and a new 

kind of corpus (2008), of which only a PDF file of his PowerPoint presentation is 

available. Reiman gives a detailed explanation of the BOLD procedure in a paper 

entitled, Basic oral language documentation (BOLD) (2010). Boerger looks at several 

different BOLD projects and gave suggestions for further improvement of BOLD in the 

paper To BOLDly go where no one has gone before (2011).  

Corpus design and the content of the primary data in BOLD is based upon 

Himmelmann's methodology. The corpus should include communicative events, which 

are forms of natural language use, elicited lists such as word lists, semantic domains, and 

grammatical paradigms, and analytical discussions conducted about the language in the 

language of wider communication (Simons 2008:31). The communicative events should 

be sampled across a wide range of speech types, using Himmelmann's spontaneity 

parameter (Himmelmann 1998:180). The sample should also include a wide range of 

speakers, including speakers of different genders, age groups, educational levels, and 

social strata (Simons 2008:33). BOLD's overall focus is a "breadth-first" rather than 

"depth-first" corpus (Boerger 2011:211). Rather than focusing on a particular area of 

study, BOLD seeks to make a record that is widely comprehensive, which can serve as a 

basis for further study later. The actual size of the corpus depends upon the purpose. For 

a historical reconstruction, only hundreds or thousands of lexical items are required. In 
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order to write a basic descriptive grammar, Simons suggests 100,000 words of running 

text. For lexicography, he says millions of words of running text are necessary (2008:34). 

Analytical commentary is made by native speakers of the language on the different 

speech events in order to give implied information and cultural knowledge (Reiman 

2010:256). 

Annotations in BOLD methodology are completely oral because many 

undocumented and endangered languages are found in preliterate speech communities 

(Reiman 2010:255, 263). The basic annotations include informed consent, situational 

metadata, oral transcription and oral translation. Oral transcription is the "respeaking" of 

a text by a native speaker in a slow and comprehensible fashion. The original text is 

recorded, and then another speaker listens to the original, pauses the recorder at pause or 

sentence breaks, and repeats slowly and clearly what was said word for word in the 

vernacular. If this oral transcription is done well, a written transcription can be produced 

from it later (Simons 2008:26). Oral transcription is followed by oral translation. The 

same basic idea is applied to translation. A speaker listens to the original recording and 

the oral transcription, pauses at the same breaks, and records on a new track a phrase-by-

phrase translation into a language of wider communication (Reiman 2010:257-58). As 

time and resources allow, other elements can be added to the basic annotations. For 

example, written transcription can be done on the field, or it can be done later. Word 

level glossing can also be done on the field (Boerger 2011:229).  

There are three necessary access materials in BOLD: corpus metadata, an 

introductory document, and a table of contents. Corpus metadata describes the project 

itself, while the introductory document provides information about the people, language, 

and culture. The table of contents makes the final corpus accessible to users. These 

components are included as part of the final archived corpus.  

Because BOLD attempts to document in a short amount of time, detailed analysis 

such as is required to produce structural data (Himmelmann 2012) is generally done after 

returning from the field (Boerger 2011:215). However, the analysis necessary to produce 

primary data is done while in the field. Analysis is necessary for paradigm collection as 
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well as for collecting tone frames. If the team chooses to also do written transcriptions or 

additional annotations, analysis is necessary for those as well (Boerger 2011:214). It is 

interesting to note here that oral annotations do not add the same amount of analytical 

input that written transcriptions do. Therefore, the oral annotations required by BOLD 

may be a sort of middle ground between raw and primary data. Himmelmann 

presupposes that transcription and translation will be written, since those are more widely 

used in documentation, and therefore does not comment on the type of data produced by 

oral annotations. 

The team concept in BOLD is unique in that it has options for the level of training 

of the primary researcher. While a fully trained linguist is ideal, there may be situations 

where a language is in need of documentation, but no linguist is available. For these 

situations, BOLD introduces the concept of the "paralinguist". Boerger (2011:211) 

defines a paralinguist, stating, "the minimal qualifications of a paralinguist would be an 

understanding of the language documentation agenda, training in BOLD techniques, and 

sufficient awareness to collect a full range of linguistic genres." A paralinguist can do 

some of the basic work of BOLD; however, a fully trained linguist is better able to 

augment an oral corpus. The BOLD option of utilizing a paralinguist or a linguist 

according to the project situation allows languages to be documented even if a linguist is 

not available.  

A cultural insider is also helpful to a BOLD team. A cultural insider can access 

the insider grid, and therefore will be able to help in text collection. He or she will also be 

able to help cross cultural barriers in training, assist in oral transcription and translation, 

and assist in setting up equipment (Boerger 2011:230). Boerger also suggests that 

efficiency would be further increased if two additional team members were trained, one 

for oral transcription and the other for oral translation (2011:230).  

Community involvement is an important part of BOLD because the community 

members play a role in every level of the BOLD project. Community members should be 

involved in determining the content of the corpus and the goals of the project (Reiman 

2010:255). Community members can also be trained to do transcription and translation 
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(Simons 2008:23). The community should also receive a copy of the data for their own 

use, either immediately or after it has been prepared for archiving. 

The time involved is one of the key advantages of the BOLD methodology. While 

other methodologies do not specify time limits, they come with the general consensus of 

"however long it takes." For DOBES, the original documentation contracts lasted for 

three years, but the contracts were extended to six years (DOBES Archive 2006). 

However, one of the reasons for developing BOLD was to facilitate a documentation 

project that could be done in only a few months. Simons predicted that compiling and 

annotating the number of communicative events necessary for a basic descriptive 

grammar would take one month of six hour work days for one researcher. He determines 

this number by looking at the average number of words people speak per minute and the 

number of words needed for a basic descriptive grammar. If people speak an average of 

100 to 200 words per minute, and 100,000 words are needed for a descriptive grammar, 

the communicative events should average ten hours. He then considers how much time is 

needed to process each hour of data, estimating twelve hours of processing per hour of 

data. This translates to one month of six hour work days for a single researcher working 

under ideal circumstances (Simons 2008:35). Boerger expands Simons' time estimates by 

looking at total project time, rather than just time for communicative event collection and 

annotation. Collecting word lists and paradigms would take an additional two weeks. A 

word level gloss adds an additional three to four days. Another seven to ten days will be 

spent in travel, developing connections, finding language consultants, and saying 

farewells. These additions total an additional month, bringing the time of the field trip to 

two months. After returning, a researcher should plan an additional month for preparing 

the data for archiving (Boerger 2011:229). 

2.3.3. Summary of Methodologies 

The various methods of documentation have come to the field with different 

concerns and therefore have different focuses in describing methodology. Table 2 gives a 

summary of the methodologies discussed above. 
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Table 2: Comparing Methodologies 
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2.4. Conclusion 

There are six primary authors and organizations who         m  ho o o      

 o       fo            o  m      o : H mm  m     Woo                    , DOBES, 

and BOLD. All agree that the goal of documentation is a lasting record of the linguist 

practices in a speech community. All agree as well that the record should include a 

corpus of primary data, annotations of the data, and access materials to make the data 

accessible to future researchers and language communities. In order to be accessible, each 

agrees that some type of metadata must be associated with the project and that a 

documentation project is not finished until it has been archived.  

However, language documentation methodologies do not all agree on areas of 

implementation of language documentation. Methodologies have different 

recommendations for the content of the primary data, the types of annotations, what is 

included in the access materials, the types and role of analysis, the type of team, the 

involvement of the community, and the length of time for a documentation project. The 

most divergent methodology is BOLD because of the focus on orality, the "breadth-first" 

corpus, the minimum qualifications of team members, and the short length of time 

involved. BOLD has great potential to be ground-breaking for language documentation, 

though it is still relatively new. As it is developed, its full potential will become clearer. 

However, all of the methodologies above should inform a researcher looking to do 

language documentation.
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3. Literature Review on Laari 

3.1. Introduction 

Laari is a language of Congo. It is a relatively large language group and a member 

of the Bantu family, but has received surprisingly little attention. The focus of this 

chapter is to give an overview of the few studies that have been done on Laari. Section 

3.2 identifies Laari by its geography and linguistic classification. Section 3.3 considers 

basic Bantu phonology in order to give a basis for the Laari phonology. Section 3.4 looks 

specifically at the literature which has previously described Laari segmental phonology 

and Section 3.5 considers tone. Section 3.6 gives a brief overview of Laari grammar in 

order to form a basis for the understanding of Laari phonology.

3.2. Identification of Laari 

The ISO code for Laari is [ldi]. The speaker population is listed in the Ethnologue 

(Lewis 2009) as 90,600 people. Laari belongs to the Niger-Congo language family, and 

its typology is as follows: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, 

Bantoid, Southern, Narrow Bantu, Central, H, Kongo (H.10). There are several variations 

of the language name, including Lari, Ladi, Laadi. Laari is spoken primarily in the 

Republic of Congo to the west and northwest of Brazzaville. It is also spoken in some 

parts of Angola. 

Though a large number of Laari speakers are listed in the Ethnologue (Lewis 

2009), it is considered an endangered language. Laari is a 6b, threatened, on the expanded 

GIDS scale as created by Lewis and Simons (2010:110). This category is defined as 

follows: "The language is used orally by all generations but only some of the child-

bearing generation are transmitting it to their children" (Lewis & Simons 2010:110). It is 

considered vulnerable on the UNESCO scale (Lewis & Simons 2010:110). Laari falls 

into this category because of its location around a major city. Those in the city generally 
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pass French, the language of wider communication, on to their children. In the outlying 

areas surrounding Brazzaville, Laari is still the primary language of communication and 

is still taught to children as their first language. 

3.3. Bantu phonology 

One of the best resources on Bantu linguistics is The Bantu Languages (2003) 

edited                      rard Philippson. This book covers both phonology and 

morphology in Bantu, includes a chapter on tone, and looks at several specific Bantu 

languages. Though Laari is not specifically covered in this book, several important 

observations are given concerning Bantu languages as a family. Three chapters in the 

book are devoted specifically to phonology, The sounds of the Bantu languages by Ian 

Maddieson, Segmental phonology by Larry Hyman, and Tone by Charles Kisseberth and 

David Odden. Maddieson's article focuses more on phonetics and acoustics, while 

Hyman's article considers segments and morphophonemics. Hyman also looks at the 

relationship between modern Bantu languages and Proto-Bantu (PB). 

Proto-Bantu gives a general idea of what to expect in Bantu languages today. 

Hyman gives the PB vowel systems in (1) and consonant system in (2) (2003:42). The 

symbols for [  ]        ] represent "super-close" vowels. These vowels are pronounced 

very high in the vowel space. Though PB distinguished between high and superhigh, not 

all Bantu languages do today. However, some still carry features that stem from these 

superhigh vowels (Maddieson 2003:18). 

(1) Proto-Bantu vowels (long and short) 

       

i  u 

e  o 

 a 
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(2) Proto-Bantu consonants  

p t c k 

b d j
2
 g 

m n ɲ 

Bantu languages tend to either have a five vowel system or a seven vowel system, 

which stem from the seven vowel PB system, shown in (1). Again, the two highest 

vowels are considered "super-close" (Maddieson 2003:18). Some Bantu languages have 

contrastive nasalization, though this is rare (Maddieson 2003:23). Most Bantu languages 

have vowel length, which can come from five different sources: 1) from underlying 

representations, 2) from vowel concatenation across morpheme boundaries, 3) from 

gliding and compensatory lengthening, 4) before a moraic nasal + consonant, and 5) 

penultimate vowel lengthening (Hyman 2003:48). 

The consonants are fairly symmetrical, though most daughter languages have 

either expanded the inventory or changed certain sounds. The *c and *j             ʃ]     

  ʒ]          v      ho  h H m    o     h    h   m           z       om               / / 

and /z/. Some languages realize *j as the IPA [j] (2003:42). There is discussion 

concerning whether the voiced plosives may have been their fricative counterparts. Most 

Bantu languages retain the distinction between voiced and voiceless plosives. A few add 

to that contrastive aspiration, but this is generally limited to the eastern and southern 

languages. Bantu languages do tend to have fricatives, though they are limited and 

generally consist of those that are "cross-linguistically common", such as /s/, mentioned 

above. Though PB had no liquids, Bantu languages today usually have one liquid, either 

/ /  /ɾ/  o  / /, though Hyman does not give a historical basis for this addition. 

Approximants are common and usually alternate with their vocalic counterparts 

(Maddieson 2003:24-25). 

The syllable inventory in PB is shown in (3). 

 

                                                 

 
2
 Hyman uses the symbol /j/, but refers to this segment as a palatal stop. 
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(3) CV 

CVV 

V 

N 

The first two syllable types made up a majority of the PB syllable inventory. The 

final two syllables are found primarily in prefixes. The only possible cluster in Bantu 

languages is the morpheme-internal sequence NC (Hyman 2003:43). Hyman does not 

mention CG clusters, and may possibly analyze glides in CG clusters as their vocalic 

counterparts, forming the initial vowel in a VV sequence. 

Bantu phonology in general is sensitive to morphological considerations so much 

of the phonology is reflected in the morphological processes. Hyman discusses many 

processes, but I will only mention here the processes which are known to affect the H.10 

language group. The first is vowel height harmony (VHH). Vowel harmony in general is 

the most widely attested assimilatory process in Bantu languages (Hyman 2003:46), 

though it can be controlled by many different factors. Hyman says that in some dialects 

of H.10 it is anticipatory and is triggered by the */-e/ of the perfective suffix */-   -e/ 

(Hyman 2003:47). 

Nasals are also frequently affected by morphological processes in Kongo H.10 

languages. When a nasal is followed by a voiceless stop, many Bantu languages exhibit 

postnasal voicing (Hyman 2003:50). Nasals followed by a voiceless fricative undergo a 

different process, and Hyman notes that in Kongo H.10 this process is affrication. For 

example, voiceless fricatives following a nasal become voiceless affricates, such as [ns] 

becoming [nts]. The process can also affect voiced fricatives (2003:51). When nasals 

follow other nasals, a process of dissimilation occurs so that the second nasal becomes a 

voiced stop (Hyman 2003:52). Processes which involve nasals can also occur long-

distance. Several Bantu languages nasalize [d] or [l] following a syllable with the 

structure NV(V). This means that if the onset of the previous syllable contains a nasal 

consonant, [d] and [l] become [n]. This can occur across multiple syllables. Hyman says 

that this process is obligatory in Kongo H.10 (2003:57), though no examples were found 

in the current data set. 
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Two other processes are mentioned which specifically affect H.10 languages. 

Hyman mentions that the H.10 languages undergo a process of aspiration (2003:50). The 

example he gives, shown in (4)
3
, is from Kongo.  

(4) a. /ku-Npun-á/   kú-mpʰun-á  ‘ o      v  m ’ 

b. /ku-Ntál-a/   kú-n ʰal-a  ‘ o  oo     m ’ 

c. /ku-Nkiyíla/   kú-N ʰiyíl-a  ‘ o v     m ’ 

Hyman also discusses the realization of the PB *d, which he says may be 

preserved as [d] before [i], and realized as [l] or [r] before other vowels. *d followed by 

the super-close    m           z        ʒ ] o   z] (   3:54 . 

3.4. Basic Laari phonology 

Laari itself has received surprisingly little phonological attention. Though several 

authors have studied Laari, they look principally at the g  mm   of      .            o  

is perhaps the most prolific writer on Laari, with six articles on Laari and one word list 

written between 1971 and 1985. His articles generally consider texts, grammar, or other 

areas of linguistic interest. Each one contains a short section on phonology. His work will 

be further considered in Section 3.4.1. A second writer on Laari is Celestin Ganga, a 

native speaker who wrote his PhD dissertation on Laari (1992). Various others have 

added to the collection on Laari. 

3.4.1. Jacquot (1971a, 1971b, 1974, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c, 1985) 

           o  w o                o            h       1970s and early 1980s. His 

first work, called Devinettes laadi a     es and published in 1971, was a series of riddles 

or jokes in Laari. Jacquot's second work was his doctoral thesis at the University of Lille 

in 1971, entitled Etude descriptive de la langue Laadi, or Descriptive study of the Laari 

language. His thesis is divided into two parts. The first part considers phonology, but the 

bulk of the work is in the second part, which focuses on grammar. His next article was a 

                                                 

 
3
 H m    o    o           h  m       of  h    m o  '≠'. 
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study of personal names in Laari, published in 1974. In 1982 Jacquot published a 9,000 

item wordlist in Laari, a lexicon, and a collection of texts. 

In 1985 Jacquot published an additional study on the Laari language entitled 

Etudes linguistiques Laadi, or Laari linguistic studies. This work contains four separate 

sections. The first looks at the nature of the CV root. The second considers the syntax of 

numerals in Laari. The third looks at lexical borrowings in Laari. This article is the only 

one which considers phonology, though the phonology here has to do with borrowed 

items. The fourth article is a diachronic analysis of CV(V)C(V) lexemes. Jacquot's 

articles are well-written and complete, though his phonetic symbols are not in IPA, and 

therefore are often difficult to decipher. All his articles are written in French. 

Jacquot lists twenty-seven consonant phonemes which have a total of thirty-three 

allophonic realizations (1971b:46). His phonemic inventory is found in Table 3, though 

the labels have been updated to reflect current phonological theory. 

Table 3: Consonant Phonemes based upon Jacquot (1971b) 

 Labial Labiodental Alveolar Alveopalatal Velar 

Stop p b   t d   k g 

Affricate   pf bv   tʃ dʒ   

Fricative   f v s z      

Prenasal Stop mp mb   nt nd   ŋ   ŋ  

Prenasal Fricative   mf mv ns nz     

Nasal  m    n     

Lateral      l     

 

In Jacquot's analysis, all the voiceless stops listed are underlyingly aspirated, and 

all voiced consonants have a specific feature which is either voiceless or lenis
4
. /mf/ and 

/mv/ are pronounced [mpf] and [mbv] (1971b:17-18), respectively. /ns/ and /nz/ are 

     z         ʃ]        ʒ]          v    (1 71 : 5-26). Several other rules govern the 

consonants. The phonemes /s/ and /z/ harmonize with a preceding affricate in 

                                                 

 
4
 Jacquot uses the French term sourde douce, where sourde is the French linguistic term for a voiceless 

consonant, and douce is the French term for a lenis consonant. 
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continuancy. I  o h   wo      f   mo  h m  h    h   ff         ʃ] o    ʒ]           h    

two phonemes harmonize (1971b:21, 23). Jacquot's example of this process is shown in 

(5).  

(5) a. / ʃ .  /     ʃ . ʃ ]  'to pick a fight' 

 . / ʒ .z /    ʒ . ʒ ] 'tuft of hair' 

/n/ assimilates in place of articulation to a velar consonant. It coalesces with the 

high front vowel to become a pa       ɲ]   ho  h  h              w  h  h              ] 

(1971b:27). A process of fortition changes /l/ to [d] before a high vowel. The phoneme 

/g/ has perhaps the greatest number of allophones. It becomes a voiceless labiovelar 

fricative before a back vowel, and a voiced alveopalatal fricative
5
 before a back vowel if 

it is the first consonant in the morpheme or if there is another voiced alveopalatal 

fricative in the morpheme. /g/ defaults to  ɣ]        o h     v  o m     (1 71 :  -30). 

Two sounds are in free variation: [d] and the trill [r] (1971b:22). It is interesting to note 

that there are no glottal phonemes or allophones, and glides only appear in free variation 

with high vowels. 

There are a few consonants whose contrasts are neutralized in certain 

environments. This usually occurs between fricatives and affricates; for example, the 

contrasts between /f/:/pf/, /v/:/bv/, /s/:/tʃ/      /z/:/ ʒ/ are neutralized when they follow a 

non-tonal nasal (1971b:47). The difference between  / ʃ/ and  /k/ is neutralized preceding 

a high front vowel, and further neutralized in comparison with  /s/ following a toneless 

nasal. The same applies to  / ʒ/,  /z/, and  /g/ (1971b:48-49).  /d/ and  /l/ are also 

neutralized following a nasal consonant and realized as  /d/ (1971b:49).  /t/ and  /d/ are 

neutralized in word-final position (1971b:50). /m/ and /n/ are separate phonemes, but /n/ 

undergoes place assimilation before another consonant (1971b:50). Jacquot also lists 

restrictions on which sounds can occur in certain places within the morpheme 

(1971b:64). 

                                                 

 
5
 Jacquo        h    m o     ] to describe this sound and calls it a         -                              , 

which literally translated means "predorsal-prepalatal oral voiceless lenis consonant." 
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Jacquot also discusses the vowel system, which seems to be much less 

complicated than the consonants (1971b:55). His vowel inventory is shown in Table 4. 

There are ten vowels, the five basic vowels of a five-vowel system, plus their lengthened 

counterparts. These vowels may be nasalized, but this is in free variation before a 

nasalized consonant. 

Table 4:  ow    ho  m    o                    o  

 Front Central Back 

Close      ː      ː 

Mid      ː  o  o: 

Open       ː  

 

3.4.2. Ganga (1992) 

    stin Ganga wrote The sound structure of Laari in 1992 as his dissertation. His 

work is divided into four chapters. The first discusses the history of the Laari people. The 

second considers the phonology and the third looks more deeply into suprasegmentals 

and tone in its various aspects. The fourth chapter of his work considers the morphology. 

This work is simplistic in that a great deal of space is devoted to defining each sound by 

its manner and place of articulation, rather than considering the phonemic complexities of 

the language. 

 Ganga's consonant inventory is significantly different from Jacquot's. Ganga 

posits twenty-three consonants. Ganga does not include any prenasalized consonants. He 

includes two glides, /w/ and /j/, which Jacquot does not include. He has three sets of 

affricates rather than two, with the addition of /ts/ and /dz/. He also includes the palatal 

      /ɲ/                ho  m   wh  h      o                       o ho  .       

         /ʃ/    /ʒ/   wo  o     wh  h      o     o     rpreted as allophones (Ganga 

1992:52). Ganga and Jacquot agree on the ten vowel system (1992:53). 

Ganga has several rules which govern his system. /n/ assimilates in place of 

articulation before a velar consonant (1992:60). He considers [r] in free variation with [d] 
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between /a/ and /i/ (1992:64). /g/ is only pronounced as [g] before a nasal. In other 

  v  o m            h  f      v   ɣ] (1   : 7 . H     o       h     ]       ʃ]        f    

v      o  (1   :7        h    ff          w    / /:/ʃ/     /z/:/ʒ/ is neutralized before the 

high front vowel (1992:80). Lastly, Ganga calls [M] an allophone of /m/ before labial 

consonants, but does not describe how [M] differs from [m].  

Ganga adds to Jacquot's analysis a syllable inventory. The main syllable structure 

in Laari is CV (1992:95). Ganga considers nasals before consonants to be consonant 

clusters, plus consonants and glides as clusters, leading to a three consonant cluster 

consisting of a nasal, a consonant, and a glide (192:101). 

3.4.3. Others  

Four authors besides Ganga and Jacquot have published works specifically about 

Laari. Ganga drew on the work of François Lumwamu (1973), who was also a native 

speaker. Lumwamu wrote a small section on phonology, but focused on morphology. His 

work focuses on comparing Laari with Bembe. Lumwamu's analysis is very similar to 

that of Jacquot and Ganga, though there are a few significant differences, several of 

which Ganga criticizes (Ganga 1992:39). Lumwamu does not include any lengthened 

vowels. He does not include any palatal consonants as phonemes, but calls them all 

palatalized allophones of alveolar consonants (1973:33-35). He does include prenasalized 

segments as individual segments, saying these have roughly the same duration as a single 

segment (1973:30). He interprets consonant glide combinations as velarization or 

palatalization (1973:37).  

               o    (1998) wrote a phrase book for learners of Laari. This book 

has a section on history and culture, a section on grammar, and a section with many 

different words and phrases. The book does not have a phonological section, and the 

author uses standard spellings rather than phonological transcriptions (1998:6). Jean 

Blanchon (1999) published an article on tone in Laari in the book Douze études sur les 

langues du Gabon et du Congo-Brazzaville, which will be discussed in more detail in 

Section 3.5. Jean-Noel Nguimbi Mabiala (1996) published a 500 item wordlist in Cilaadi 
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(another variation of the language name). Unfortunately this wordlist is stored in the 

Comparative Bantu Online Dictionary (CBOLD), which is currently inaccessible.  

3.5. Tone 

Tone has long been studied in Bantu languages, with much confusion. There is 

some general agreement as to the form of tone in Proto-Bantu, which is helpful for 

determining the tone systems of individual Bantu languages. Jacquot and Ganga both 

addressed tone in their papers, as well as Jean Blanchon who wrote two different studies 

of tone which include Laari. One is specifically about Laari and the other is about tone in 

the Kongo languages, focusing particularly on Laari. 

Charles Kisseberth and David Odden give a comprehensive look at tone in Bantu 

in the article Tone in The Bantu Languages (2003). They consider nouns, verbs, and other 

tonal phenomena. Noun stems in Bantu languages typically are disyllabic, and are 

preceded by a class prefix. The prefix is generally toneless, while the stem may have one 

of four tonal patterns which are traced to PB: HH, HL, LL, LH. Different languages 

manifest these patterns in different ways and may have restrictions that have evolved as 

the language has evolved (2003:60). Verbs, on the other hand, tend to have a much more 

complex tonal system. Typically, there is a lexical contrast in verbs between stems with a 

H tone and stems which are toneless, though some verbs do not have a lexical tone 

contrast, but tone is instead used as a grammatical marker of tense. There are also 

languages which combine both lexical and grammatical uses of tone on verbs (2003:60). 

Kisseberth and Odden discuss six phonemena which are reflected in Bantu 

languages. The first, which is the most fundamental and most common, is H-tone 

spreading or shifting. In spreading, the H-tone copies to the next syllable or syllables, 

while in shifting the tone moves and is realized only on the next syllable. These two 

processes are fundamentally the same, the only difference being where the H is realized 

(2003:63). The second process is nonfinality: certain phonological structures may not 

allow a H tone in the final position. The most common structure is the intonational 

phrase, though nonfinality may occur on another structure such as the phonological 
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phrase or word. The H tone may be simply unrealized, may fail to spread, may shift 

leftward, or may become falling (2003:64). Similar to this process is the penult 

phenomena, since the penultimate syllable is significant in most Bantu languages. Several 

things may happen to keep the penultimate syllable from following normal phonological 

rules. For example, this syllable is often avoided for a H tone. Sometimes, however, H 

tone movement is only to the penultimate syllable (2003:67). Another constraint well-

accounted for in the world's languages, as well as in Bantu, is the Obligatory Contour 

Principle (OCP). Kisseberth and Odden discuss the possible repairs for OCP violations 

which are employed throughout the world's languages (2003:65). An opposite of the OCP 

is the phenomenon of plateau, where a tone valley is avoided between two peaks 

(2003:67). Bantu languages also avoid tone contours, as is common cross-linguistically. 

Jacquot considered tone in Bantu languages, though Blanchon believes that 

Jacquot had faulty data and therefore the benefit of Jacquot's analysis is limited 

(Blanchon 1998:21). However, Jacquot's analysis should still be considered.  

Jacquot found two level tones in Laari, H and L, which are typical in Bantu 

languages. He posited the mora as the tone bearing unit (1971b:59), which allows long 

vowels to bear two distinct tones.  

Within the constraints of a two-tone system, Jacquot posited nine tone classes for 

nouns. For each class, Jacquot has six different contexts where these nouns might appear, 

plus the tone patterns attested in each context. For verbs, Jacquot has two classes with 

three contexts. He also gives three classes for pronouns and three for adjectives, with five 

and three separate contexts in which they occur, respectively. Jacquot's article does not 

make it clear what distinguishes the tone classes, since each has several options for H/L 

combinations. 

Ganga also looks at both nouns and verbs, but suggests a much different analysis 

than Jacquot. Ganga posits only one tone class for verbs, and two tone classes, each with 

two subclasses, for nouns. On the verbs, Ganga uses accent to determine the tone pattern. 

The accent is associated with the stem based on an association rule, and eleven other 

rules follow to complete the association of tone in Laari.  
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Ganga's analysis appears to be inconsistent in the way that it describes accent and 

tone. He says at different times that accent falls on the first syllable or the second syllable 

of the stem (1992:119 and 1992:125, respectively), and that it triggers a H tone or a L 

tone (1992:116 and 1992:119, respectively). Ganga also states that the basic tone melody 

in Laari is HL (1992:115), but goes on to use LH in most of his analysis, even using both 

LH and HL on two separate words within the same example (1992:125). 

Ganga considers tone to be lexical in nouns (1992:145). There are two basic tone 

classes, the first of which is HL and the second of which is LH. Class I contains a H tone 

on one syllable words, HL on two syllable words, and LHL on three syllable words 

(1992:145). In Class II, two syllable words are LH, and three or more syllable words end 

with H with all preceding syllables as L (1992:146). Though he begins by saying that 

tone is lexically specified, he goes on to apply tones through a series of rules. Ganga does 

note that tones are different for subject and object, which is further elucidated by 

Blanchon. 

Blanchon wrote two articles on tone in Laari, which are probably the most helpful 

of the discussions on Laari tone. The first is Nouvel examen de la tonalité des noms en 

laadi de Brazzaville in his book Douze etudes sure les langues du Gabon et du Congo-

Brazzaville (1999). This article was originally published in 1992. The second is an article 

published in the book Theoretical aspects of Bantu tone edited by Larry Hyman and 

Charles Kisseberth (1998). It is entitled Semantic/Pragmatic conditions on the tonology 

of the Kongo noun phrase: a diachronic hypothesis and looks at several Kongo 

languages, with a specific section focused on Laari. The first article is written in French 

and the second is written in English.  

Blanchon focuses on the tonology of nouns. There are four tone classes, which are 

based upon the four classes of Proto-Bantu; type A is *LL, type B is *HH, type C is *LH, 

and type D is *HL (1999:179). Blanchon followed Jacquot in analyzing these different 

types in six contexts: in isolation, as the predicate, as the subject, as a post-verbal object, 

as the noun complement, and in the associative (1999:178). From this analysis he 

discovered that Laari is a tone-case system consisting of three basic cases. Case 1 is the 
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citation form, Case 3 is the subject form, and Case 2 occurs in other contexts, specifically 

the predicate (1998:21). Blanchon is not explicit, but seems to use Case 2 as the 

underlying form, deriving Cases 1 and 3 from Case 2. He posits a floating L and H tone 

to the left of the Case 2 stem which are shifted across the word to derive the correct 

surface forms (1999:186). Blanchon provides the caveat that in order for this theory to be 

convincing, the presence of the floating tones must be justified (1999:188). 

3.6. Basic Laari morphology and syntax 

A brief look at Laari morphology and syntax is necessary for the complete 

understanding of phonology. This section provides only be a brief overview and does not 

cover every aspect of Laari morphology and syntax. Laari has lexical items which consist 

of single morphemes as well as multi-morphemic lexical items which are composed of 

roots and affixes (Jacquot 1971b:71). Monomorphemic lexemes tend to fall into minor 

lexical categories such as demonstratives and prepositions. Lexemes consisting of several 

morphemes are usually nouns and verbs.  

3.6.1. Noun morphology 

Laari nouns are composed of a noun class prefix followed by a noun stem. The 

noun class prefix is the only inflectional morphology on nouns. The classes come in 

singular/plural pairs, so that one word belongs to two classes, depending on whether it is 

singular or plural.  

Bantu languages have a possibility of twenty-three noun classes (Miti 2006:122-

61), and estimates for Proto-Bantu range between sixteen and twenty-three classes 

(Katamba 2003:104). The number of noun classes in Laari is similarly disputed. Jacquot 

lists nineteen classes (1982b:21), while Ganga has sixteen (1992:208). Lumwamu 

(1973:84-85) has sixteen as well, though some differ from the classes listed in Ganga. 

The first eleven classes are for the most part agreed upon by all. Table 5 shows the 

various noun classes in Laari,           o       o      o ’       m          h    h          

number of classes. The first column shows the typical Bantu number assigned to the 
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class, as described by Miti (2006). The second, third, and fourth columns show the 

numbers Lumwamu, Ganga, and Jacquot assign to each class, respectively. The fifth 

column shows the noun class marker as it appears in Laari, and the sixth column gives 

the semantic content of the corresponding Bantu noun class (Katamba 2003:115-16). 

Table 5: Laari noun classes 

Bantu Lumwamu Ganga Jacquot Marker Meaning 

1 1 2 1 mu- human beings 

2 2 2 2 ba- plural of 1 

3 1 3 3 mu- natural phenomena 

body parts 

plants 

animals 

4 3 3 4 mi- plural of 3 

5 4 5 5 di- natural phenomena 

animals 

body parts 

collective nouns 

undesirable people 

augmentatives 

derogatives 

6 5 5 6 ma- plural of 5 and 14 

mass terms and liquids 

time references 

mannerisms 

modes of action 

7 6 4 7 ki-/ ʃ - body parts 

tools, instruments, utensils 

animals, insects 

languages 

diseases 

outstanding people 

ameliorative 

derogatives 

augmentatives 

curtatives 

mannerisms 

8 7 4 8 bi- plural of 7 

9 8 1 9 N- animals 

people 
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body parts 

tools, instruments, 

household effects 

10 9 1 10 N- plural of 9, 11 

11 10 8/9/10 11 lu- long, thin entities 

languages 

body parts 

natural phenomena 

implements, utensils, 

artifacts 

13 11  12 tu- plural of *ka 

14 12 10/11 13 bu- abstract 

collective 

17 13  14 ku- locative 

16 15  15 ga- locative 

18 16  16 mu- locative 

19 14 12 17 fi- diminutive 

21  12 18 bi- augmentatives 

derogatives 

15 13 13 19 ku- infinitive 

 

No other inflectional morphology is found on nouns, and there is little 

derivational morphology which results in nominalizations. Deverbal nouns are formed by 

adding a noun class prefix to a verb root along with a suffix in some semantic roles. The 

suffix /-i/ results in an agentive nominalization as illustrated by kisari 'worker.CL7' in (6) 

(cf. Ganga 1992:197). A suffixal vowel other than /i/ results in an instrumental 

nominalization as illustrated by kisalulu 'tool.CL7' in (7). In the instrumental 

nominalization, the final syllable may be reduplicated. The reduplication is formed by the 

last consonant of the root and the suffix vowel (Ganga 1992:198). 

(6) /sal/  /ki +  sal + i/         ] 

'work'  CL7  work  AGENT  'worker' 

(7) /sal/  /ki + sal + u + lu/           ]  

'work'  CL7  work  INSTR RDP  'tool' 

Ganga also discusses manner nominalizations and result nominalizations, though 

his categories may combine several types of nominalizations. He also notes several 

nominalizations which have a noun class prefix, but no suffix. He does not label these, 
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though they appear to be objective nominalizations, as found in (8) below (cf. Ganga 

1992:201). He also has several nominalizations which are distinguished from verbs only 

by tone, as illustrated in (9) (cf. Ganga 1992:202). 

(8) /zolo/    /lu  +  zolo/       z   ] 

'love (v.)'  CL11  love  'love (n.)' 

(9)  z  z ]    z  z ] 

'to speak'  'speech' 

3.6.2. Verb morphology 

Verbal morphology is complex in Laari due to the large number of morphemes 

involved. Both inflectional and derivational morphemes play a role in the structure of 

verbs. Ganga (1992) discusses mostly inflectional morphology, while Jacquot (1971b) 

lists derivational affixes. 

3.6.2.1. Inflectional morphology 

Generally, Bantu verbs show several types of inflection, including aspect, tense, 

mood, negation, conditionals, directionals, focus, subject and object marking, and 

relativization (Nurse 2008:43-44). The Proto-Bantu forms of most of these are still 

debated among scholars, making it difficult to compare Laari with Bantu languages in 

general (cf. Hyman 2007, Maho 2007, Nurse 2003, Nurse and Philippson 2006; Rose et 

al. 2002). Of these inflectional categories, tense, aspect, and negation have the most 

literature written about them in Bantu linguistics. 

Aspect is more basic than tense in most Bantu languages (Nurse 2003:96). Six 

aspectual categories occur widely across Bantu languages: imperfective, perfective, 

anterior, progressive, habitual, and persistive. Imperfective aspect considers the internal 

structure of an event, and usually involves an extended period of time. There are several 

ways that perfective is marked across Bantu languages. It may be marked by an auxiliary, 

or the suffix –a(n)ga, or it may be the unmarked form (Nurse 2003:98). Perfective aspect 

views an event as a whole, without regard to the internal structure of the event. It is very 

common in Bantu languages (Nurse 2003:97). Anterior aspect refers to an event which 
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happened in the past and has an effect on the present. Anterior aspect is represented in PB 

by */ide/ (Nurse 2003:96). Progressive aspect refers to an ongoing event. Often, 

progressive aspect is encoded by forms which derive from 'be' or 'have,' most commonly 

occurring in the forms –ri or –li (Nurse 2003:98). Habitual refers to an activity which is 

characteristic of a certain period of time. The PB form of habitual is */-a(n)ga/ (Nurse 

2003:98). Persistive aspect refers to an activity that began in the past, but is ongoing at 

the time of reference. While the first five categories occur widely across the world's 

languages, persistive seems to be unique to Bantu. It is often marked by the fusion of two 

verbal words or two tense/aspect markers (Nurse 2003:99). 

Time in Bantu conception can be divided at many points in the past, present and 

future. Generally, Bantu languages have between one and four past tenses (Rose et al. 

2002:61), though most have two or three. Nurse (2003:100) mentions one language 

which has five past tenses. Past tenses tend to be marked by -a-, -ile, tone, or some 

combination of the three (Nurse 2008:82). Bantu languages tend to have between zero 

and five future tenses, though most languages have one or two (Rose et al. 2002:34). 

Various Bantu languages mark future tense with a wide variety of forms; no single form 

consistently marks future. The only potential candidate for PB reconstruction is -la(a)- 

(Nurse 2008:85). Nurse (2003:99) claims that since present occurs at the time of 

speaking, Bantu languages can have only one present tense. However, Rose et al. 

(2002:69) note that there are a variety of approaches to present tense, which give 

different Bantu languages different numbers of present tenses. 

Negation in Bantu occurs in various forms, either as a morpheme on the verb or as 

a particle. Both finite and non-finite verbs can be negated. The number of morphemes 

used to indicate negation varies; many languages have two negative morphemes, though 

they generally have between one and three. PB is assumed to have two negative markers, 

which have been reconstructed as */(n)ka-/ and */-ti/ (Rose et al. 2002:54).  

Ganga discusses tense, aspect, and mood in his description of Laari verbs. He lists 

four tenses: present, past today, past yesterday, and distant past. Ganga discusses the 

three past tenses within a framework of two aspects, perfective and imperfect. The 
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present tense does not appear to be divided into aspects, though Ganga discusses 

progressive and habitual aspects concurrently with present tense. He also discusses 

frequentative aspect, which can be formed with both past and present tenses. Ganga lists 

subjunctive, hortative, and imperative moods. The formation of verbs in the various 

tenses, aspects, and moods are shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Inflectional Verb Morphology as described by Ganga (1992:258-82) 

Present Habitual Subj.Agr +  Stem + /-a/ 

Present Progressive Subj.Agr + /ta/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Present Frequentative Subj.Agr +  /kwe/ +  Stem + /-i/ 

Past Perfective Today Subj.Agr +  Stem + /-idi/ 

Past Perfective Yesterday Subj.Agr + /-a/ +  Stem + /-idi/ 

Past Perfective Distant Subj.Agr + /-a/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Past Imperfect Today Subj.Agr +  /bele/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Past Imperfect Yesterday Subj.Agr + /-a/ +  /bele/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Past Imperfect Distant Subj.Agr + /-eri/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Past Imperfect Near Frequentative Subj.Agr +  /bele/ + /kwe/ +  Stem + /-i/ 

Past Imperfect Distant Frequentative Subj.Agr + /-eri/ +  /kwe/ +  Stem + /-i/ 

Subjunctive Subj.Agr + /-a/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Hortative Subj.Agr + /-a/ +  Stem + /-a/ 

Imperative 2SG Subj.Agr +   Stem + /-andi/ 

Subj.Agr +   Stem + /-eti/ 

Subj.Agr +  Stem + /-andi/ + /-eno/ 

Subj.Agr +   Stem + /-eti/ + /-eno/ 

2SG 

1PL 

1PL 

 

Table 6 shows that several morphemes are used to mark both tense and aspect. 

The morpheme /ta/ marks progressive, while /kwe/ preceding the verb stem plus /-i/ 

following the verb stem marks frequentative. Ganga lists /kwe/ as an independent 

morpheme not attached to the verb. Distant past in the imperfect is marked by /-eri/. 

Today past and yesterday past in the imperfect are both marked by /bele/, which is also a 

separate morpheme from the verb, and are distinguished by the morpheme /-a/ which 

attaches to the subject agreement marker. This /-a/ morpheme seems to mark any 'non-

today' past tenses. In past perfective, /-idi/ marks today past and yesterday past, while 

distant past is distinguished by the stem suffix /-a/. The Laari data was too limited to 

confirm or supplement Ganga's findings. 
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3.6.2.2. Derivational morphology  

Bantu languages are known for their morphology, and have a great deal of 

derivational morphology along with inflectional morphology. The derivational suffixes 

commonly recognized for Bantu verb to verb derivation, taken from Schadeberg 

(2003:72), are listed in (10). Schadeberg's suffixes do not reflect the use of "super-close" 

vowels as described by Maddieson (2003) in Section 3.3 above. Schadeberg's use of 

symbols is maintained he     ho  h                    h   h     ]   ɪ]       ʊ]   f     

Maddieson's [  ], [i], and [u], respectively. 

(10) *-i-/-ici- causative 

*-ɪ -  dative (applicative) 

*-ɪ -  impositive 

*-ɪ -  neuter 

*-am-  positional (stative) 

*-an-  associative (reciprocal) 

*-a(n)g- repetitive 

*-al-  extensive 

*-at-  tentive (contactive) 

*-ʊ -; -ʊ - separative tr.: itr. (reversive) 

*-ʊ-/-i ʊ- passive 

Schadeberg notes that the canonical verb stem follows the pattern CVC and the 

canonical verb extension follows the pattern -VC-. The two suffixes which do not follow 

this pattern, */-i-/ and */-ʊ-/, both have -VCV- allomorphs. He also notes that the suffixes 

were generally either toneless or L toned, except for the two -V- suffixes, which may 

have been H toned. 

Of these forms, Ganga lists only three derivational suffixes: what he calls 'derived 

verbs' (1992:283), plus causative (1992:292) and reciprocal (1992:294). What Ganga 

calls 'derived verbs' seem to be verbs with the additional semantic roles of 

accompaniment, instrument, or manner. This type of derivation could be called the 

'applicative', though Ganga may have been unfamiliar with this term. These verbs end 

with /-ila/, which is similar to the PB */-ɪ -/ 'dative (applicative)'. Ganga analyzes 
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causative verbs as having the suffix /-isa/, which matches with the PB */-ici-/ for 

causative. Lastly, Ganga uses /-ana/ for reciprocal, which also matches with PB */-an-/.  

Jacquot focuses on derivational rather than inflectional morphology, and has a 

fairly extensive list of the possible derivational morphemes in Laari. His list of suffixes 

seems to mix together derivational and inflectional processes (Jacquot 1971b:72-79). His 

verb to verb derivational suffixes are listed in (11). 

(11) -i dynamic 

-u static 

-it iterative active 

-is causative active 

-ik inversive 

-i   durative active 

-im stative active 

-in iterative 

-il applicative active 

-ub durative passive 

-us causative passive 

-uk passive 

-uk inversive passive 

-um stative  

-un privative 

-ul applicative passive 

-ul inversive active 

-at iterative middle 

-as intensive 

-as transitive 

-az comparative 

-ak superlative 

-aak habitual 

-amb augmentative 

-    durative middle 

-     repetitive 

-am stative middle 

-an middle 

-an reciprocal 

-al applicative middle 

This list of suffixes reflects the forms described by Schadeberg in (10). Jacquot's 

/-is/ 'causative' is similar to PB */-ici/ 'causative'. The PB */-ɪ -/ 'dative (applicative)' is 
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close to Jacquot's /–il/ 'applicative active'. Both also list /–am/ as 'stative' and /–an/ as 

'reciprocal'. Jacquot has two suffixes /– ŋ / 'durative' and /–  ŋ / 'repetitive' which are 

similar in form to the PB */-a(n)g-/ 'repetitive'. The two PB suffixes */-ʊ -/ and */-ʊ -/ 

are similar to Jacquot's suffixes /–ul/ and /–uk/. They have slightly different glosses, 

though this is most likely a case of different labeling. The PB */-ʊ -/ is 'separative 

transitive (reversive)' while Jacquot lists /–ul/ as 'applicative passive' or 'inversive active', 

and the PB */-ʊ -/ is 'separative intransitive (reversive)' while Jacquot has /-uk/ as 

'passive' or 'inversive passive'. Both use some kind of term for 'inverse' or 'reverse'. There 

are three PB suffixes which are defined differently by Jacquot. They are */-ɪ -/ 

'impositive' or 'neuter' which Jacquot records as 'inversive', */-al-/ 'extensive' which 

Jacquot lists as 'applicative middle', and */-at-/ 'tentive (contactive)' which Jacquot lists as 

'iterative middle'. Finally, Jacquot calls the suffix /–uk/ 'passive' while PB has 'passive' as 

the morphemes */-ʊ-/ or */-  ʊ-/. Jacquot lists many more suffixes besides those found in 

PB, and it is unclear without further study if these are discreet suffixes which are unique 

to Laari, or if they are combinations of the more typical suffixes found in Bantu 

languages. Jacquot does note that the suffixes can be used in combination, saying that up 

to five suffixes can be found attached to one verb, though most verbs have only one, two, 

or three suffixes (1971b:192-93).  

3.6.3. Phrase structure 

The basic clause structure of most Bantu languages is SVO (Bearth 2003:125). 

The order of objects following the verb is arranged based upon three different factors: the 

animacy hierarchy, the semantic role relationship of the object to the action of the verb, 

and the person (first, second, or third). Objects which are more animate, have a direct 

semantic relationship to the verb (such as beneficiary or goal), and are first person tend to 

be closest to the verb (2003:127). 

However, because Bantu languages have a well-developed agreement system, 

word order is variable. Changes in word order generally reflect the topic or focus of the 

sentence (Bearth 2003:130). Ganga affirms this fact in Laari, saying that an object can 
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occur before or after the verb, but generally appears before the verb if it is topicalized 

(Ganga 1992:259). 

The basic clause structure in Laari is SVO. This is the clause order found in 

subordinate clauses; however, in independent clauses, SOV clause order is also common. 

Basic phrase structure rules are as shown in (12). 

(12) S NP[SUBJ] (AUX) (Adv) V (TNS) {NP[OBJ]/PP} 

NP N ({PP/Det/Adj}) 

PP P NP 

The phrase structure rules show that the subject noun phrase appears first in the 

clause. The noun phrase is marked as obligatory, though there is pro-drop in the 

language. The subject noun phrase is therefore not always overt. 

Following the subject noun phrase are various aspects of verbal morphology. It is 

not completely clear at this point whether what is marked here as auxiliary is actually a 

part of the verb word or separate from the verb word. There is one clause in the current 

texts under study where the auxiliary is separated from the verb by an adverb, so until 

further study is done, it will be left as an auxiliary. The verb follows the auxiliary and is 

obligatory. A tense marker also follows the verb, though this marker only appears in 

certain tenses and is therefore optional. 

Following the verb is an object noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. No clauses 

in the current data set show an object noun phrase and a prepositional phrase in 

conjunction, so order between these two is unknown. Either an object noun phrase or a 

prepositional phrase is found in every clause in the sentences under study. Therefore, 

they are not marked as optional. Intransitive sentences have a repetition of the verb in the 

object position, as shown in the contrast between (13) and (14) below. 

(13) me   ʒ -mpa  ni-ta   ʒ   

1SG CL5-bread 1SG-PROG eat 

"I am eating bread." 

(14) me   ʒ   ni-ta   ʒ  

1SG eat 1SG-PROG eat 

"I am eating." 
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(13) shows a transitive verb with an object. (14) shows a transitive verb with no 

overt object. However, an object is obligatory, so the verb root is repeated and appears in 

the object position. No intransitive sentences without a prepositional phrase complement 

have been found in this data set.  

(13) and (14) also demonstrate the SOV ordering possible in Laari. In some cases, 

sentences appear with an object noun phrase or a prepositional phrase directly following 

the subject noun phrase. 

The noun phrase itself always begins with the noun. The noun can be followed by 

a determiner, an adjective, or a prepositional phrase. No combinations of these three were 

found, though it is likely that with more study these categories would be found to co-

occur. The noun is the only obligatory element of the noun phrase. Prepositional phrases 

consist of a preposition followed by a noun phrase.  

With further study, more facets of the phrase structure rules will be revealed. 

These phrase structure rules do not cover questions, commands, complement clauses, or 

relative clauses. However, they give a basic understanding of Laari syntax. 

3.7. Conclusion 

Laari is a relatively large language group which is part of the Bantu family. It is 

considered 'threatened' on the expanded GIDS scale. It is being passed on to the next 

generation by those who live outside of Brazzaville, but is losing vitality within the city 

of Brazzaville itself.  

Because Laari is part of Bantu, it is important to consider Laari phonology in light 

of Bantu phonology. The works of Maddieson and Hyman concerning Bantu phonology 

gave a basis for the phonology of Laari. 

Jacquot and Ganga are the two primary authors who have written specifically 

about Laari phonology. Jacquot wrote several articles between 1971 and 1985 which 

focus on various aspects of linguistic study in Laari. He includes some phonological 

study in nearly all of his articles. Ganga wrote a dissertation on Laari in 1992. This 

dissertation focuses on the phonology of Laari, though it also considers the history of the 
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Laari people and includes some grammatical study. Ganga's work tends to be less 

rigorous than Jacquot's, and reflects some basic misunderstanding of linguistic theory. 

Tone plays a significant role in many Bantu languages, and has been written about 

in Laari as well. Most Bantu languages have a two tone system. Tone tends to be lexical 

on nouns, though on verbs the tonal system is much more complicated and may be both 

lexical and grammatical. Jacquot, Ganga, and Blanchon were the primary sources for 

tone specifically in Laari. They all agree that Laari is a two tone system. Jacquot focuses 

on nouns and divides the nouns into nine tone classes. Ganga has a very different 

analysis, which combines an accent system with a fully tonal system. Ganga's system 

considers tone to be lexical on nouns and grammatical on verbs, though his rules for tone 

assignment and movement are ad hoc. Blanchon considers tone on nouns to be a case 

system. There are four tone classes in Laari, and the tone changes depending on whether 

the noun in question is subject, object, or another case. 

A brief introduction to Laari morphology and syntax undergirds the phonological 

analysis. As with most Bantu languages, Laari has a large number of noun classes, 

though the exact number is debated among scholars. The verb structure is debated as 

well, though certain authors focus on different aspects. Ganga looks mostly at inflectional 

morphology, while Jacquot considers derivational morphology. Laari is an SVO 

language, though the object can be topicalized and moved before the verb.  

The works of these authors, both about Bantu and about Laari, form a basis for 

further study of Laari phonology. An understanding of Bantu provides a general 

understanding of the types of phonemes and phonological processes that should be 

considered. Works specifically describing Laari further define the phonemes and 

processes that should be considered.
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4. An overview of Laari phonology 

4.1. Introduction   

This chapter discusses the phonology of Laari in four basic sections. Section 4.2 

looks at the segmental phonology of Laari. Both consonant phonemes and vowel 

phonemes along with their possible allophones are discussed. Section 4.3 gives a brief 

tonal analysis of Laari, considering both the grammatical and lexical functions of tone, 

along with phrasal tonology and the possibilities of tone loss. Section 4.4 looks at the 

structure of phonological words in Laari, especially considering stress and syllable 

structure. Section 4.5 examines the phonological processes of Laari. There are nine 

phonological processes, which are described using a system of constraints based upon 

Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993).

4.2. Segmental phonemes 

This analysis shows Laari as having twenty-three consonant phonemes and ten 

vowel phonemes.  

4.2.1. Consonant inventory 

The consonant phonemes of Laari are shown in Table 7 below. Each phoneme 

within this inventory shows at least contrast in analogous environments both word 

initially and word medially with other relevant phonemes. In some cases, the only 

difference between words is tone, which does not appear to affect the segmental level. 

However, since tone is not entirely understood (see Section 4.3), contrasting words which 

have different tone patterns are considered analogous rather than identical environments. 

The entire wordlist was studied for the phonemic inventory. 
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Table 7: Consonant Phonemes of Laari 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Alveopalatal Palatal Velar 

Stop p b   t d    k g 

Affricate pf bv   ts dz tʃ dʒ    

Fricative   f v s z ʃ ʒ    

Nasal  m    n      

Lateral      l      

Glide  w       j  (w) 

 

4.2.1.1. Labial stops, affricates, and fricatives 

There are six phonemic labial stops, affricates, and fricatives. There are two stops 

/p/ and /b/, two affricates, /pf/ and /bv/, and two fricatives /f/ and /v/. All of these are 

considered phonemes in the present study, though several merit further attention.  

The phoneme /p/ is realized as a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop in all 

environments. The degree of aspiration does not remain constant, though this seems to be 

a result of arbitrary emphasis on the part of the speaker. It does not appear to correlate 

with intensity.  

The phoneme /b/ is realized as a voiced bilabial stop in all environments. Though 

Jacquot (1971b:15) considered /b/ to be not fully voiced
6
, the present study has 

determined that voicing continues completely through the pronunciation of voiced stops. 

/p/ contrasts with /b/, as seen in (15). 

(15) [pʰ]:[b] CAE, both #_ and V_V 

 pʰ   m kʰ  'flock.CL5' kʰ pʰ  'look after' 

 b l  'pit, hole.CL5'    ːb  'spirits.CL8' 

The phoneme /f/ is realized as a voiceless labiodental fricative in all 

environments. The phoneme /v/ is realized as a voiced labiodental fricative in all 

environments. These two phonemes contrast with each other, as seen in (16). 

                                                 

 
6
 Jacquot uses the French term sourde douce, where sourde is the French linguistic term for a voiceless 

consonant, and douce is the French term for a lenis consonant. 
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(16) [v]:[f]  CAE both #_ and V_V 

 f m  'tobacco'  tʰ f     'pus' 

 v m  'pregnant'  tʰ v  'excrement' 

The labial stops show some degree of contrast with the labial fricatives as well. 

/b/ shows clear contrast with /v/, as seen in (17).  

(17) [b]:[v] CIE, #_ 

 b ːm   'embrace' 

 v ːm   'bake' 

         CAE, #_, V_V 

 b    ʰ  'donkey.CL5'    b  'mosquito.CL11'  

 v    ʰ  'den.CL5'  m v  'year.CL3' 

However, /p/ does not show the same clear contrast with /f/. /p/ tends to occur 

mainly before low vowels, and /f/ tends to occur mainly before high vowels. This would 

suggest complementary distribution; however, these generalizations are not always the 

case, as seen in (18) where /p/ occurs before high vowels and /f/ occurs before low 

vowels.  

(18) /p/ [ ʰ   m  ʰ ] 'flock.CL5' 

 [mpʰ   ] 'python.CL3' 

/f/ [d f ]  'borrow' 

  f ːm  ] 'brown' 

    f   ] 'lend' 

Jacquot (1971b:13) found contrast between /p/ and /f/ in the words [pʰ  ʰ ] 'to 

ramble (in speech)'      f  ʰ ] 'to cover.' This research project did not elicit either of 

these words, leaving it unclear whether this contrast still exists. Until more data is 

gathered, these will be maintained as separate phonemes due to the cases where 

complementary distribution does not occur, due to the contrast found by Jacquot, and due 

to the clear contrast between /b/ and /v/, in order to maintain symmetry. Neither /p/ nor 

/b/ contrasts clearly with /pf/ nor /bv/. These phonemes will be discussed further in 

Section 4.2.1.2. /b/ also contrasts with /m/ and /w/, as seen in (19) and (20). 
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(19) [b]:[m] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 bw kʰ  'ripen'   ŋ ʰ b  'antelope.CL9' 

 mw kʰ  'sprinkle'  ŋ ʰ m  'army ant.CL9' 

(20) [b]:[w]  CIE #_ 

  b  'be.CL1/2'    

  w  'be.CL3/4'    

 CAE V_V 

   ʃ b  'lid.CL7' 

   ʃ w  'scar.CL7' 

4.2.1.2. The phonemes /pf/ and /bv/  

The affricate phonemes /pf/ and /bv/ cause some complication in the Laari 

consonant inventory. These phonemes were attested only a few times in the data corpus; 

however, Jacquot (1971b:13, 15) assigns the affricates /pf/ and /bv/ phonemic status, and 

they are also included in a Laari primer (Miabeto 2005:18-19). Both Jacquot and Miabeto 

focused on Laari, though the specific dialect is unknown. The words with the affricates 

/pf/ and /bv/ in the primer were elicited in addition to the wordlist in order to target these 

sounds. However, not all of the words were pronounced with affricates by the language 

consultant. Table 8 below shows that several of the words which Miabeto listed with an 

affricate were elicited by this researcher with only a fricative. The reason is not clear, 

though it could be different dialects or the result of language change over time. The first 

column shows the English gloss. The second column shows Miabeto's orthographic 

representation of the word, where th          m o  (ˆ                    h     vow   and 

tone is unmarked. The third column shows words which were elicited by the researcher 

based upon the primer. The speaker is a 20 year old male. The fourth column shows 

words elicited from Snider and Robert's (2006) wordlist. During elicitation, the speaker 

made spelling corrections, which were noted alongside the IPA transcriptions. He never 

suggested the addition of affricates. The recordings of these words were later reviewed 

specifically in light of the phonemes /pf/ and /bv/. The transcriptions shown here are 

based upon that further review. The speaker is a 40 year old male. Both the third and 

fourth columns are transcribed using IPA.  
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Table 8: Lexemes believed to contain [pf] and [bv] 

Gloss Miabeto 2005 Elicited Snider & Roberts 2006 

'cotton' pfudi f ɾ  f ɾ  

'greed' pfuba       ʰ    

'sulk'  f tana kʰ  f     

'press' pfina m f     f    

'mist' pfuka  f  ʰ  ʰ   

'gather' bvuka v  ʰ  v  ʰ    

'sink'  v  ma  vw  m  

 v ː ʰ  

dʒ ːm  

'be saved' bvuka  v  ʰ   

 

Of the eight words in Miabeto (2003), seven were elicited, and five appeard in the 

wordlist (Snider and Roberts 2006). Of the seven elicited words, five are pronounced 

with the anticipated affricate. Of the five words in the wordlist, only one was pronounced 

with the anticipated affricate. Interestingly, there are four words in common between 

these two speakers, 'cotton', 'gather', 'press', and 'sink'. These words were nearly all 

consistent between the two speakers. Both 'cotton' and 'gather' were pronounced with 

only a fricative, while 'press' was pronounced by both speakers with an affricate. The 

only case which does not show consistency between the two speakers is the word 'sink'. 

Interestingly, the wordlist speaker begins the word with the affricate   ʒ], which is not 

homorganic with [bv]. There are two possibilities which could account for this difference. 

First, it is possible that the language is shifting away from [bv] since it is a more marked 

sound among the world's languages. I   h           ʒ]     h              o   . However, 

this is unlikely because [bv] and   ʒ]      o    o            of           o . Also, other 

examples which show a change from the affricate [bv] tend to appear as the fricative [v] 

rather than another affricate. Second, it could simply be that there are two words which 

mean either the same thing or something closely related. It seems strange that two words 

so closely related in meaning would also have such similar forms; however, this is the 

best explanation at present. 
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The following spectrograms, made with Praat
7
, show three words which are near 

minimal pairs, distinguished most importantly by the segments [b], [v], and [bv]. Figure 3 

shows the word     ʰ  'be saved' articulated with the affricate [bv]. This word was 

spoken by the 20 year-old male. The word     ʰ  here is preceded by a particle  ʰu, 

meaning unknown. Figure 4 shows the word    ʰ    'assemble' articulated by the same 

speaker with the fricative [v]. This word is also preceded by  ʰ , and is followed by the 

particle lu, which appears to be genitive or possessive in meaning. Figure 5 shows the 

word    ʰ  'in-law,' spoken by the 40 year-old male, articulated with the stop [b].  

Figure 3: [bv]     ʰ  'be saved' 

 

                                                 

 
7
 Praat can be downloaded at http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/. 

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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Figure 4: [v]    ʰ    'assemble' 

 

 

Figure 5: [b]    ʰ  'in-law' 

 

These spectrograms show a clear contrast between [bv], [v], and [b]. This 

combined with the data in Table 8 indicates that /pf/ and /bv/ are distinct phonemes. 

However, the fact that they are not articulated everywhere that they have been found 

historically suggests that they may be losing their productivity in the language. 
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4.2.1.3. Alveolar stops 

There are two phonemic alveolar stops, /t/ and /d/. The phoneme /t/ is realized as 

a voiceless aspirated alveolar stop in all environments. As with /p/, the amount of 

aspiration varies depending on the emphasis given arbitrarily by the speaker. The 

phoneme /d/ is realized as a voiced alveolar stop in all environments. /t/ and /d/ contrast 

with each other, as seen in (21). 

(21)  [tʰ]:[d] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 tʰ kʰ  'insult'  m tʰ ːŋ   'feast'  

 d ː ʰ  'exit'    ʰ v d ːŋ   'duck' 

Both /t/ and /d/ contrast with their fricative counterparts /s/ and /z/, as seen in (22) 

and (23). 

(22) [tʰ]:[s] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 t  ʰ  'sell'   ʰ  ʰ tʰ  'beak' 

 s ːkʰ  'sleep'  kʰ kʰ ːs  'shower' 

(23) [d]:[z] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 d ŋ     ŋ   'okra'   ːd  'palpitate'  

 z ŋ       'sharp' v z  'pluck' 

The phoneme / /  o                w  h /  /     / ʃ/    (24) and (25).  

(24) [tʰ]:[ts] CIE #_ 

  ʰ    'rag' 

 ts    'swim'  

(25) [tʰ]:[ ʃ] CAE #_ 

 tʰ  ʰ  'buttock' 

  ʃ  ʰ  'parrot'  

/t/ is distinct from /ts/ as two separate phonemes, but phonetically they are 

difficult to differentiate. The aspirat     ʰ] v    of     o          spirantization following 

the stop. However, in minimal pairs like (24),   ʰ] and [ts] are clearly distinct. 

The phoneme /d/, however, is not very common, and therefore is difficult to 

contrast with other phonemes. /d/ never occurs before /a/ in this data, though it does 
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occur before all other vowels. There is no other phone which seems to be in 

complementary distribution with the phonetic [d] as allophones of the same phoneme.  

 o      f    o       w   fo       w    / /     / z/ o  / /     / ʒ/. Phonetically, 

[d] never occurs before [a] and [dz] usually occurs before [a], but never occurs before [e] 

and [o]. However, both [d] and [dz] occur before [i] and [u], though only a few times. For 

symmetry, it is best to assume that they are individual phonemes, paralleling /t/ and /ts/. 

Th        o  h      w    / z/     / ʒ/ will be discussed further in Section 4.2.1.5, but 

/ ʒ/ can also be assumed to be a separate phoneme from /d/. 

The phoneme /d/ does show contrast with /n/ and /l/, in (26) and (27). 

(26) [d]:[n] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 d m  'weight'  tʰ d  'stone'  

 n    'defecate'   ʰ n  'no' 

(27)  [d]:[l] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 d  ʰ  'exit'     ːd  'palpitate'  

 l kʰ  'vomit'    ːl  'stab'  

4.2.1.4. Alveolar and alveopalatal fricatives 

Th         wo   v o    f      v    / /     /z/       wo   v o        f      v   /ʃ/     

/ʒ/. The phoneme /s/ is realized as a voiceless alveolar fricative in all environments 

         fo    h  h  h f o   vow  . I   h     v  o m     / /       f    v      o  w  h /ʃ/. 

The phoneme /z/ is realized as a voiced alveolar fricative in all environments except 

before the high front vowel. I   h     v  o m     /z/       f    v      o  w  h /ʒ/. / /     /z/ 

contrast with each other, as seen in (28).  

(28) [s]:[z] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 s  ʰ    'sharpen'    ŋ  s  'singe'  

 z  ʰ    'crush'    ŋ  z  'flatten' 

/s/ also contrasts with /t/ as seen previously in (22), and /z/ contrasts with /d/ as 

seen previously in (23). /s/ also contrasts with /ts/ in (29), and /z/ contrasts with /dz/ in 

(30).  
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(29) [s]:[ts] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 ts  ʰ  'to load'   ʰ ts  'cloud' 

 s  ʰ  'axe'  m s ŋ   'rope'  

(30) [z]:[dz] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 z ŋ   'surround'   ʰ z ŋ    ʃ  ʰ  'neighbor' 

 dz ː   'calm (oneself)'  ʰ dz  'heap' 

Th   ho  m  /ʃ/         z        vo          v o        f    tive in all 

environments. Th   ho  m  /ʒ/         z        vo       v o        f      v         

  v  o m    . /ʃ/     /ʒ/  o       w  h    h o h       how     (32).  

(31)  ʃ]: ʒ] CAE V_V 

    ʃ  'honey' 

    ʒ  'dream (v)' 

/ʃ/    o  o        w  h / ʃ/      /ʒ/    o  o        w  h / ʒ/             (32) and (33).  

(32)   ʃ]:  ʃ] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 ʃ  ʰ  ʃ  'whip (v)' m ʃ ʃ  'veins' 

  ʃ  ʰ    'lip'  m  ʃ  'pestles' 

(33)  ʒ]:  ʒ]      o h #_      _  

 ʒ ː   'caress'  ŋ w ŋ ʰ ʒ  'maternal uncle' 

  ʒ ː ʰ  'run'     f   ʰ  ʒ ːɾ  'swear (lit. eat) an oath' 

Th   o          w    / /     /ʃ/    w          w    /z/     /ʒ/     how     (34) and 

(35), though these sounds appear to be in free variation in some environments.  

(34) [ ]: ʃ]      o h #_      _  

 s    'urinate'    ːs  'eye'  

 ʃ     'meat'  m ʃ     'meats' 

(35)  z]: ʒ]     #_ 

 z    'love' 

 ʒ ː   'caress' 

/ /     /ʃ/ are in free variation before the front high vowel [i] or the glide [j]. This 

is consistent with elicitation sessions where the speaker would often give a word with the 

sequence  ʃ ]      h    o      h m   f  o        ]. Th        o  h      w    /z/     /ʒ/    

 h    m      h      w    / /     /ʃ/. Th     wo     mo            parate phonemes in most 
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environments, but are in free variation preceeding the high front vowel [i] or the glide [j]. 

The free variation between / /     /ʃ/   o   w  h /z/     /ʒ/ is demonstrated in (36). 

(36) /m   ɣ   / 'inhabitant.CL3'    m   ɣ   ] ~ [m ʃ ɣ   ] 

/ŋ  z / 'maternal male relative.CL3'   ŋ ʰ z ] ~ [ŋ ʰ ʒ ] 

I        o  o        h    ʃ]      ʒ]      o        ho  m        o                 ing 

[i] or [j] as allophones of /s/ and /z/. In words where a vowel other than [i] appears to 

fo  ow  ʃ]      ʒ]   h                     / / which coalesceses with /s/ or /z/  o fo m  ʃ] o  

 ʒ]          v   .  o     m      h             fo m of  ʒ ː  ] 'caress' in (35) wo       

/z  ː  /. It would take a great deal more research in the language area to prove this 

hypothesis. 

4.2.1.5. Alveolar and alveopalatal affricates 

Th         wo   v o     ff         /  /     / z/       wo   v o         ff        / ʃ/ 

    / ʒ/. Th   ho  m  /  /         z        vo          v o     ff                v  o ments 

         fo    h  h  h f o   vow    wh             f    v      o  w  h / ʃ/. Th   ho  m  

/dz/ is realized as a voiced alveolar affricate in all environments, except before the high 

f o   vow    wh             f    v      o  w  h / ʒ/. /ts/ and /dz/ contrast with each other, 

as seen in (37). 

(37) [ts]:[dz] CAE V_V 

    ʰ   ts    'whistle' 

      dz  'rib' 

Th   ho  m  / ʃ/         z        vo          v o        affricate in all 

  v  o m    . Th   ho  m  / ʒ/         z        vo       v o alatal affricate in all 

environments. These two sounds contrast with each other, as seen in (38). 

(38)   ʃ]:  ʒ]      o h #_      _  

  ʃ ː z  'earthenware pot'  ʰ  ʃ  'room' 

  ʒ ː   'tooth'      f   ʰ  ʒ ːɾ  'swear (lit. eat) an oath' 
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/ts/ has already been shown to contrast with /t/ and /s/ in (24) and (29). / ʃ/ has 

              how   o  o       w  h / /     /ʃ/    (25) and (32). These two sounds contrast 

with each other, as shown in (39). 

(39)     ]:  ʃ] CIE both #_ and V_V 

 ts    'leak'   m ts  'tree' 

  ʃ ː   'make smooth' m  ʃ  'pestle' 

These segments have contrast in identical environments, which is a good 

indication that they are in fact separate phonemes. However, it is still possible that they 

are in free variation before the high front vowel. It is also possible that there is an 

           h  h f o   vow   fo  ow      ʃ]    wo    wh  h  o '  h v     ov  t high front 

vowel. 

Th   ho  m   / z/     / ʒ/ h v  the same relationship as the other 

alveolar/alveopalatal pairs. The two sounds contrast with one another, but this contrast is 

neutralized preceeding a high front vowel. Contrast is shown in (40). 

(40)   z]:  ʒ] CAE V_V 

 m dz  'root' 

 m  ʒ  'intestine' 

Free variation between the affricates is demonstrated in (41). 

(41) /f     / 'small'    f     ] ~ [f   ʃ ] 

/      z / 'rib.CL11'         z ] ~ [      ʒ ] 

Bo h / z/     / ʒ/  ho     o       w  h / /, but since /d/ is very rarely found, there 

is no data in the corpus where they exhibit clear contrast, as was discussed in Section 

4.2.1.3. However, /dz/ does contrast with /z/ in (30) and /ts/ in (37),     / ʒ/    o 

 o        w  h /ʒ/ in (33)     / ʃ/    (38), making it fairly straightforward to posit contrast 

here, as well. 
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4.2.1.6. Velar stops 

There are two velar stops in Laari, /g/ and /k/. The phoneme /g/ is realized as a 

voiced velar fricative in all environments except following a nasal. When /g/ follows a 

nasal, it is realized as a voiced velar stop. This is unusual because no other stops follow 

this same pattern. Based o            o    o       wo       m  h    ɣ]  ho        h  

underlying form. However, [g] is really only slightly more restricted in distribution, since 

it occurs following a consonant, whi    ɣ] m    fo  ow   vow   o     wo  -initial. A stop 

or fricative cannot follow any other consonant besides a nasal in consonant clusters, so it 

cannot be examined in combination with any consonant other than a nasal. Both [g] and 

 ɣ]                    other vowels. Neither occurs word-finally since all syllables in 

Laari must be open. [g] is much more common across the world's languages, and is 

therefore less marked cross-linguistically. According to the UCLA Phonological Segment 

Inventory Database (UPSI      ] o         5 % of  h  wo   '             wh     ɣ] 

o         o    1 % of  h  wo   '           .  o            ]    h    h    ɣ]  o     h  

underlying form also leads to a symmetrical phonemic inventory. It is not clear which 

sound is more psychologically real to the native speakers, or which sound would be 

pronounced in deliberate speech. Based upon all of these tests, it seems that /g/ is the 

more appropriate choice for underlying form. The allophonic variations of /g/ are 

demonstrated in (42). 

(42) /z ːŋ  / '   '   z ːŋ  ] 

/sega/ 'laugh'     ɣ ] 

The phoneme /k/ does not follow the same pattern as /g/. It is always realized as a 

voiceless aspirated velar stop. As with the other voiceless aspirated stop phonemes /p/ 

and /t/, the degree of aspiration is arbitrary, depending upon the speaker's emphasis of the 

particular syllable. /g/ and /k/ contrast in all environments, including following a nasal, 

where /g/ and /k/ are realized with an identical manner of articulation, as seen in (43). 
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(43)    ʰ]: ɣ] CAE #_, V_V      fo  ow     ŋ] 

 kʰ ŋ   'close'    ːkʰ  'sleep'  ŋ ʰ m   'splendor, glory'  

 ɣ    'give'    ɣ  'laugh'  ŋg ːm   'fruit bat'  

4.2.1.7. Laterals 

There is one lateral phoneme in Laari, the lateral /l/. This lateral is realized in four 

different forms, depending upon the environment. It is realized as a voiced alveolar 

lateral approximant in all environments except before high and back vowels. It is realized 

as a voiced alveolar flap when preceding the high front vowel [i]. This alveolar flap is in 

free variation with a trill. It is realized as a voiced retroflex lateral approximant when 

preceding the back vowels. The retroflex lateral is in free variation with the alveolar 

lateral, though the retroflex lateral is not also its own phoneme. These three allophonic 

variations are demonstrated in (44). 

(44) /     / 'crab.CL9'    ŋ ʰ   ] 

/     / 'calabash.CL9'    ŋ ʰ ɭ ] ~ [ŋ ʰ   ] 

/mu +     / 'trader.CL3'   ŋ ʰ ɾ ] ~ [ŋ ʰ   ] 

/l/ has already been shown to be in contrast with /d/ in (27). It also shows contrast 

with /n/, as seen in (45). 

(45) [l]:[n] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 lw  ʰ  'wear'     ʰ l  'man' 

 nw  'drink'    ʰ n  'argument' 

4.2.1.8. Glides 

There are two phonemic glides in Laari, /j/ and /w/. The phoneme /j/ is realized as 

a voiced palatal approximant in all environments. The phoneme /w/ is realized as a 

voiced labial-velar approximant in all environments. These two glides contrast with each 

other, as seen in (46). 

(46) [j]:[w] CAE #_ and V_V 

 j  'burn'   j  'older sibling or cousin 

 w  'hear'  z w  'elephant' 
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Further contrasts are shown in (47) - (49), where /j/ is seen to contrast with /ʃ/  

and / ʒ/      /w/    seen to contrast with /g/. Tho  h / /     /ʃ/ do not exhibit clear 

contrast word initially, it is likely that this is a result of the infrequency with which both 

appear word initially. /w/ was previously contrasted with /b/ in (20) because of the labial 

qualities of both, and here is contrasted with /g/ because of the velar qualities of both. 

(47)   ]: ʃ] CAE V_V 

   j  'servant' 

  ʰ ʃ  'nape of neck' 

(48)   ]:  ʒ] CAE #_ 

 j  'burn '    j    'prostitutes' 

  ʒ  'eat'     ʒ  'food' 

(49)  w]: ɣ] CAE both #_ and V_V 

 w    'heal'   ʰ w    'agreement' 

 ɣ  ʰ  'village'   ʰ ɣ ʃ  'bone' 

Glides form a unique class of consonants in Laari because of their distribution. 

Glides are the only class of consonants which can appear as the third consonant in a 

consonant cluster, or as the second consonant following any non-nasal consonant. There 

is no restriction in the type of consonant which can precede a glide. Both glides can 

appear word initially or intervocalically, as well as following consonants in any place of 

articulation, as demonstrated in (50) and (51). 

(50) /j/: [j   ] 'roast' 

    ʃ j ] 'sneeze' 

  ɭ  j ŋ  ] 'water pot.CL11' 

 [fj    ] 'small' 

 /dj /   ʒ ] 'genitive.CL5' 

 [kja] 'genitive.CL7' 

(51) /w/: [w ː  ] 'persuade' 

 [ z w ] 'elephant.CL3' 

 [bw z ] 'leprosy.CL14' 

  ɭ fw ] 'death.CL11' 

 [lw   ] 'wear' 

     w ːɾ ] 'spouse.CL7'  

Though the glides can occur following a consonant of any place of articulation, 

some generalizations can be made about where they occur most commonly. In general, 
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the glide /j/ occurs less frequently than /w/. In consonant clusters, /j/ occurs most 

frequently following nasals. It also occurs frequently following /b/. The glide /w/ also 

occurs most frequently following nasals. However, it rarely follows /b/ and instead tends 

to be in clusters with /k/. There are few examples of either glide following alveolar and 

alveopalatal sounds. In the case of the glide /j/, this is probably a result of the free 

variation noted between alveolar and alveopalatal sounds. It may also be a result of 

affrication, as illustrated by /dja/, noted in (50). The palatal /j/ merges with the alveolar 

/ /  o fo m   ʒ]. /w/    o o      v      f          fo  ow      v o          v o        

consonants, though the reason for this is not as clear. 

4.2.1.9. Nasals 

Just as glides form a unique class of consonants, nasals also form a class with 

distinct properties. There are two nasal phonemes in Laari, though there is also the 

possibility of prenasalized phonemes, which will be discussed further below. The two 

nasal phonemes are /m/ and /n/. The phoneme /m/ is realized as a voiced bilabial nasal 

when preceding vowels or labial consonants. It is realized as a voiced alveolar nasal 

when preceding alveolar consonants. It is realized as a voiced velar nasal when preceding 

velar consonants. The phoneme /n/ functions similarly to /m/. It is realized as a voiced 

alveolar nasal when preceding vowels or alveolar consonants. It is realized as a voiced 

bilabial nasal when preceding bilabial consonants, and a voiced velar nasal when 

preceding velar consonants. These changes can be observed when nasals occur across 

morpheme boundaries, as seen in (52) and (53). It should be noted that a labiodental nasal 

does not occur in Laari, either phonemically or phonetically. In (52), the morpheme /mu-/ 

' CL3' sometimes appears as /m-/ before obstruent consonants, which assimilates in place 

to the following consonant. /mu-/ and /m-/ appear to be in a relationship of 

phonologically conditioned suppletion.           om             fo         o       

 o  o                  mf ɭ ]. 
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(52) /mu +   ːŋ  /   m   ːŋ  ]    m  ːŋ  ] 

CL3  beam 

/mu  +   ʃ /    m  ʃ ] ~    ʃ ] 

CL3  cane   

/mu +     /   m  ʰ  ʰ ] ~  ŋ ʰ  ʰ ] 

CL3  bundle 

(53) /n + f   /   mf ɭ ] 

CL9  bed 

/n +   ːŋ  /     ːŋ  ] 

CL9  plate 

/n +   ːm  /   ŋ ʰ ːm  ] 

CL9  name 

/m/ and /n/ contrast with each other, as is seen in (54). /m/ also contrasts with /b/, 

as seen in (19) above, and /n/ also contrasts with /d/ and /l/, as seen in (26) and (45). 

(54) [m]:[n] CAE #_ 

 m    'sprout'  

 n    'defecate' 

 CIE V_V 

 kʰ m  'drive away'   

 kʰ n  'sow, plant'  

There is no velar nasal phoneme in Laari, which is one noteworthy gap in the 

consonant inventory of the language. The velar nasal does exist, but only as an allophone 

of /m/ or /n/ before a velar stop. Proto-B        o h    o  ho  m   /ŋ/ (H m      3:43 , 

and therefore it is reasonable to leave this as a gap in the phonemic inventory. 

Because /n/ can precede /j/, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of a palatal 

nasal phoneme as well. However, when /n/ and /j/ appear in a sequence, the sequence 

usually takes the duration of two segments, generally over 200 ms long. There is also a 

clear distinction in the spectrogram between the two segments, showing them to be 

distinct. An example is seen in Figure 6, where there is clearly a formant transition 

between the nasal and the glide. F2 is low in the nasal, but begins much higher in the 

glide and falls throughout its duration. The black line in Figure 6 shows the intensity, 

which increases slightly between the nasal and the glide. 
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Figure 6:         'grumble' 

 

It is also natural for the alveolar nasal to occur before the glide /j/ because nasals 

occur before all other phonemes in the language, both word initially and word medially. 

All nasal/consonant pairs should be considered as to whether they are sequences or 

segments. There are four main tests to determine whether the nasal/consonant pairs are 

sequences or segments. The first test is distribution. If there is a limited set of 

nasal/consonant pairs, it is more likely that they are segments rather than sequences. The 

second test is the duration of each sequence. If the pronunciation of the nasal/consonant 

pair is the length of a normal segment, then they are probably one segment. However, if 

the pronunciation of the pair is the length of two segments, then they are probably a 

sequence. The third test is tone. If the nasal carries its own tone, it is more likely to be a 

unique segment. Lastly, syllable structure can be considered. If there are no other 

consonant clusters in the language, it is less likely that the nasal plus the consonant form 

a consonant cluster.  

Distribution is the most conclusive of the tests. Nasals can occur before every 

phoneme in the language, both word-initially and word-medially. They also occur before 

all phonemes across morpheme boundaries and before most phonemes within a single 

morpheme. The only partial exception is affricates, which follow nasals across morpheme 
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boundaries, but not within a morpheme. It would greatly increase the inventory of 

phonemes to include every consonant with a prenasal counterpart.  

The appearance of the velar nasal only in the context of velar stops gives some 

weight to the idea that NC clusters are prenasalized consonants and therefore single 

segments. However, this single sequence does not seem to be enough evidence to 

 o                        o             z      m    .  o                ŋ ]      ŋ ]  o    

prenasalized stops would complicate the consonant inventory. Though the consonant 

inventory is not symmetrical without the velar nasal, adding this nasal in the form of a 

prenasalized stop would not increase the symmetry.  

It should also be noted that all voiceless stops can follow a nasal. The voicing 

does not bleed onto the voiceless stop, as seen in Figure 7. I   h   wo     h   m ʰ] 

sequence is not across morpheme boundaries. It is clear that [ ʰ] h        v   v            

 f      vo      f om  h                . Th                  h      of  h    ʰ]             

aspiration. 

Figure 7:   mpʰ      'younger siblings.CL2' 

 

The duration of each segment points to the segments as clusters rather than single 

sequences. Both individual nasals and stops in Laari were measured and compared to 
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sequences of nasals and stops. Five tokens were measured for stops at each place of 

articulation in the word initial position, and five more in an intervocalic position. Five 

tokens of each nasal /m/ and /n/ were also measured, both in word initial position and 

intervocalic position.  ŋ] w    o  m                   o                           m    . 

Five tokens of nasal-stop clusters were also measured at each place of articulation in 

word initial position, and five more in intervocalic position.  

Word initial stops ranged from 35 ms to 243 ms. The stops with the shortest 

duration were voiceless, leaving little evidence on a spectrogram. Actual production time 

may be longer for these stops. Word initial nasals ranged from 97 ms to 354 ms. Word 

initial nasal-stop clusters ranged from 183 ms to 443 ms. Interestingly, in the longest 

nasal-stop clusters, the nasal is a contraction of the prefix /mu-/ along with the first 

consonant of the stem. Between vowels, stops ranged from 98 ms to 265 ms; nasals 

ranged from 118 ms to 221 ms, and nasal-stop clusters ranged from 128 ms to 323 ms. 

Generally, voiceless stops, which have the shortest duration, also appeared in the shorter 

nasal-stop clusters. Stops which tended to have longer duration appeared in the longer 

nasal-stop clusters. Though this evidence is not completely conclusive, it points toward 

clusters having the duration of two segments rather than one. 

Though the tone structure of Laari is not fully understood, it appears that testing 

the tone points toward these pairs being single segments. There does not appear to be a 

unique tone on the nasal. Though the nasal may be pronounced at a different pitch than 

the following vowel, this does not appear to be significant, since the nasals generally fall 

on a neutral pitch. This suggests that the nasals are not syllabic, since the syllable is the 

tone bearing unit in Laari. It does not prove, however, that nasals must be joined in a 

single segment with the following consonant. Tone will be further discussed in Section 

4.3. 

Syllable structure is a last test for nasalization which also is inconclusive. There 

are no unambiguous consonant clusters in Laari. The syllable structure inventory will be 

complicated by the addition of a NC cluster. However, the phonemic inventory will be 

even more complicated by the addition of prenasalized consonants. Since the precision of 
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the phonemic inventory takes precedence over the syllable structure inventory, it seems 

better to add NC as a cluster in the syllable structure. Syllable structure will be further 

discussed in Section 4.4.2. 

Based upon all of these tests, it appears that nasal/consonant pairs should be 

considered two segments. Every consonant in the language can be preceded by a nasal, 

which would greatly complicate the phonemic inventory. The duration of each segment 

supports the idea that these are sequences, since the duration tends to be longer than 

single segments. Tone demonstrates that the nasals are not single syllables, but does not 

prove that they are single segments because tone is related to the syllable. Syllable 

structure is the only test which points toward these as segments rather than sequences 

because there are no unambiguous consonant clusters in the language. However, the other 

tests seem to outweigh this test to point to these as sequences rather than segments. 

It should be noted that Jacquot (1971b:12-31) considers NC clusters to be single 

segments, while Ganga (1992) does not address them. The latter seems to assume that 

they are two segments, but gives no proof for this assumption. 

4.2.1.10. Glottal consonants 

Th    o      o  o       h]      ʔ]         ho               o   ho  m          

Laari. A glottal stop is inserted before any word beginning with a vowel. Because of the 

noun class system, words are very rarely seen in an uninflected form, unless they are part 

of a noun phrase, as seen in (55). This is done to maintain the CV syllable structure, since 

no syllable begins with a vowel.  

(55) /muː     z   / 'acquaintance.CL1'   m ː    ʔ z   ] 

[h] is sometimes inserted at the end of words. The motivation for this is unclear, 

as no other codas are allowed in the language and this does not occur with all words. It is 

most likely a breathy release, since it only occurs at the end of words. As the speaker 

comes to the end of the word, he simply releases all remaining air after the final vowel. 

Vowels also are sometimes spoken with a breathy voice, though this is not a contrastive 
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vowel feature. Instead, it may be a phrase-level phonological change, coming at the end 

of the phrase.  

It should also be noted that in careful pronunciation of individual syllables, a 

glottal stop was often inserted following the first syllable of a word. Some examples of 

this are seen in (56). 

(56) [  ʔ.m  .kʰ ] 'appease' 

[  ʔ.  .  ] 'ferment' 

[  ʔ.  .kʰ .  ] 'load' 

It is unclear why this occurs, since none of these words are consistently 

pronounced with the glottal stop. It is most likely that the speaker was cutting off the 

flow of air in order to emphasize the syllable break. The words listed above were spoken 

by two different speakers. The first speaker said each word twice, but each time 

emphasized the syllable breaks, and each time included the glottal stop. The second 

speaker repeated the words several times. He said them at normal speed, in which case 

the glottal stop did not appear, and he said them while emphasizing syllable breaks. In 

this case, the glottal stop did appear. 

Th      of  ʔ]      h] m      o h v        o  o               mo  v    .         

number of the words where these sounds are found are commonly considered improper or 

impolite words. In this case the speaker may not have felt comfortable pronouncing the 

words, or may have begun to pronounce the word and then hesitated due to the improper 

nature of the word. Some examples are shown in (57) below.  

(57) [    h]  'wrong' 

[   m  h] 'virgin' 

[z   h]  'garbage dump'  

[  ʔ ʰ  ʰ ] 'buttock' 

[m  ʔ  h] 'vagina' 

[  ʔ      ] 'clitoris' 

How v     o      wo    w  h  h        o  of    h    h] o   ʔ] f       o  h        o  . 

(58)  how  wo    w  h  o h  h]      ʔ] wh  h  o  o          o     m o    . 
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(58) [f ʔ    ] 'fill(v.)' 

 m  z h] 'courtyard' 

  z   h] 'fingernails' 

These words show that  h]      ʔ] are not solely sociolinguistically motivated. 

However, because they are not attested often, and because they are not constrastive,  

these two glottal consonants will be considered phonetic rather than phonemic. 

4.2.2. Vowel inventory 

Laari has a basic five vowel system. There are several suprasegmental features 

which can be added to vowels. The only contrastive feature is length, giving Laari ten 

vowel phonemes. While it is possible that these could simply be VV sequences, this is 

unlikely because the vowels are always homorganic. As was discussed in Section 4.2.1.8 

concerning glides, the only non-homorganic VV sequences could be the glides [j] and [w] 

appearing as the first V in a VV sequence. However, these are better interpreted as glides 

because they can precede long vowels. If they were interpreted as vowels, the syllable 

inventory would have to include a VVV sequence, with severe restrictions on the first 

vowels. Instead, it is better to interpret [j] and [w] as consonants. Length will be further 

discussed in Section 4.2.2.6. Table 9 below gives the vowel phonemes. 

Table 9: Vowel Phonemes of Laari 

 Front Central Back 

High i  u 

 ː   ː 

Mid e  o 

 ː  oː 

Low  a  

  ː  
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4.2.2.1. The phonemes /i/ and /i / 

The phonemes /i/ and /iː/ are both high front unrounded vowels. They appear such 

in all environments     h v   o    o ho   . / /     / ː/ contrast with each other, as well as 

with their neighboring phonemes of /e/, / ː/, /u/, and / ː/, as seen in (59) - (63). 

(59)   ]:  ː] CAE C_C 

  ʒ    'cry' 

    f   ʰ  ʒ ːɾ  'swear (lit. eat) an oath' 

(60) [i]:[e] CIE C_C, _# 

 m    'swallow'  nts  'country'   

 m    'sprout'  nts  'eyebrow'  

(61) [i]:[u] CIE C_C 

 mi
8
- 'CL3' 

 mu- 'CL4' 

 CAE _# 

 mpʰ ːŋ   'younger sibling or cousin' 

    ŋ   'reputation' 

(62)   ː]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 s ːm   'touch' 

 s ːm   'punish' 

(63)   ː]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 f ːŋ   'insult' 

 f ː    'accuse' 

4.2.2.2. The phonemes /u/ and /  / 

The phonemes /u/ and / ː/ are high back rounded vowels in all environments; they 

have no allophones. These two vowels show contrast with one another in (64), also with 

/ /     / ː/, shown in (61) and (63)      w  h /o/     /oː/, in (65) and (66). 

(64)   ]:  ː] CAE C_C 

    ʰ    'unwrap' 

 tʰ ː   'stab' 

                                                 

 
8
 The prefixes /mi- and /mu-/ are toneless. 
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(65) [u]:[o] CAE C_C 

 b    'break' 

  b    'spoil'    

 CIE _# 

 w  'here.CL1' 

 w  'there.CL1' 

(66)   ː]: oː] CAE C_C 

 tʰ ː    'peel (v)' 

 tʰ ː    'thank' 

4.2.2.3. The phonemes /e/ and /  / 

The phonemes /e/ and / ː/ are both mid front unrounded vowels. There is a 

possibility that  h    vow    h v   h     o ho    ʏ]. Th    ho      only found in one 

word,  ʏ ʏ 'large'. This word was also pronounced with the phone [e] suggesting that they 

may be in free variation. However, because the occurre    of  ʏ]     imited, very little can 

               h               . / /     / ː/ h v   o o h      o ho   . These two 

phonemes contrast with each other, as seen in (67). They also differ with /i/ and / ː/ as 

previously shown in (60) and (62). Further, they contrast with /a/, / ː/, /o/, and /oː/ in (68) 

- (71). 

(67) [e]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 mw    'air, breath' 

 mw ː   'door' 

(68) [e]:[a] CAE C_C, _# 

 t l  'tell'   z  z  'cricket' 

 t l  'know'   z ːnz  'visitor, stranger'   

(69) [e]:[o] CIE C_C 

 z    'migrate' 

 z    'stupid person' 

 CAE _# 

 ŋ ʰ ntʰ  'woman' 

 m ntʰ  'saliva.PL' 

(70)   ː]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 ns ːm     'punishment' 

 ns ːm   'tattoo' 

(71)   ː]: oː] CAE C_C 

  ʃ   ɾ   ʃ    s ːŋ   'blacksmith' 

 m s ːŋ   'labor pains' 
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4.2.2.4. The phonemes /o/ and /  / 

The phonemes /o/ and /oː/ are both mid back rounded vowels in all environments; 

they do not have any allophones. These phonemes have already been shown to contrast 

with /u/ and / ː/ in (65) and (66), and with /e/ and / ː/ in (69) and (71). /o/ and /oː/ show 

contrast with each other in (72), and with /a/ and / ː/ in (73) and (74). 

(72)  o]: oː] CIE C_C 

 j kʰ  'burn' 

 j ːkʰ  'flow'  

(73) [o]:[a] CAE C_C, _# 

 l ŋ   'advise'      ːns  'nail' 

 l ŋ   'liver'     ːns  'afternoon' 

(74)  oː]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 ntʰ ːŋ w  'brain' 

 m tʰ ːŋ   'calf (of leg)' 

4.2.2.5. The phonemes /a/ and /  / 

The phonemes /a/ and / ː/ are both low central unrounded vowels in all 

environments, with no allophones. These two phonemes have already been seen to 

contrast with /e/ and /eː/ in (68) and (70)     w       w  h /o/     /oː/ in (73) and (74). The 

contrast between these two phonemes is demonstrated in (75). 

(75)   ]:  ː] CAE C_C 

 ŋ  m   'gall bladder' 

 ŋ  ːm   'slave' 

4.2.2.6. Vowel length 

Though long vowels are contrastive in Laari, length is neutralized in certain 

contexts, and may be predictable in others. Hyman (2003:48) lists five sources of vowel 

length in Bantu languages, many of which appear to apply to Laari. First, length can 

come from underlying representations; in other words, it is lexically specified. Second, 

length can be caused by vowel concatenation across morpheme boundaries. Third, length 

can be compensatory following glide formation. Fourth, length can occur before a moraic 
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nasal followed by a consonant. Fifth, length may be a result of penultimate vowel 

lengthening, either in languages that have lost vowel length contrast, or in languages 

which restrict length to the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable and neutralize it 

elsewhere. 

Only two of these sources of vowel length seem to appear in Laari. Length is 

lexically specified, and occurs across morpheme boundaries. Neither Hyman's (2003:48) 

third source of vowel length, length as compensatory following glide formation, nor his 

fourth source of vowel length, length as compensatory preceding a moraic nasal, are 

found. Long vowels appear in the penultimate syllable, which is Hyman's fifth source of 

vowel length, but this length is lexically specified.  

First, long vowels seem to be lexically specified since there are minimal pairs 

based solely on length. However, though it is lexically specified, it is also predictable 

when two vowels come together across morpheme boundaries, which is Hyman's second 

source of vowel length. In this case, the two vowels concatenate to form a long vowel. 

The resulting vowel depends upon rules of vowel harmony, which will be further 

discussed in Section 4.5.8 on the phonological process of vowel hiatus. An example of 

harmony is shown in (76) with the word for 'eye'. The duration of two vowels is 

maintained, though a single long vowel surfaces. The average duration of the vowel [a] 

by the 40 year old male who dictated the wordlist is 116 ms. The average duration of the 

vowel [e] by the same speaker is 102 ms, while the long vowel [eː] in (76) is 265 ms, 

which is clearly the duration of two vowels. The short vowel [o] in this word is 130 ms.   

(76) /ma +    /   m ː  ] 

'CL6'  'eye'  'eyes. CL6' 

However, length as a result of concatentation across morpheme boundaries does 

not happen if the first vowel is a high vowel. In this case, it becomes a glide. High vowels 

always alternate with glides if they are the first of two vowels, as seen in (77). This 

process will be further discussed in Section 4.5.8. 
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(77) /mu +    /   mw   ] 

'CL3'  'door'  'door.CL3' 

Length does not seem to be compensatory following glide formation, which is 

Hyman's third source of vowel length. In a situation of compensatory lengthening, a high 

vowel and another vowel which meet across morpheme boundaries become a glide and a 

long vowel, respectively. The example shown in (77), above, clearly demonstrates that 

this does not happen in Laari. Here, a high vowel and another vowel meet across 

morpheme boundaries. The high vowel becomes a glide, and the second vowel remains a 

short vowel. There are cases where lengthened vowels follow a glide, such as in (78) and 

(79), but this is not a consistent pattern. (78) demonstrates that when a high vowel meets 

with a long vowel across morpheme boundaries, the high vowel alternates with a glide, 

and the long vowel maintains its length in the surface form. (79) demonstrates that 

lengthened vowels may follow glides even when glide formation is not occurring. 

(78) /mu  +   ː  /   mw ː  ] 

'CL3'  'hair'  'hair.CL3' 

(79) /  ː  /       ː  ] 

'try'    'try' 

Compensatory lengthening before a nasal, Hyman's fourth source of vowel length, 

is also not found in Laari. As with glides, nasals may appear adjacent to long vowels, but 

the presence of a nasal does not necessitate the presence of a long vowel. In order for a 

nasal to cause compensatory lengthening in a preceding vowel, the nasal would have to 

be moraic. The mora associated with the nasal would transfer to the preceding vowel, 

causing that vowel to be lengthened (Hyman 1992:256). Because there is no 

compensatory lengthening, it can be assumed that nasals are not moraic in Laari. Long 

vowels which precede nasals are long in the underlying form. 

Hyman's fifth source of vowel length is the penultimate syllable. In Laari, the 

penultimate syllable has a distinct relationship with long vowels, but it is not a 

lengthening relationship. Instead, lexically specified long vowels are only allowed to 

surface in the penultimate or antepentultimate syllables. In all other places, long vowels 
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are shortened. Hyman mentions that there are three sources of vowel shortening in Bantu 

languages (2003:49), one of which is shortening of long vowels in positions other than 

the penultimate syllable. In Laari, long vowels surface in both the penultimate and the 

antepenultimate syllables, but are shortened in other positions. The current data set does 

not show any examples of shortening in other positions because there are no examples of 

paradigms in which a word has a long vowel in the penultimate syllable in one form, but 

a short vowel when that syllable is moved to a different position through the addition of 

suffixes. However, Ganga's work (1992:295) has one example, reproduced in (80), which 

suggests that long vowels are neutralized in positions other than penultimate or 

antepenultimate.  

(80) /z ː / + / /   z ː  ] 

'know'  INF  'to know' 

/z ː  / + /na/  [z ː    ] 

'to know' RECIP (short form)  'to know each other' 

/z ː  / + /sana/  [z       ] 

'to know' RECIP (long form)  'to know each other' 

It is common in Bantu languages for the penultimate syllable to be the primary 

preferred position for long vowels to surface, and the antepenultimate syllable to be the 

secondary preferred position (Hyman 2003:48). In a sample of 112 long vowels in Laari, 

ten of them, or 9%, fell in the antepenultimate syllable. In all ten occurrences, the long 

vowel is in the penultimate syllable in the underlying form, but the addition of a suffix 

shifts the former penultimate syllable to the antepenultimate position. It is unclear from 

the data whether long vowels can be underlying in the antepenultimate syllable, or if long 

vowels can only occur there if an underlyingly long vowel is shifted into that position. 

This is an area for further study. 

Since long vowels are contrastive in Laari, length is not a predictable pattern. 

However, vowels can be lengthened when two vowels meet across morpheme 

boundaries. Long vowels only surface in the penultimate or antepenultimate syllables. It 

is unclear whether long vowels may be underlying in both those positions, or whether 

they are only underlying in the penultimate syllable and merely maintained in the 
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antepenultimate syllable. Length appears to be neutralized if the long vowel is moved to 

any other position, though this deserves further study.  

4.2.2.7. Vowel height 

Proto-Bantu vowels included two vowels which were considered 'superclose'. In 

other words, they occurred higher in the vowel space than high vowels typically occur. In 

addition to these 'superclose' vowels, five other vowels occurred, which were more 

typically spaced throughout the vowel space. Though Bantu languages have not 

necessarily maintained this seven vowel contrast, some Bantu vowel systems are 

clustered higher in the vowel space than is typically expected (Maddieson 2003:18). 

Laari seems to reflect this higher crowding in the vowel space, though it does not 

have a seven vowel system. Instead, the five vowels tend to be articulated higher in the 

vowel space, particularly mid-vowels. Table 10 shows the mean value of F1 and F2 in Hz 

for each vowel. These values were gathered by taking the average value of the formant 

for the duration of the vowel based upon a small collection of ten to nineteen tokens for 

each vowel. Each sample was a short vowel between two stops, with a mixture of H tones 

and L tones. Those with smaller samples tend to occur less frequently between stops. All 

of the data was gathered from one informant, a male aged 40. 

Table 10: Laari Short Vowel Formant Means 

 [i] [u] [e] [o] [a] 

Tokens 12 18 10 12 19 

F1 213 253 270 306 580 

F1 Standard 

Deviation 

17 26 19 25 119 

F2 2280 998 2369 806 1538 

F2 Standard 

Deviation 

98 295 104 126 227 

 

The values in Table 10 can be compared with prototypical vowel formant means, 

shown in Table 11. Comparing these tables reveals that the F1 values for [i] and [u] are 

higher in Laari than in the prototypical vowels. The F1 values for [e] and [o] in Laari are 
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closer to the prototypical values for [i] and [u], respectively. The value for [a] in Laari is 

  o     o  h    o o        v     fo   œ]      how      h  f      o  m  of Table 11. The F2 

value for [i] in Laari is close to the prototypical values. However, all the other vowels 

have a much higher F2 value than the prototypical vowels. The values for the 

prototypical vowels are taken from Schwartz et al. (1997:266). 

Table 11: Prototypical Vowel Formant Means 

 [i] [u] [e] [o] [a]  œ] 

F1 277 277 414 414 800 565 

F2 2208 553 2065 721 1228 1520 

 

Figure 8 gives a graphical representation of the prototypical vowel formant 

means. All measurements are in Hz. 

Figure 8: Prototypical Vowel Formant Means 

 

Figure 8 can be compared with Figure 9, which is a graphical representation of 

the vowel formant means in Laari. All measurements are in Hz. The error bars show the 

95% confidence intervals for each vowel and formant. Not all possible values fall within 
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this range; instead, the range shows the possible location of the true vowel for each vowel 

phoneme in Laari. Though the sample is small, it gives a general representation of vowel 

placement in Laari. 

Figure 9: Laari Vowel Formant Means 

 

 

It is clear from Figure 9 that all the vowels in Laari are generally placed higher in 

the vowel space than normal. Not only the mid vowels, but also the high vowels have a 

lower F1 than is typically expected. It is interesting that the mean F2 of [e] is higher than 

that of [i], which is unusual. However, the error bars overlap, showing that the F2 of [e] 

is not statistically distinct from the F2 of [i]. The phonemes [u] and [o] also overlap in F2 

placement. Despite the value of F2, it is clear that both the high vowels [i] and [u] and the 

mid vowels [e] and [o] have a higher F1 than is typical, and are crowded at the higher end 

of the vowel space.  

It is also interesting to note that the range demonstrated for the vowel /a/ is quite 

large. This vowel does tend to be pronounced lower and centrally, as expected, but the 
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tokens ranged between 364 Hz and 792 Hz for F1 and from 1141 Hz to 2017 Hz for F2. 

Interestingly, this range covers nearly all of the space below and between the other vowel 

ranges. The pronunciation of the vowel /a/ in context appears to be dependent on the 

place of articulation of the stops it is placed between. Nearly all of the tokens for the 

vowel /a/ consisted of a velar stop in at least one environment, either before or after the 

/a/. The three tokens which have both a velar stop preceding and a velar stop following 

were spread across the entire vowel range of /a/. Those tokens which have at least one 

bilabial stop, either preceding or following, tend to have lower F2s and higher F1s. Those 

tokens which have at least one alveolar stop, either preceding or following, tend to have 

higher F2s and lower F1s.  

4.2.3. Further study 

Though a basic phonemic inventory of Laari has been discussed here, there are 

many questions which remain unanswered concerning both phones and phonemes. Both 

nasal consonants and glottal consonants deserve further study, as well as the affricates 

[pf] and [bv]. Though the current data set might be analyzed further to reveal more on 

these subjects, in order to have a complete study it is necessary to elicit more data 

focusing specifically on those phonemes with outstanding questions. 

Concerning the vowel inventory, those features which deserve further study are 

length and vowel harmony. Vowel harmony was not particularly examined for this study; 

however, many Bantu languages have vowel harmony. There are some indications that 

vowel harmony does play a role in Laari phonology considering the effect of vowel 

concatenation across morpheme boundaries. This study did not, however, see indication 

of the role of vowel harmony across the phonological word. Since both vowel harmony 

and long vowels require data which is focused on particular aspects of phonology, it 

would be helpful to return to the language area in order to gather focused data. 
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4.3. Tone 

4.3.1. Evidence of Tone 

Most Bantu languages are tonal, and Laari is among those. Bantu languages 

usually have a two tone system of H and L, so Laari was also expected to be a two tone 

language (Kisseberth & Odden 2003:59). The tone-bearing unit in Laari is the syllable 

rather than the mora because syllables with long vowels have only one tone. There were 

no examples of two different tones found on a lengthened vowel. 

There is one minimal pair which shows clear tone contrast within the lexical 

category of nouns, as seen in (81). This minimal pair demonstrates a clear tone contrast in 

Laari. Interestingly, the tone patterns in this minimal pair are HL and LL, the two most 

common two-syllable tone patterns. This pair also suggests that tone is lexical on nouns 

since tone is the only element distinguishing these two words, and therefore is not 

predictable. 

(81) [kʰ   ] LL 'CL5.leg' 

[kʰ   ] HL 'CL5.knot' 

Though these two words are the only minimal pair, there are multiple nouns with 

different tone patterns which demonstrate that tone is, in fact, contrastive on nouns. The 

nouns in (82) and (83) show a variety of segmental environments, showing that tone is 

independent of any segments. The words in (82) have H tone first syllables with each of 

the five basic vowels with at least one long vowel and a variety of onsets. The words in 

(83) show L tone first syllables with the same parameters. Each word is two syllables, 

and all four possible tone patterns for two-syllable words are represented.  

(82)    ː  ] HL 'CL5.eye' 

     ʰ ] HL 'CL9.hair' 

  ʰ   ] HL 'CL5.charcoal' 

 ŋ ʰ    ] HH 'CL1.woman' 

 m   ] HH 'CL5.abdomen' 
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(83)     ɭ ] LH 'CL9.frontier' 

 m ː   ] LL 'CL1.person' 

  ʰ   ] LH 'CL5.penis' 

   ʃ ː  ] LL 'CL1.sorcerer' 

     ʰ ] LH 'CL9.command' 

There are no minimal pairs based on tone within verbs. The reason for this may be  

that verbal tone serves a grammatical function. The current data set suggests that tone 

marks some part of verbal morphology, but the data is limited so that true patterns cannot 

be distinguished. Ganga (1992:117) says that infinitives are marked with a final H. In the 

wordlist data, a majority of infinitives end with a H tone, but this is not true of all 

infinitives; a large number of the infinitives end with a L tone. This may be a reflection of 

French intonation applied by the speaker, however, which will be discussed further in 

Section 4.3.2. Tone is suspected to mark subject agreement, specifically second person 

singular and third person. There is a subject agreement morpheme on verbs. In second 

person singular, the subject agreement marker is an optional /wu-/. When it appears, it 

usually exhibits a L tone. When it does not appear, the following morpheme usually 

exhibits a L tone, as in (84). 

Though third person singular and plural markers are not optional, they often 

exhibit a L tone rather than a H tone. Interestingly, either second person singular or third 

person singular exhibits the L tone in a paradigm, but not both, as illustrated by (84) and 

(85). 

(84) a. /    +    ː  +   ʒ /       ː  ʒ ] 

 2SG  PROG  'eat'  'you are eating' 

b. /   +   ː +  ʒ /       ː  ʒ ] 

 3SG  PROG  'eat'  'he is eating' 

(85) a. /  +   ː + nwa/     ː  w ] 

 2SG  PROG  'drink'  'you are drinking' 

b. /   +   ː + nwa/       ː  w ] 

 3SG  PROG  'drink'  'he is drinking' 

Ganga affirms tonal subject agreement, though he says it occurs only in third 

person (1992:129). Much more study is needed to confirm tonal subject agreement. 
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In Proto-Bantu, the canonical stem is disyllabic and attests all four possible tone 

patterns: HH, HL, LL, and LH (Kisseberth & Odden 2003:60). However, Laari has more 

than just disyllabic stems. Stems in Laari range from one syllable to four syllables. 

Within this structure, nearly the maximum number of tone patterns was found. One 

syllable stems exhibited both H and L. Two syllable stems showed all four possible 

patterns. The most common two syllable stem patterns were HL and LL. HL stems made 

up 61% of two syllable stems, and LL stems made up 19% of two syllable stems out of 

251 tokens. Three syllable stems showed six of the eight possible tone combinations, 

missing only LHH and HHH. Four syllable stems only exhibited three of the sixteen 

possible tone patterns – LLLL, HHLL, and HLLL – most likely because there are very 

few four syllable words. 

Noun structure in Bantu languages tends to consist of a prefix and a stem. 

Kisseberth and Odden (2003:60) state that in most Bantu languages this prefix is toneless. 

Prefixes in Laari appear to be toneless as well, as the prefix marking any one class may 

appear in different words with different tones. For example, in (86), the prefix /bi-/ 'cl8' 

manifests a L tone in the word 'works' and a H tone in the word 'ladders.' 

(86)   -  ɭ   LHL ' CL8-work'  

  - ʰ ːɭ  HLH ' CL8-ladder' 

The words found in (86) illustrate another interesting possibility in the study of 

Laari tone. A number of words show tone polarity, perhaps an effect of the Obligatory 

Contour Principle. That is, when a toneless prefix is added to a stem, the prefix receives 

the opposite tone from the initial tone of the stem. However, this is not always the case, 

as seen in (87) where a toneless prefix is added which receives the same tone as the initial 

tone of the stem. The words in (86) and (87) also show that tone polarity and tone 

similarity occur in the same class. These four words all have Class 8 prefixes, but in (86) 

the tones on the prefix are polar with the first tone on the stem, and in (87) the tones on 

the prefix are the same as the first tones on the stem. 
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(87)   - ʰ  ʰ  HHL 'CL8-fence' 

  -      LLH 'CL8-old.person' 

Out of 106 two syllable stems, 84% of prefixes received polar tones, and 16% 

received the same tone. Both the stems with polar tone prefixes and those without are 

from a variety of classes. This lends considerable weight to the tone polarity hypothesis, 

though more data is needed for confirmation. Also, words which are not polar should be 

studied to discover what causes the tones to remain the same. 

4.3.2. Phrasal tonology 

The recorded texts are not particularly helpful for determining the tones and 

patterns in Laari, since tones may change dramatically depending on the context. The 

texts would be more helpful if the underlying tones were understood in isolation. 

However, though tone cannot be determined based upon the texts alone, the relationship 

between the original speaker and the oral transcriber does show an interesting feature of 

tone.  

In many cases in the texts, the original speaker and the oral transcriber use 

different tonal patterns. For example, in Example (88) and (89), the original speaker ends 

her phrases with a H tone, while the oral transcriber ends clause-medial phrases with a L 

tone and clause-final phrases with a H tone. As is usual in BOLD methodology, the 

original speaker gave the entire text and the oral transcriber broke her speech into phrase 

chunks in order to make the phrases more clear. He then repeated those phrase chunks 

slowly. The phrase chunks used by each speaker are shown in brackets. All unmarked 

tones are L, though L is included where the original speaker and oral transcriber diverge. 

(88) Tone:    L L  H    H 

Original: bu ba-lamb-ila ka bi-bete  bja vumbu 

  how 3PL-prepare-TNS of CL8-squash of manioc  

Tone:    H H  H    L 

Transcribed: bu ba-lamb-ila ka bi-bete  bja vumbu 

  how 3PL-prepare-TNS of CL8-squash of manioc 

  "How we prepare the squash with the leaves of manioc" 
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(89) Tone:    L     H 

Original: fas' za ʒ ŋ'  wa-lamb-ila bi-bete 

  manner of many 3PL-prepare-TNS CL8-squash 

Tone:    H H    L 

Transcribed: fasu za ʒ ŋ   ba-lamb-ila bi-bete 

  manner of many 3PL-prepare-TNS CL8-squash 

  "There are several ways that we can prepares the squash  

  with the leaves of manioc."  

At the end of each clause medial chunk, the oral transcriber uses a H tone. The 

final phrase of the clause has a L tone. There are two possible causes for this change in 

tone, and both could be occurring simultaneously. 

First, this could be a result of phrasal tone. Phrase ends may be marked in Laari 

with a H  o  . Th   wo             h  o               ’      of a H tone at the end of 

every phrase. It would also explain why the transcriber is using a H tone at the end of 

each smaller phrase that he repeats; however, it does not explain why he ends the clause 

with a L tone. 

The second explanation for the difference between the tones is that the transcriber 

is using French intonation. Though Laari is his first language, he is well-educated and 

speaks French fluently. In French intonation, each stress group within an intonational unit 

receives a rising pitch, except the last stress group, which receives a falling pitch and 

ends the intonational unit on a low pitch (Di Cristo 1998:201). The transcriber, likewise 

broke up the clause into stress groups, ended each one with a rising pitch, and then 

lowered the pitch at the end of the clause. 

4.3.3. Tone loss 

The fact that the tone of Laari could be overridden by French intonation suggests 

that tone may be losing its significance in Laari for some bilingual speakers. Laari has a 

heavy French influence since the Laari speaking area is centered in Brazzaville, the 

capital city. French is the language of business and education, and is therefore very 

prominent in Brazzaville. Children who are ethnically Laari and grow up in Brazzaville 

may learn French before they learn Laari. It may be that tone is one feature of Laari 
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which is adapting to French, at least among those speakers in Brazzaville. This is 

supported by the fact that speakers may use French intonation rather than tone, and it is 

also supported by the fact that speakers seemed unconcerned about tone pronunciation in 

research sessions. The speakers did not correct the researcher despite the tone or 

intonation used by the researcher, though this could also have been to avoid causing the 

researcher embarrassment. 

4.3.4. Further study 

In order to have a complete analysis of tone, much further study would need to be 

done in the language area. Blanchon (1999:178) claims that tone marks case on nouns. In 

order to prove this, nouns would need to be elicited in a frame that includes them as 

subject, object, and other grammatical and semantic roles. More paradigms are needed in 

order to discover tone on verbs. Though the texts have many verbs, the phrasal tonology 

has an undetermined effect on verbs and therefore cannot be the basis for a thorough 

analysis. It would be possible, after further study on the texts already gathered, to 

determine some phrasal tonology, and perhaps to confirm the hypothesis that phrase ends 

are marked with H tone. However, to understand the effect that French has on Laari, it 

would be necessary to work with a monolingual Laari speaker to mitigate the influence of 

French.  

4.4. Structure of phonological words 

4.4.1. Intensity and stress 

It is not immediately obvious in Laari whether stress exists as a phonological 

entity. Certain syllables do have increased intensity. Because Laari is a tonal language, it 

is possible that stress either does not exist, or does not play as important a role as pitch. 

However, simply because it is a tonal language does not necessarily imply the absence of 

stress. Therefore, the implications of the increased intensity should be considered. 
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Increased intensity in Laari is most commonly manifested on the initial syllable of 

the word, without regard to the number of syllables in the word. Increased intensity 

appears in the word-initial syllable in 59% of phonological words. The next largest 

number of words demonstrates stress on the second syllable, and the smallest number of 

words shows stress on the third or further syllables.  

There is no clear phonological motivation for the height of intensity to move from 

the first syllable to the second. Intensity            o   h  f               v    f  h   

                 f           h  wo    'm .  ː.ŋ  ] in Table 12, where /mi-/ is the class 4 

prefix. Intensity does not appear to be attracted to heavy syllables. It occurs sometimes on 

syllables with lengthened vowels, but may occur on a syllable with a short vowel when a 

syllable with a long vowel is adjacent, as seen in Table 12. 

Table 12: Intensity and Length 

 Initial Length Non-Initial Length 

Initial Intensity '   ː.ŋ   'plate.CL9' 'm .  ː.ŋ   'labor pains.CL4' 

Non-Initial Intensity ŋ  ː.'m   'slave.CL3' m .' ʰ ː.ŋ   'calf.of.leg.CL3' 

 

The location of increased intensity also does not appear to be correlated with tone. 

However, when intensity is not on the initial syllable, it does often appear on a syllable 

with a H tone, though this is not a wide majority of cases. A large number of examples 

also show a H tone first syllable followed by a L tone second syllable with higher 

intensity. Table 13 shows these contrasts. All of these words have a Class 4 prefix. 

Table 13: Intensity and Tone 

 Initial H Non-Initial H 

Initial Intensity 'm .  .ŋ   'ropes.CL4' 'm .ʃ .tʰ  'intestinal worms.CL4' 

Non-Initial Intensity m .'  .   'abdomens.CL4' m .'ʃ .ʃ  'veins.CL4' 

 

Though these tables contain only nouns, the patterns of intensity described above 

function the same way for verbs. 765 tokens were measured in determining stress. Of 

those, 383 were two syllable words, 315 were three syllable words, 59 were four syllable 

words, and only eight were five syllable words. In the two syllable words, no new 
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patterns were discovered after the third token, which was also the third word in the 

wordlist. Of the three syllable words, no new patterns were discovered after the 32
nd

 

token, which was word 60 in the wordlist. Of the four syllable words, no new patterns 

were discovered after the 19
th

 token, which was word 328 in the wordlist. In five syllable 

words, no new patterns were discovered after the third token, which was word 406 in the 

wordlist. For all the words, then, there were no new patterns discovered after word 406 in 

the wordlist. It is highly unlikely that further patterns would be discovered if the entire 

wordlist were studied for stress and intensity. It may be discovered that a higher 

percentage of words have stress on the first syllable, and it is possible that a basis for 

stress movement would become apparent. However, due to the large number of words 

examined without any indication of a pattern for change, this is unlikely. 

The increased intensity observed in Laari emerges most often on the first syllable, 

but this is only a small majority of cases. It does not seem to relate to length or tone. 

There are no instances in which intensity causes a contrast; no two words are 

distinguished solely by their stress pattern. Therefore, it seems that stress does not exist in 

Laari as a significant phonological entity. 

4.4.2. Moraic structure 

Moraic structure does not play a significant role in Laari. Short vowel have one 

mora and long vowels have two moras; however, there are no other moraic segments in 

Laari. Because long vowels have only one tone, moras are not considered the tone 

bearing unit; instead, the syllable is the tone bearing unit. Since the language does not 

allow coda consonants, there are no moras which attach to final consonants. In some 

Bantu languages, nasals in nasal-consonant clusters are moraic (Hyman 1992:255). The 

moraic structure for these nasals may be different for tone and weight. However, in Laari, 

nasals are not tone bearing, and do not lend additional weight to a syllable. Therefore, it 

can be assumed that nasals are not moraic either in consideration of tone or of weight. 

The only heavy syllables in Laari are those syllables with long vowels. The weight of a 
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syllable does not change stress or tone placement, and as a result moraic structure has 

little effect on the overall phonology. 

4.4.3. Syllable structure 

Laari has eight syllable types. CV is the most frequent syllable, though the onset 

may be complex. There are no codas in Laari. The syllable types are listed in (90). 

(90) CV  NCV  CGV  NCGV 

  ː     ː     ː      ː 

A nucleus may have a short or a long vowel. The long vowels take two timing 

units; however, they cannot be assigned separate tones. For this reason they are 

considered to be inseparable long vowels in the syllable structure. 

Onsets in Laari may be complex, but as such are severely restricted in distribution 

and must follow the pattern NCG, N being a nasal, C any consonant, and G a glide. The 

possible patterns for onsets are C, NC, NG, CG, and NCG. However, NN and GG cannot 

occur.  

Though NC could potentially be considered prenasalized consonants, they are not, 

primarily on the basis of distribution and duration, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.9. There 

are no unambiguous consonant clusters for comparison. In some instances, a sequence of 

a nasal plus a consonant is morphologically the combination of a reduced class prefix and 

a stem. A vowel drops from the class prefix and the remaining nasal assimilates in place 

of articulation to the following consonant, as seen in (91). The class prefix never reduces 

before a root initial NC cluster, as seen in (92), which suggests that there is a restriction 

against deletion if it would cause a NN sequence.  

(91)  m   ʰ ː   ]    m  ʰ ː   ]    ŋ ʰ ː   ] 'skin.CL3' 

(92)  m       ]     m      ]           ] 'white man.CL3' 

The two glides /j/ and /w/ add a second complication to the syllable structure. 

Since the language does have long vowels, glides could potentially be considered as the 

first V in a VV sequence. Unfortunately, this would necessitate a VVV sequence in the 
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syllable structure as well, since glides can be followed by long vowels. The syllable 

           o       o     o          o           ː. How v     h  f      o    o  wo    h v  

to be restricted to high vowels. Since high vowels alternate with glides in many 

languages, it is much simpler to consid    h     o                o      h             ː 

to the syllable structure. The maximal syllable template would then be as seen in (93).  

(93)       ː]σmax  

The only restriction within this syllable template is that the C cannot be identical 

to either the N or G. That is, two nasals cannot appear in sequence in a complex onset, 

nor can two glides. However, nasals can be followed by glides and both nasals and glides 

can appear independently in CV syllables. 

4.5. Phonological processes 

4.5.1. Introduction 

There are a large number of phonological processes in Laari. Many of these can 

be elucidated from the wordlist and from some textual study, which also reveals that 

there are probably additional processes which would become apparent from in-depth text 

study. The nine processes that are the most clear include nasal place assimilation, 

palatalization, rhotacism, retroflexion, spirantization, vowel shortening, gliding, and 

vowel elision with compensatory lengthening. These processes are considered from an 

optimality theoretic perspective (Prince & Smolensky 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1995). 

The processes and constraints assume a classical parallel model of Optimality Theory 

(OT). 

The distinctive features used are taken from unified feature theory as described by 

Clements and Hume (1995). This model was chosen because of its ability to deal with C-

V interactions in phonological processes. In this model, vowels and consonants use the 

same features under different nodes. Consonants have a C-Place node which includes 

[labial], [coronal], [dorsal], and [pharyngeal] features (Padgett 2011:1771). Under the C-

Place node is a vocalic node which dominates a V-Place node, where vowels are 
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similarly defined by [labial], [coronal], and [dorsal]. Height in this model is part of an 

aperture node which is a daughter of the vocalic node. Height is a binary feature [±open]. 

In order to add more height distinctions, [open] is posited on several tiers. The following 

trees show the basic structure of the Clements and Hume model for consonants in (94) 

and vocoids (including glides) in (95). The only change made is the use of the feature 

[consonantal] rather than [vocoid]. The Clements and Hume model uses [±vocoid] as the 

inverse of the traditional [±consonantal]. However, since [consonantal] is more widely 

understood, it is used here instead of [vocoid] with the understanding that it represents 

the inverse of [vocoid]. This change is reflected in the trees below. 

(94) Consonants: 
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(95) Vocoids: 

 

As a language with three height distinctions (high, mid, and low), Laari is said to 

have two tiers (Clements and Hume 1995:283). Tier 1 assigns vowels to one of two 

primary height registers, and tier 2 subdivides those two height registers. It is possible in 

a 2 tier system to have up to four vowel heights. A comparison between the two tier 

system in (a) and traditional [high] and [low] features of SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968) 

in (b) is shown in (96) below for a three-way height distinction.  
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(96) a.  i,u e,o a 

 open1 – – + 

 open2 – + + 

b.  i,u e,o a 

 high + – – 

 low – – + 

The relevant constraints for the Laari system of phonological processes call upon 

features in several instances. When features are used, 'place' will refer to both V-Place 

and C-Place unless one or the other is specified. Vowel height will follow the two tier 

system. 

4.5.2. Nasal place assimilation 

Nasal place assimilation is a well-attested process across the world's languages, 

and is also productive in Laari. Several of the class prefixes are nasals or can be reduced 

to a nasal. These nasals always appear homorganic to the initial consonant of the stem, 

despite the input forms. No non-homorganic NC cluster is attested in the data set under 

investigation. Assimilation is a result of the markedness constraint AGREE(place) 

(Alderete et al. 1999:349) ranked higher than the faithfulness constraint IDENT(place) 

(McCarthy & Prince 1995:71). The constraints are defined below: 

(97) AGREE(place): adjacent segments have the same specification for place. 

(98) IDENT(place): the specification for place of articulation for an input 

segment must be preserved in the output. 

The following tableau shows these two constraints applied to the wo    mf m ] 

'chief.CL9)'. AGREE(place) is crucially ranked above IDENT(place). 

Tableau 1: AGREE(place) >> IDENT(Place) 

 /n   f m / AGREE(place) IDENT(place) 

 a.  f m  1W L 

 b. mf m   1 
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Tableau 1 only shows two possible candidates, while there are an infinite number 

of possible candidates. This system assumes that output candidates which have segments 

which are not included in the Laa     v   o       h     ɱf m ] wh  h h    h     m    

 ɱ]                  h  h          o          wh  h fo        m      h    o  o   v   

appear in the Laari inventory. This tableau also does not consider candidates such as 

[nsumu] where the lexical item assimilates to the nasal prefix. This type of candidate is 

forbidden by a constraint such as IDENTROOT which states that the root maintains its 

form, while prefixes and suffixes assimilate. 

As the constraints are currently formulated and ranked, any consonant clusters 

would agree in place of articulation. However, this is not the case. There are two types of 

consonant clusters: NC and CG. NC clusters agree in place, while CG clusters do not. 

Both consonants and glides maintain their original places of articulation. AGREE(place) 

must then be modified to exclude CG clusters. This can be done by positing a stricter 

form of AGREE(place), such as AGREEC(place), which targets consonantal segments 

exclusively. This new constraint is defined in (99). 

(99) AGREEC(place): adjacent [+consonantal] segments have the same 

specification for place 

Because glides are considered [-consonantal], they are not affected by this 

constraint, satisfying it vacuously and allowing the faithful candidate to surface, as seen 

in Tableau 2.   

Tableau 2: AGREEC(place) >> IDENT(place) 

 /nwa/ 'drink' AGREEC(place) IDENT(place) 

 a. nw    

  . mw   1W 

 

Tableau 2 shows that the two constraints AGREEC(place) and IDENT(place) do not 

need to be crucially ranked for the optimal CG candidate to surface; however, it can be 

inferred that AGREEC(place) must still outrank IDENT(place) for other consonant clusters 

to surface correctly. 
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4.5.3. Palatalization 

Palatalization is also a commonly attested process across the world's languages 

(Kochetov 2011:1666), in which consonants either acquire a secondary palatal feature, or 

shift in place of articulation closer to the palatal region. In Laari, consonants shift in place 

of articulation to be closer to the palatal region. This happens with alveolar fricatives and 

affricates. The alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/ become [ʃ]      ʒ]         v      fo    h  

high front vowel [i]. Likewise, the affricates /ts/ and /dz/    om    ʃ]       ʒ]. 

Palatalization does not occur with nasals, other alveolar segments, or any other segments.  

The shift in place from alveolar to alveopalatal calls for another AGREE constraint. 

However, this is not agreement of place because both alveolar segments and the high 

front vowel are already coronal. The difference between these segments is the value of 

[anterior]. The sibilants above are [+anterior], while [i] is [-anterior], which is captured 

by the markedness constraint AGREE[anterior]. This constraint is based upon the family 

of AGREE[F] constraints proposed by B  ov   (2005:282). It is ranked above the 

faithfulness constraint IDENT[anterior], which is part of the constraint family IDENT[F] 

proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995:16).  

(100) AGREE[anterior]: adjacent segments have the same specification for 

[anterior]. 

(101) IDENT[anterior]: the specification for [anterior] for an input segment must 

be preserved in the output. 

These constraints are demonstrated in Tableau 3 w  h  h  wo      ʃ ] 'nape of 

neck.CL5'. AGREE[anterior] must be ranked above IDENT[anterior] in order to have the 

correct outcome. 

Tableau 3: AGREE[anterior] >> IDENT[anterior] 

 /    / AGREE[anterior] IDENT[anterior] 

a. kʰ    1W L 

 b. kʰ ʃ   1 
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Since the change shown in this tableau is not mo  ho ho  m        o              

 h    h        fo m of  h   wo      /  ʃ / due to lexicon optimization (Prince & Smolensky 

1993:191). If such were the case, this particular word would satisfy the constraints 

vacuously and would not be a good demonstration of the process being described. 

However, because underlying and phonemic forms are important to several of the 

processes being described, lexicon optimization is rejected for allophonic processes, and 

instead the traditional phonemic level from classical phonology is called upon.  

This set of constraints induces palatalization to all segments with a specification 

for [anterior]. Since only segments with a specification for [coronal] also have a 

specification for [anterior], it is satisfied vacuously by all non-coronal segments.  

However, palatalization does not affect all coronal segments. It does not occur 

with the stops   ʰ]       ]  w  h  h          ]  o   h            ]      ɾ]. Since the sounds of 

the world's languages don't include alveopalatal complements to these segments, it is not 

possible simply to say that high ranking constraints disallow these segments. Their 

palatal counterparts do not have a specification for [anterior] since palatal segments fall 

under the dorsal node, which is why these segments do not become palatal segments. 

I         h       m     wo         v       o                o     h      ʲ]. However, this 

does not happen because of the constraint *SECONDARYARTICULATION (*SECARTIC). 

This constraint was proposed by Rosenthall (1997a:147), though the definition here is 

slightly different than Rosenthall's definition.     

(102) *SECARTIC: assign one violation mark for every [+consonantal] segment 

with a C-Place and V-Place node. 

Rosenthall's definition does not specify a [+consonantal] segment. However, since 

V-Place is a daughter of C-Place, all vocoids must have both a C-Place and a V-Place 

node. The change in definition targets consonantal segments in order to allow vocoids.  

*SECARTIC must be ranked above AGREE[anterior] and IDENT[anterior]. If it were 

ranked below IDENT[anterior], the most faithful candidate would surface. If it were 

ranked below AGREE[anterior], a candidate with secondary palatalization on any segment 

preceding a [-anterior] vowel would surface. This ranking is shown in Tableau 4. 
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Tableau 4: *SECARTIC >> AGREE[anterior], IDENT[anterior] 

 /zitisa/ 'respect' *SECARTIC AGREE[anterior] IDENT[anterior] 

 a. z  ʰ     2W L 

 b. z  ʲ    1W 1 1 

 c. ʒ  ʰ     1 1 

 d. ʒ  ʲ    1W L 2W 

 

These three constraints define the process of palatalization in Laari. Their 

relationship with the constraints for nasal assimilation will be discussed later. 

4.5.4. Rhotacism and retroflexion 

The processes of rhotacism and retroflexion are related in Laari because they both 

concern the alveolar lateral segment /l/. Rhotacism is the change of some segment into a 

rhotic (Wiese 2011:724). In Laari, the voiced alveolar lateral segment /l/ appears as the 

vo       v o    f     ɾ]   fo    h  h  h f o   vow     ]. There are no examples of an [li] 

sequence in the data set  wh     ɾ ] o      8    m       h          . This process is robust 

and language-wide. Retroflexion as a process is the change of a particular segment into a 

retroflex. In Laari, retroflexion occurs before the back vowels [u] and [o]. The process of 

retroflexion is not as robust as rhotacism because   ]      ɭ]         o               o  h   

of free variation when preceding back vowels (see Section 4.2.1.7).  

There are many languages which show a relationship between the alveolar lateral 

and flap (Yip 2011:739). Unfortunately, a phonological motivation for this process is not 

clear. Though the classes of laterals and rhotics are well accepted, phonologists tend to 

agree that the exact reason they are different classes is unknown (Yip 2011; Wiese 2011). 

Generally, they are either distinguished by the features [lateral] or [continuant]. 

Because of the indistinct nature of the relationship between laterals and rhotics, 

few constraints have been proposed which describe changes between the two. A new 

constraint is called for, which can be called *C[+lateral]V[-open2]. This constraint interacts 

with IDENTV and IDENTC. Flemming (2001) was the first to separate IDENT into IDENTV 

and IDENTC. His purpose was to give different F2 values for consonants and vowels. 
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However, these constraints are more commonly used as defined below, though it is also 

understood that IDENTC and IDENTV usually are usually specified even further to 

represent individual features. However, rather than creating constraints for each 

individual feature, they will be conflated into IDENTC and IDENTV for the processes 

described here. 

(103) *C[+lateral]V[-open2]: assign one violation mark for every [+lateral] consonant 

followed by a [-open2] vowel. 

(104) IDENTC: all features for an input consonant must be preserved in the 

output. 

(105) IDENTV: all features for an input vowel must be preserved in the output. 

It is true that the constraint *C[+lateral]V[-open2]  has a weak phonological basis. 

There is no articulatory reason for this change. However, until the phonological 

motivation for this change is better understood, this constraint suffices to demonstrate the 

change happening. At the time of writing, no other attempts to formalize this same 

process had been made in Optimality Theory, and therefore no more well-motivated 

constraints were available for consideration. It should be replaced by a more well-

motivated constraint when one is available. Tableau 5 shows the ranking with the word 

  z   ] 'sibling-in-law.CL9'. If either *C[+lateral]V[-open2] or IDENTV were ranked below 

IDENTC, the incorrect candidate would be selected. However, this tableau does not show 

a crucial ranking between *C[+lateral]V[-open2] and IDENTV. 

Tableau 5: *C[+lateral]V[-open2], IDENTV >> IDENTC 

 /n + z   / *C[+lateral]V[-open2] IDENTV IDENTC 

 a.  z    1W  L 

 b.  z ɾ    1 

 c.  z     1W L 

 

The process of retroflexion can also be captured by constraint ranking, though 

these rankings are not absolute since the retroflex lateral and the alveolar lateral are in 

free variation before back vowels. This process motivates the constraint *C[+anterior]V[dorsal]  

along with IDENTV and IDENTC. The constraint *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] is defined below. 
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(106) *C[+anterior]V[dorsal]: assign one violation mark for every [+anterior] 

consonant followed by a [dorsal] vowel. 

 Though this constraint seems similar to *C[+lateral]V[-open2], it is phonologically 

more well motivated. The basic distinction between these places of articulation is how far 

forward they are articulated in the mouth. Since [dorsal] vowels are pronounced with the 

tongue further back in the mouth, it is difficult for a speaker to pronounce an alveolar 

consonant before a back vowel, and therefore some repair must be made. In the case of 

Laari, repair is made with a retroflex lateral. Retroflexion does not occur with any other 

alveolar [+anterior] consonants, however. It can be assumed that this is a result of highly 

ranked constraints which forbid other retroflexed consonants. In other words, the 

 o           ʈ   ɖ   ɳ   ɽ   ʂ   ʐ       ɻ              ov      o h    o            om        

disallowing these segments from ever occurring. This is why they do not ever surface as 

phones in Laari, and why they do not occur before [dorsal] vowels.  

Tableau 6 shows the ranking of *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] in relation to IDENTV and 

IDENTC. As in Tableau 5, *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] and IDENTV do not have a crucial ranking, 

while IDENTC must be ranked below both *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] and IDENTV. Th             

     how  w  h  h  wo       ɭ ] 'frontier.CL9'. 

Tableau 6: * C[+anterior]V[dorsal], IDENTV >> IDENTC 

 /      / * C[+anterior]V[dorsal] IDENTV IDENTC 

 a.       1W  L 

 b.    ɭ    1 

 c.        1W L 

 

Tableau 7 shows the ranking of *C[+lateral]V[-open2], *C[+anterior]V[dorsal], IDENTV, and 

IDENTC w  h  h  wo    m   ɾ ] 'roof.CL3'. As seen in this tableau, there is a crucial 

ranking between all four constraints. *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] must be ranked above  

*C[+lateral]V[-open2] because it is not optimal to replace all laterals before high vowels with 

flaps. Instead, flaps only occur before front vowels, and therefore are ruled out by the 

constraint *C[+anterior]V[dorsal]. Similarly, IDENTV must be ranked above *C[+lateral]V[-open2]. 

If it were ranked below, it would be more harmonic simply to change the vowels 
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following both a [+anterior] and [+lateral] consonant. However, IDENTC is crucially 

ranked below all the other constraints to disallow the faithful form from appearing as 

most optimal. 

Tableau 7: *C[+anterior]V[dorsal], IDENTV >> *C[+lateral]V[-open2] >> IDENTC 

 /m      / *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] IDENTV *C[+lateral]V[-open2] IDENTC 

 a. m      1W  2W L 

 b. m   ɾ  1W  1 1L 

 c. m ɾ ɾ  1W  L 2 

 d. m   ɭ  1W  2W 1L 

 e. m ɭ ɭ    2W 2 

 f. m ɭ ɾ    1 2 

 g. m       2W L L 

 

Though the tableaux above only show examples of retroflexion before the back 

high vowel, the process also occurs before the back mid vowel, [o]. It does not, however, 

occur before [a]. 

4.5.5. Constraint summary for nasal assimilation, palatalization, rhotacism, 

and retroflexion 

Since the segments and constraints involved in these four processes are very 

similar, it is necessary to look at how they interact with one another. The feature 

[anterior] specifically is common to many segments in Laari, so those constraints which 

deal with [anterior] segments should be defined.  

Nasal assimilation invoked the constraint IDENT(place). This constraint must be 

considered in light of palatalization and retroflexion because both of those processes 

involve a change of place from alveolar to alveopalatal. In order for the winning 

candidates in these two process to surface correctly, IDENT(place) must be ranked below 

AGREE[anterior] and *C[+anterior]V[dorsal]. Similarly, IDENT[anterior] must be ranked below 

*C[+anterior]V[dorsal]. IDENT[anterior] has already been shown in palatalization to rank below 

AGREE[anterior], but it must also be below *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] in order for repair to be 

made by changing the place of the consonant. If IDENT(place) and IDENT[anterior] were 
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only ranked below AGREE[anterior] and *C[+anterior]V[dorsal], repair could also be made by 

changing the vowel. Therefore, IDENTV must also outrank both of these constraints. No 

relationship is shown between IDENT[anterior], IDENT(place), and IDENTC. Tableau 8 

  mo          h                     w  h  h  wo    ɭ  ʒ m ] 'tongue'. 

Tableau 8: AGREE[anterior], *C[+anterior]V[dorsal], IDENTV >> IDENT[anterior], 

IDENT(place), IDENTC 

 /      z m / 

A
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t]

 

*
C
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ID
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ce

) 

ID
E

N
T
C

 

  .    z m  1W 1W  L L L 

 b. ɭ  z m  1W   1L 1L 1L 

  .    ʒ m   1W  1L 1L 1L 

  .    ʒ m    1W 1L 1L 1L 

 e. ɭ  ʒ m     2 2 2 

 

The constraints used for rhotacism and retroflexion must also be considered in 

light of palatalization. Besides [l], [+anterior] segments which could be affected by the 

constraint system for rhotacism and retroflexion are the affricates and fricatives [s], [z], 

[ts], and [dz]. These have the [-      o ]  o           of  ʃ]   ʒ]    ʃ]        ʒ]  

respectively. However, the segments   ʰ], [d], and [n] are not affected because their         

[-anterior] counterparts are retroflex consonants which do not occur in Laari as a result of 

higher ranking constraints which forbid them. The segments [s], [z], [ts] and [dz] are 

shown to palatalize when preceding a high front vowel, but do not change when 

preceding a high back vowel. The current constraints would change these segments 

before both high front vowels and high back vowels. Another constraint is needed to keep 

them from changing. The constraint IDENT[distributed], which is based upon the Ident[F] 

family (McCarthy & Prince 1995:16), targets the [+anterior] affricates and fricatives 

specifically, since [s], [z], [ts] and [dz] are [-           ]      ʃ]   ʒ]    ʃ] and [dʒ]     
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[+distributed]. There are no other sounds which have the feature [distributed]. The 

constraint is defined as follows. 

(107) IDENT[distributed]: the value of the feature [distributed] for an input 

consonant must be preserved in the output. 

Th  fo  ow             how   h                o  o       o  o   h           

  o   h     o                  h  wo    m z ] 'ethnic groups.CL6'. 

Tableau 9: IDENT[distributed] 

 /m  z / IDENT[distr] *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] IDENTV *C[+lateral]V[-open2] IDENTC 

 a. m z   1    

 b. m ʒ  1W L   1W 

 

This constraint must be ranked above *C[+anterior]V[dorsal] but must be dominated by 

Agree[anterior]. If it were not, palatalization would be blocked from happening.  

Tableau 10: AGREE[ant] >> IDENT[distr] >> *C[+anterior]V[dorsal], IDENTV >> *C[+lateral]V[-

open2] >> IDENTC 
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  .    z  1W L 1   L 

  .    ʒ   1 1   1 

 

The Hasse diagram in Figure 10 shows the ranking of all the constraints proposed 

thus far.  
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Figure 10: Summary Hasse diagram 

 

4.5.6. Spirantization 

Spirantization in Laari has very limited scope – it only applies to the segment /g/. 

The voiced velar stop weakens to a voiced velar fricative following a vowel. However, 

spirantization does not occur if the segment [g] is preceded by a nasal. No other 

consonants precede    h     ] o   ɣ]. The process also does not happen with any other 

segments in the language.  

The constraints which cover this process must focus specifically on the voiced 

velar stop. The best way to focus on this stop is to employ an inventory markedness 

constraint of Prince and Smolensky (1993), in this case *g (McCarthy & Prince 

1995:105; McCarthy 2004:294), as defined in (108). 

(108) *g: assign one violation for every instance of the segment [g]. 

However, since [g] does appear in some circumstances, namely following a nasal, 

this segment cannot be entirely blocked. Instead, the constraint must be changed slightly 

to show the environment where spirantization happens. The resulting constraint can be 
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written *Vg, following the pattern of the constraint *Vk proposed by Rose (2000:113). 

This constraint is defined below. 

(109) *Vg: assign one violation for every instance of a postvocalic segment [g]. 

While this constraint limits the environment in which [g] becomes a fricative, it 

will not necessarily produce the correct candidate. Though the sonority hierarchy states 

that onsets prefer to be low in sonority (Parker 2011), it is possible that spirantization is a 

form of lenition in order to increase ease of pronunciation. If the reason for spirantization 

is ease of pronunciation, then the ideal case would be simply to delete [g]. This does not 

happen, and therefore the constraint MAXC (McCarthy 2000:176) is high ranked in order 

to prevent deletion of [g]. Since deletion is the preferred repair for vowels in a vowel 

hiatus situation (Section 4.5.8), this constraint must be limited to consonants.  

(110) MAXC: every [+consonantal] segment which appears in the input should 

have some representation in the output. 

Once again for ease of pronunciation, the next ideal case would be for [g] to be 

realized       o o         h     w] o   ŋ]. The constraint IDENT[sonorant] (Kirchner 

2000:530) maintains the segment as [-sonorant]. 

(111) IDENT[sonorant]: the value of the feature [sonorant] for an input consonant 

must be preserved in the output. 

Since voiceless segments are also easier to pronounce, the constraint 

IDENT[voice], also from McCarthy and Prince's (1995) IDENT[F] family, is necessary in 

order to maintain the voicing of the segment.  

(112) IDENT[voice]: the value of the feature [voice] for an input consonant must 

be preserved in the output. 

No other consonants undergo this change, including   ʰ], though it is a velar 

consonant. These other input forms are preserved by the constraint IDENTC, which has 

already been mentioned. The only crucial ranking among these constraints is *Vg >> 

IDENTC. Tableau 11 shows these constraints applied to the input /sega/ 'laugh'. The 
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candidates here are arranged based upon their placement on the sonority hierarchy. Each 

candidate uses a velar segment available in the Laari inventory.      ], for example, is 

not a relevant candidate because [x] does not appear in the inventory of Laari and 

therefore is assumed to have a high ranking constraint such as *x which blocks it.    kʰ ] 

is included as a velar candidate, though   ʰ] is actually less sonorous than [g]. This 

tableau also shows that only *Vg and IDENTC are in a crucial ranking relationship. The 

double line in the tableau indicates that no crucial ranking exists between the candidates 

which precede and follow the line. 

Tableau 11: *Vg >> IDENTC; MAXC, IDENT[sonorant], IDENT[voice] 

 /sega/ *Vg IDENTC MAXC IDENT[sonorant] IDENT[voice] 

    ʰ   1   1W 

      1W L    

   ɣ   1    

   ŋ   1  1W  

   w   1  1W  

      1 1W   

 

This set of constraints works for those inputs which do not change, as well. For 

example, Tableau 12  how   h        /  ː  / 'sleep'. Once again, MAXC, IDENT[sonorant], 

and IDENT[voice] do not need to be crucially ranked. 

Tableau 12: *Vg >> IDENTC; MAXC, IDENT[sonorant], IDENT[voice] 

 /  ː  / *Vg IDENTC MAXC IDENT[sonorant] IDENT[voice] 

   ː ʰ       

   ː   1W 1W    

   ːɣ   1W   1W 

   ːŋ   1W  1W  

   ːw   1W  1W  

   ː   1W 1W   

 

Since spirantization only applies with the segment [g], *Vg is ranked higher than 

IDENTC. To m         h   o      o          h  f      v   ɣ]    h    h     o h   v     
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segment, various IDENT constraints can be used, along with MAXC to forbid total 

deletion. 

4.5.7. Vowel shortening 

Many Bantu languages have penultimate long vowels which are neutralized in 

other positions (Hyman 2003:49). Laari has long vowels which appear in both the 

antepenultimate and penultimate syllables. It appears from the work of Ganga (1992:295) 

that input long vowels are neutralized in the output in all other positions except the 

antepenultimate syllable, though there is not enough morphology in the current data set to 

observe this process. It is not yet clear whether long vowels are allowed in the input of 

the antepenultimate syllable. However, given Richness of the Base, the constraint system 

posited below will function as if long vowels can be underlying in any syllable.  

Since long vowels surface only in the antepenultimate and penultimate syllable, a 

constraint must be posited which allows long vowels in the output in the antepenultimate 

and penultimate syllables, but does not lengthen the vowels in these syllables. The best 

way to do this is using a positional maximization constraint (Beckman 1997). It is better 

to use MAX faithfulness constraints than IDENT here because the MAX constraint focuses 

particularly on the need for representation of the segment in the output (Coetzee 

2006:349). The appropriate constraint is called MAX-μ(MAINFOOT), and defined in (113). 

(113) MAX-μ(MAINFOOT): Each mora which could have an output 

correspondent in the head foot must have an output correspondent in the 

head foot. 

This constraint must be supported by the appropriate constraint system for 

metrical structure. There are five constraints which govern the metrical structure of Laari. 

These five constraints, found in McCarthy and Prince (1993a, 1993b) and Prince and 

Smolensky (1993), are defined below. 

(114) NON-FINALITY: the final syllable of a prosodic word should not be footed 

(115) HEADEDNESS: each prosodic word must have at least one (head) foot 

(116) ALL-FEET-RIGHT: align each foot with the right edge of the prosodic word 
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(117) PARSE-σ: a syllable should be footed 

(118) FOOTBINARITY: feet contain two syllables 

In order for the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables to be grouped together 

into a single foot, the final syllable of the word must be extrametrical. NON-FINALITY 

(NON-FIN) must be ranked higher than ALL-FEET-RIGHT (ALL-FT-R) so that it is more 

harmonic for the final syllable of the word to remain unparsed than for the final foot to 

align with the right edge of the word. It must also rank above PARSE-σ so that it is more 

harmonic for the final syllable to remain unparsed than to have all the syllables parsed.  

Because Laari does not have phonological stress, there is no way to distinguish a 

head foot. Therefore, in order for MAX-μ(MNFT) to apply, there must be only one foot 

per word. In order to attain non-exhaustive parsing, ALL-FT-R must be ranked above 

PARSE-σ. 

NON-FIN and ALL-FT-R must also rank above FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN). FTBIN is 

necessary in order to keep three or more syllable feet from occurring, but it must be 

ranked below these two in order to maintain the extrametrical final syllable in one-

syllable words. However, FTBIN must be ranked above PARSE-σ in order to maintain only 

a two syllable foot in words four syllables or longer, which could satisfy PARSE-σ by 

parsing multiple syllables into one foot. 

It would be possible, since PARSE-σ is ranked low, to have an optimal candidate 

with no syllables parsed. The constraint HEADEDNESS (HEAD) assures that every word has 

at least one foot. HEAD must be ranked above ALL-FT-R and FTBIN since these two 

constraints are satisfied vacuously by a candidate with no feet. It does not have a crucial 

ranking with PARSE-σ or NON-FIN. The outworkings of these five constraints for two, 

three, and four syllable words are shown in Tableau 13, Tableau 14, and Tableau 15, 

respectively. 
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Tableau 13: Metrical constraints for two-syllable words 

 /      m / NON-FIN HEAD ALL-FT-R FTBIN PARSE-σ 

 a. kʰ ː.m   1W L L 2W 

  . ( ʰ ː .m    1 1 1 

  . ( ʰ ː.m ) 1W  L L L 

 d.  ʰ ː.(m ) 1W  L 1 L 

 

Tableau 13         h        /      m / 'thing.CL7', shows that NON-FIN must be 

ranked high in order to leave the final syllable extrametrical, exluding candidates (c) and 

(d). It also shows that HEAD is necessary to keep candidate (a), with no feet, from being 

optimal. Tableau 14, using the input /ki +     / ‘     .CL7', demonstrates the same 

ranking of constraints. 

 

 

Tableau 14: Metrical constraints for three-syllable words 

 /         / NON-FIN HEAD ALL-FT-R FTBIN PARSE-σ 

  .  ʰ .  . ʰ   1W L  3W 

  . ( ʰ .   . ʰ    1  1 

  .  ʰ .(  . ʰ ) 1W  L  1 

  . ( ʰ .   .( ʰ ) 1W  1 1 L 

  . ( ʰ  .(  . ʰ ) 1W  2W 1 L 

 f.  ʰ .(   . ʰ    1 1W 2W 

 

Tableau 15 below shows the input /ki +       / ‘       .CL7'. Because this is a 

four syllable word, there are more crucial rankings demonstrated. ALL-FT-R excludes 

candidate (c), with exhaustive parsing, and candidate (g), which has an un-parsed final 

syllable and a binary head, but leaves the penultimate syllable unparsed. Candidate (e) is 

nearly optimal because it satisfies NON-FIN and HEAD, with minimal violations for ALL-

FT-R and PARSE-σ. It is excluded by FTBIN.  
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Tableau 15: Metrical constraints for four-syllable words 

 /           / NON-FIN HEAD ALL-FT-R FTBIN PARSE-σ 

  .  ʰ .  .  . ʰ   1W L  4W 

  . ( ʰ .   .(  . ʰ ) 1W  2W  L 

  . ( ʰ  .(  .   . ʰ    4W 1W 1L 

  .  ʰ .(  .   . ʰ    1  2 

  . ( ʰ .  .   . ʰ     1 1W 1L 

 f.  ʰ .  .(  . ʰ ) 1W  L  2 

  . ( ʰ .   .  . ʰ    2W  2 

 

The constraint system for metrical structure is assumed to be followed in the 

constraint systems used for vowel shortening. The output candidates only include those 

candidates with the correct metrical structure. These candidates have been chosen with 

the understanding that the metrical constraints would select the appropriate output 

candidate. A Hasse diagram showing the constraint ranking for metrical structure is 

shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Metrical Constraints 

 

While the constraint MAX-μ(MNFT) allows long vowels to surface in the 

penultimate and antepenultimate syllables, long vowels are not allowed in any other 

position. A constraint *Vμμ must also be used to keep vowels with two moras from 
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occurring elsewhere, as posited by Hammond (1997:9). This is the same as the constraint 

NOLONGVOWEL, posited by Rosenthall (1997b:20) 

(119) *Vμμ: assign one violation for every instance of a vowel with two moras. 

This constraint must be crucially ranked below MAX-μ(MNFT). A third constraint 

must be posited as well, by extension, to keep two vowels from occurring adjacent to 

each other. If two vowels occur in adjacent positions, there could potentially be four 

moras in a syllable, which never happens. This calls for the constraint NODIPHTHONG, 

proposed by Rosenthall (1997b:17). This constraint will be abbreviated as *VV. 

(120) *VV: assign one violation for every instance of two adjacent vowels. 

The usefulness of this constraint will be more obvious when considering vowel 

hiatus. The following three tableaux demonstrate the ranking of MAX-μ(MNFT), *Vμμ, 

and *VV.  Tableau 16 shows a two-syllable lengthened input with the resulting 

lengthened output. 

Tableau 16: MAX-μ(MNFT) >> *Vμμ 

 /z ː  / MAX-μ(MNFT)   μμ *VV 

  . (z ː .    1  

 b. (z  .   1W L  

 

In Tableau 17, one suffix is added to move the length to the antepenultimate 

syllable in the output. This tableau demonstrates that the main foot position is sufficient 

to include both penultimate and antepenultimate syllables. 

Tableau 17: MAX-μ(MNFT) >> *Vμμ 

 /z ː   + na/ MAX-μ(MNFT)   μμ *VV 

  . (z ː.   .    1  

  . (z .   .   1W L  

 

Th  wo    z       ] 'know each other' in Tableau 18 is taken from Ganga 

(1992:195) since no examples of this suffix were found in the current data set. Though 
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Ganga's work is not testable, Tableau 18 shows the anticipated outworking of these 

processes, which should be confirmed by further research. 

Tableau 18: Neutralization of length 

 /z ː   + sana/ MAX-μ(MNFT)   μμ *VV 

 a. z ː.(  .   .    1W  

  . z .(  .   .      

 

The constraint *VV is not called upon in these tableaux because there are no 

situations of vowel hiatus. This constraint blocks a hypothetical input with two vowels, 

and will be used in vowel hiatus situations. It is not crucially ranked based upon the 

constraints posited here. 

These tableaux predict that an input with length in the antepenultimate syllable 

would appear long in the output. This has not been observed in the data, and will need 

more testing. They also predict that length will be neutralized in all other syllable types, 

even when those syllables occur across morpheme boundaries. Further study of additional 

paradigms is necessary to confirm these hypotheses. 

4.5.8. Vowel hiatus 

Vowel hiatus is not allowed in Laari across morpheme boundaries. Several 

different repairs are made in a vowel hiatus situation. Table 14 shows the various 

outcomes of V1 and V2 hiatus.  

Table 14: Vowel hiatus 

 V2 

V1 

 [i] [e] [a] [o] [u] 

[i] iː je ja jo ju 

[e] not attested 

[a] not attested  ː  ː oː not attested 

[o] not attested 

[u] wi we wa wo  ː 
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This table shows that the high vowels [i] and [u] become glides before another 

vowel unless that vowel is identical. In that case, they appear as a long vow     ː] o    ː]. 

The mid vowels [e] and [o] are not found in the data as V1 because the data is taken from 

prefix + root combinations and there are no prefixes in Laari that end in the vowels [e] or 

[o]. Not enough is known about suffixes to include them in the study. 

When V1 is [a], it is elided and V2 is lengthened. In this data set, [a] is only seen 

in hiatus with [e], [a], and [o]; no examples of [a] followed by [i] or [u] are found, so it is 

unclear what would occur in these cases. The constraints used for this process will 

assume that the same process happens for all V2 when V1 is [a].  

There are two possible constraint systems which can account for vowel hiatus. 

Syllable structure is often used to account for both gliding and elision followed by 

compensatory lengthening. Rosenthall (1997b) proposes a system of constraints which 

use metrical and syllable structure to account for gliding and elision. However, since 

Laari does not have phonological stress, a constraint system based upon metrical and 

syllable structure is not ideal for these processes. As in vowel shortening, positional 

faithfulness seems to better account for the outputs which occur in Laari. Casali (1997) 

proposes a system of positional faithfulness constraints which will account for the 

optimal candidates in Laari. 

The markedness constraint *VV, defined in (120), is ranked high in either gliding 

or elision, since in both processes two distinct vowels may not appear next to each other. 

This constraint is ranked above the faithfulness constraint IDENTV.  

In both gliding and elision, the first vowel of the lexeme is maintained, while the 

vowel of the prefix undergoes a change. The constraint MAXLEX, posited by Casali 

(1997:501), maintains the form of the lexical word.  

(121) MAXLEX: every input segment in a lexical word or morpheme must have a 

corresponding segment in the output. 

While Casali allows that the lexical status of various categories may be hard to 

determine, he assumes that nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs fall into a lexical 
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category. Since lexical categories have not been determined in Laari, his definition is 

followed here. 

At this point the similarities end between repairs made by gliding and elision. 

Different constraints must be posited for gliding to occur with [i] and [u], and for elision 

and compensatory lengthening to occur with [a].   

Gliding is the result of a high ranking constraint that favors high vocoids. The 

height of the vowel should be maintained, as is described in the constraint MAX[-open2]. 

This constraint is similar to MAX[+high], as posited by Coetzee (2006:350). 

(122) MAX[-open2]: every occurrence of [-open2] in the input must have a 

correspondent in the output. 

This constraint maintains the segment carrying the feature [-open2]. MAXLEX 

maintains the initial vowel of the lexeme, but *VV keeps these two vowels from 

occurring together. The best repair, then, is to change the high vowel to the 

corresponding glide, where it can keep the feature [-open2], but is not a sequence of two 

vowels. These three markedness constraints must be ranked above the faithfulness 

constraint IDENTV, which would maintain the vocalic nature of [i] and [u]. Tableau 19 

shows the crucial ranking of these constraints        h  wo    mw   ] 'air.CL3'. 

Tableau 19: MAX[-open2], MAXLEX, *VV >> IDENTV 

 /m       / MAX[-open2] MAXLEX *VV IDENTV 

 a. (m  ).     1W L 

 b. (m ).    1W  L 

 c. (m ).   1W   L 

 d. (mw ).      1 

 

This constraint system covers gliding, and is sufficient for elision and 

compensatory lengthening when combined with the constraints used for vowel 

shortening. The constraints for vowel shortening are ranked as in Figure 12, and the 

constraints for vowel hiatus as in Figure 13.  
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Figure 12: Vowel shortening 

 

Figure 13: Gliding 

 

Applying these constraints to a case of vowel elision shows further crucial 

rankings, as shown in Tableau 20 w  h  h  wo    m ː  ] 'eyes'. MAX-μ(MNFT) is shown 

to be crucially ranked above IDENTV in order to keep both moras of the input in the 

correct output. It is not crucially ranked with MAXLEX or *VV. Furthermore, *VV is 

shown to be crucially ranked over *Vμμ so that the ideal candidate has two moras rather 

than two distinct vowels. MAXLEX is also crucially ranked over *Vμμ so that the correct 

candidate has two moras which stem from the original lexeme rather than a deletion of 

the first vowel of the lexeme. No crucial ranking is shown between *Vμμ and IDENTV. 

MAX[-open2] is also not included in the tableau since the lexeme used does not have any 

high vowels.  

Tableau 20: MAX-μ(MNFT), MAXLEX, *VV >> *Vμμ, IDENTV 

 /m       / MAX-μ(MNFT) MAXLEX *VV *Vμμ IDENTV 

 a. (m  ).     1W L L 

 b. (m ).   1W 1W  L L 

 c. (m ).   1W   L L 

 d. (m ː).    1W  1 1 

 e. (m ː).      1 1 
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The addition of these constraints motivates a second look at gliding since they 

imply additional relevant output candidates. Tableau 21 is an expansion of Tableau 19 

above, with two additional candidates in (e) and (f). These additional candidates show 

elision and compensatory lengthening as a possible repair for the vowel hiatus situation. 

Because gliding removes a mora from the penultimate syllable position, MAX-μ(MNFT) 

must be crucially ranked below MAX [-open2], MAXLEX, and *VV.  

Tableau 21: MAX[-open2], MAXLEX, *VV >> MAX-μ(MNFT) >> *Vμμ, IDENTV 

 /m       / MAX[-open2] MAXLEX *VV MAX-μ(MNFT) *Vμμ IDENTV 

 a. (m  ).     1W L  L 

 b. (m ).    1W  1  L 

 c. (m ).   1W   1  L 

 d. (mw ).      1  1 

 e. (m ː).    1W  L 1W 1 

 f. (m ː).   1W   L 1W 1 

 

Similarly, these constraints must be applied to an input with identical high vowels 

in both V1 and V2 positions. Tableau 22 demonstrates that the previously determined 

ranking order allows the correct candidate to surface in this situation as well. 

Tableau 22: Hiatus of identical high vowels 

 /m       / MAX[-open2] MAXLEX *VV MAX-μ(MNFT) *Vμμ IDENTV 

 a. (m  ).kʰ    1W  L L 

 b. (m ).kʰ  1W   1W L L 

 c. (m  ).kʰ     1W L 1 

 d. (m ː).kʰ      1 1 

 

The final ranking for the constraints used in vowel shortening, gliding, and vowel 

elision is shown in Figure 14 below. 
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Figure 14: Hasse diagram for vowel shortening, gliding, and vowel elision 

 

4.5.9. Combining the constraints 

There are a total of nineteen constraints used in the nine phonological processes 

of Laari described above, plus five metrical constraints which form a basis for the rest of 

the constraints. Not all of these constraints interact with one another, but several do. 

Though no words in Laari undergo all the phonological processes, many words undergo 

more than one. The interaction of the constraints in these words further demonstrates the 

crucial ranking of various constraints.  One such word is [ɭ ʒ ːŋ  ] 'life.CL11,' which 

undergoes nasal assimilation, palatalization, retroflexion, and maintains its penultimate 

length, as demonstrated in Tableau 23.  
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Tableau 23: S mm            w  h  ɭ ʒ ːŋ  ] '  f ' 

 

Vowel elision and spirantization must also be considered within a single word, 

since each process requires MAX constraints. There are no words in the current data set 

which exhibit both vowel elision and spirantization. However, given Richness of the 

Base, it should be assumed that some word in Laari exists which exhibits both 

spirantization and vowel elision. Tableau 24  how   h   o    wo    m ːɣ ] as the surface 

form of the hypothetical input /m       / to demonstrate the interaction of constraints 

involved in both of these processes.  

Tableau 24: Interaction of vowel elision and spirantization 
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The crucial rankings for all the constraints discussed in Laari are shown in the 

Hasse diagrams in Figure 15 and Figure 16. These diagrams show two crucial rankings 

which have not previously been established. MAXC is shown to be crucially ranked above 

*C[+anterior]V[dorsal] and *C[+lateral]V[-open2]. This ranking is based on the assumption that a 

possible repair for C[+anterior]V[dorsal] and C[+lateral]V[-open2] sequences is to delete the initial 

consonant. Ranking MAXC above these two constraints avoids this possibility. This 

diagram also shows two constraints which are unranked. IDENT[sonorant] and 

IDENT[voice] are both necessary for spirantization, but have no crucial rankings with 

other constraints. Because they are faithfulness constraints rather than markedness 

constraints, they do not need to be ranked at the top. However, because they have no 

other constraints which dominate them, they are also not at the bottom. They are placed 

in the diagram near the other constraints for spirantization. 

Figure 15: Summary of Constraint Rankings 
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Figure 16: Summary of Constraint Rankings, con'd 
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4.5.10. Further study  

Though several phonological processes have been discussed here, further study of 

phonological processes in Laari is still needed. A larger data set is needed to give greater 

depth of understanding to the processes described here. A larger data set may also reveal 

phonological processes not covered in the current data set. 

The current constraints do not deal with several noun class prefix changes. These 

changes may be phonological, though from the current data set, they appear to be 

phonologically conditioned affix suppletion. The noun class three marker /mu-/ is one 

such affix. Before obstruents, the vowel [u] is deleted and the remaining nasal assimilates 

in place to the following consonant. Nasal assimilation is already dealt with in these 

constraints, but deletion of [u] does not seem to be robust. [u] can appear following a 

nasal in other circumstances. Only this prefix shows this particular variation. Before 

sonorants, the [u] is not deleted. This is also an area for further study, as Ganga claims 

that the [u] can be deleted before either sonorants or obstruents (Ganga 1992:177). 

Finding support for this claim would require working with a language consultant who can 

confirm the grammatical nature of various surface forms. 

A second noun class prefix which changes shape is the class seven prefix /ki-/, 

wh  h        o           / ʃ -/. This is a form of palatalization, since the velar point of 

articulation in   ʰ] is moving closer to the palate. However, this process is also not robust, 

since   ʰ] often appears before high front vowels and is not palatalized. It appears that 

only this class prefix shows this change. Therefore this is also most likely a case of 

phonologically conditioned affix suppletion. 

Further study is also required in several different vowel hiatus situations. First, no 

suffixes were shown or studied in the data, meaning that further study is required to see if 

the constraint MAXLEX is more appropriate than a constraint such as MAXMI, which 

states that the first segment of a morpheme must be preserved (Casali 1997:501). This 

constraint would still function correctly with prefixes. However, which of the two 

constraints is the most harmonic cannot be seen without further data on suffixes. 
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There is also a lack of data in the vowel hiatus situations which have already been 

defined with constraints. There are no words which show the vowel [a] followed by a 

high vowel, but such words would most likely be found with additional data, and perhaps 

with detailed study of the texts. Additionally, there is no data available with V1 as a mid 

vowel. This data will not be found in prefix + root combinations, but may become 

relevant in root + suffix combinations. A greater understanding of verbal morphology 

will help to fill in these gaps, which would be aided by the collection of more verbal 

paradigms. 

There are two words which do not fit into the current constraint system for vowel 

hiatus, and should be studied further. Additional data would be needed to discover 

whether these words form a distinct pattern, or whether they are simply anomalous in the 

language. Th    wo           ː  ] 'eye,' wh  h                 /        /        ʒ ː  ] 

' oo h'  wh  h                 /        /. In these two words, the first vowel of the lexeme 

is deleted and the prefix is lengthened. In all other cases, the lexeme is maintained in both 

input and output forms. Also, in these two words the second vowel of the lexeme 

harmonizes in height with the initial vowel, which does not occur in any other cases 

previously mentioned. These two words may reveal additional patterns of vowel 

harmony, which have not been clearly elucidated thus far. 

Vowel shortening forms another area deserving further study. Long vowels 

appear to be allowed only in the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables, but further 

data is needed to support this hypothesis. If this is the case, length should never surface in 

any other syllable. Long vowels in the penultimate or antepenultimate positions of the 

root form of the word will continue to surface only as long as that syllable remains in the 

antepenultimate or penultimate positions. Further data is needed to show affixation which 

would move the syllable to positions other than antepenultimate or penultimate. Further 

data is also needed to show underlying length in the antepenultimate position. It is 

possible that a more thorough search of the wordlists and texts will reveal such data; 

however, the best data would be gathered through methodical data collection in the 

language area. 
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4.6. Conclusion 

A basic phonology of Laari has been given here, though there is much left to 

study. The preliminary sketch here has revealed that that Laari has twenty-three 

consonant phonemes and ten vowel phonemes. The consonant phonemes include both 

voiced and voiceless stops at all major places of articulation. It also includes voiced and 

voiceless fricatives, though these are concentrated in the labiodental, alveolar, and 

alveopalatal regions. The same is true with affricates, having an affricate in each position 

corresponding with a fricative. Laari also has an alveolar lateral, two glides, and two 

nasal phonemes. The nasal phonemes raise interesting questions in Laari since they 

appear preceding every other consonant in the language, and assimilate to place of 

articulation. They could be considered prenasal consonants, though they have been 

analyzed as separate segments here because they do not bear tone and have the same 

duration as the other segments in the language. 

The ten vowel phonemes of Laari include five short vowels and five long vowels. 

These are the typical vowels found in a five vowel system, though they appear to be 

crowded high in the vowel space. 

Laari is a tonal language. Though the data was not gathered in such a way as to 

analyze tone in a systematic way, some observations can be made about tone. Laari 

appears to have a two-tone system. Tone is underlying and contrastive on nouns, but 

appears to be grammatical on verbs. Tone on phrases shows that Laari may have some 

aspects of tone which appear only on a phrasal level, and also reveals that some tone loss 

may be taking place in the language. This is an interesting area for further study. 

The structure of words in Laari is focused on tone, and therefore there is no 

phonological stress. Long vowels are bimoraic and short vowels are monomoraic, but no 

consonants in Laari are moraic. There are eight primary syllable types, with complex 

o           o  o   . Th  m   m              m              ː]σmax. 

With the limited data set, nine phonological processes have been discovered in 

Laari, including nasal assimilation, palatalization, rhotacism, retroflexion, spirantization, 

vowel shortening, gliding, and vowel elision followed by compensatory lengthening. 
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These processes can be captured using a system of nineteen constraints. The nineteen 

constraints assume a structure of five metrical constraints. These constraints are 

organized as seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16 on pages 135 and 136. 

There are many areas of further study needed in Laari. Some of this study can be 

done with the wordlist and texts already collected, though it will take a great deal of time 

and effort to do so. Some of the study will necessitate a return to the language area in 

order to collect focused data which relates to specific problems noted. The current data 

set can give a basic description of the phonology of the language, but cannot answer 

focused research questions which require paradigmatic materials to gain specific 

understanding of different phenomena.
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5. Reviewing the BOLD Methodology 

5.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter has shown that data gathered using the BOLD methodology 

can be used to produce a basic phonology sketch of a language. However, it has also 

shown that there are several areas where BOLD does not provide enough data or the right 

kind of data for a complete phonology. Of course, it must be remembered that the main 

goal of any language documentation project is not a descriptive grammar or phonology. 

Rather, the main goal of BOLD is an archivable corpus of texts. In this way, BOLD does 

achieve its primary goal.  

However, because the developers of BOLD have made claims as to various uses 

of the BOLD corpus, those uses must be verified. Simons (2008:38-40) states that the 

BOLD corpus will serve the academic community as a basis for language description and 

linguistic training, the educational community as a basis for language learning and 

literature development, and the national speech community as a basis for heritage 

preservation and language revitalization. The specific use of the BOLD corpus under 

evaluation in this chapter is phonological description. Phonology is a relevant aspect of 

language description, since Simons goes on to say that BOLD is useful in "providing 

primary data for the analysis of phonology, grammar, texts, [and] lexicon (even after the 

language is gone)" (2008:38).

5.2. Three phases of BOLD 

Before any consideration can be made regarding the phonological description that 

can arise from a BOLD corpus, it is important to review the tenets of BOLD and to 

clarify possible misconceptions about the BOLD methodology. 
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First, it is important to note that the BOLD referred to here is not the same as 

B   ’  BO  :   
9
. While Bird initially created BOLD:PNG based upon the same 

concept of orality in language documentation, he did not follow the same methodological 

approach as the developers of the SIL-based Basic Oral Language Documentation. 

Further distinctions between BOLD and BOLD:PNG are described by Boerger 

(2011:216). 

Second, it is also important to understand that BOLD arose in three phases, which 

will be described in further detail below. BOLD was originally conceived by a team of 

SIL researchers. The idea was presented at the 5
th

 National Natural Language Symposium 

in Manila in 2008. The only written description of BOLD at this early phase was the 

PowerPoint presentation used at the Symposium. After this, BOLD began to be further 

developed by various researchers, with Reiman looking specifically at the technological 

aspects of BOLD (Reiman 2010).  

In 2009, a language documentation course was offered for the first time at the 

Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics (GIAL) in Dallas, Texas, which taught BOLD 

methodology and techniques. Simons led this course. The course was offered several 

more times, though Simons did not teach any further courses and therefore the course 

materials and lectures were the only interpretation and expansion of Simons' original 

PowerPoint. The lack of specificity in the PowerPoint led to several misconceptions 

among the students. A survey was collected of students who had taken the BOLD course 

in order to discover what misconceptions were widespread among the students. There 

were ten respondants to the survey. Of these, four attended Simons' 2009 course, four 

attended Parker's 2010 class, and two attended Boerger's 2011 class. The results of the 

survey are shown in Appendix A. Each student is assigned an identifying letter, and these 

letters will be used to refer to specific answers within the survey. 

The misconceptions about BOLD have been clarified by Boerger (2011) in an 

article which provides a more detailed description of the original intent of BOLD. 

                                                 

 
9
 More information about BOLD:PNG can be found at www.boldpng.info. 

http://www.boldpng.info/
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Boerger consulted with Simons about his conceptualization of BOLD in order to give 

specific details for practitioners looking to use it in the field. Boerger is now the lead 

faculty member for the GIAL language documentation course.  

These three phases of BOLD are further described below using the parameters 

described in Chapter 2 comparing six different language documentation methodologies. 

These parameters are a) the type of primary data, b) the type of annotations used, c) the 

access materials used, d) the use of analysis, e) the composition of the team, f) 

community involvement, and g) the amount of time spent.  

Some of these parameters are the same for all three phases of BOLD. In all three 

phases of BOLD, the primary data are oral recordings. Simons (2008:23) lists the goal of 

BOLD to build an oral corpus rather than the traditional spoken corpus
10

. Each course 

taught that the primary data of a BOLD corpus should be oral, and Boerger       “o   ”    

the second distinctive of a BOLD corpus (2011:210). 

Archiving is the primary goal of all three phases of BOLD. Simons overtly states 

the importance of archiving, saying that a project is not complete until the corpus is 

archived (2008:36). Each time the course was presented, at least one lecture was devoted 

to archiving. Though Boerger does not directly mention archiving as a goal of BOLD, she 

recognizes that archiving is part of the definition of documentation (Boerger 2011:210) 

and writes in a way which assumes that the intent of the project is to archive (see 

2011:215).  

All three phases include the same access materials, including an introductory 

document and table of contents. The introductory document provides information about 

the people, language, and culture. The table of contents makes the final corpus accessible 

to users. These components are part of the final archivable corpus. 

Each of the other parameters differs in each phase of BOLD, though not all 

differences are significant. Distinguishing these phases will give a basis for 

                                                 

 
10

 S mo    o     h     v                    o       h v              w       of “  o     o  o  ”  wh  h 

incorporates audio recording into those elements traditionally found in a written corpus. 
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understanding the assumptions made in the Laari project and the subsequent phonological 

study. 

5.2.1. BOLD 2008 

The original presentation of BOLD in 2008 was the basis for the current form of 

BOLD, though it has been further described and explained in subsequent work.  

BOLD in its original form introduced the idea of oral documentation. The original 

corpus, as stated above, is gathered orally. The three parts of a corpus are communicative 

events, elicited lists, and analytical discussions (Simons 2008:31). Communicative events 

are also referred to as “     ”.  omm       v   v      ho              m     f om   w    

      of  v                      h         ’       of  v          (S mo      8:3  . 

Elicited lists include a wordlist, semantic sets, and grammatical paradigms. Analytical 

discussions are discussions about the language, directed by the researcher, in the 

language of wider communication. 

The minimal annotations to be included with each text are informed consent from 

the speaker, metadata describing the text, oral transcription, and oral translation (Simons 

2008:24). Written transcription and translation can be added to the annotation during the 

project or at a later date (2008:28). BOLD 2008 appears to prefer less written 

transcription, how v            “  language documentation corpus can be developed in a 

fairly short period of time by using a purely oral     o  h” (S mo      8:41   m h     

added). 

BOLD 2008 does not directly address the issue of analysis. Based upon the 

PowerPoint, it appears that analysis should only include what is necessary to complete 

the project. Some analysis is needed if the documenter chooses to do a written 

transcription and translation. Minimal analysis is also needed to collect paradigms or text 

frames, and some analysis is needed to access the insider grid in order to determine the 

types of communicative events which should be recorded. 

Simons (2008) does not comment a great deal on the requirements of the BOLD 

team. Simons originated the idea of using a "paralinguist" rather than a linguist as the 
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   m           h   o   h     m. S mo     f                       “                    

language technician certified to provide a variety of emergency documentation services 

in endangered           omm       ” (    o     omm       o  . H   o    o          

that linguists should not be part of a BOLD project, but says that linguists can act as the 

catalyst of the research, while community members can do a large part of the compilation 

of data and the commentary on the data (Simons 2008:23). 

Community involvement, then, is important in the original conceptualization of 

BOLD, though it is not thoroughly explained. Community members should be involved 

in compiling the original data and commenting on the data. Since one potential area of 

application of the BOLD corpus is to assist language communities with heritage 

preservation and language revitalization (Simons 2008:40), it can be assumed that 

language community members will be involved in determining corpus content and setting 

goals for the project. 

The time required for a particular project depends upon the goals of that project. 

Simons estimates the number of words needed for various outcomes, such as historical 

reconstruction or a basic grammar, and using typical speaking speeds determines how 

long it will take to gather enough raw data. He also estimates processing time for the raw 

data. In the end, he estimates that it will take one researcher one work month to gather 

enough running text for a 100,000 word corpus, his estimate for a basic descriptive 

grammar (Simons 2008:34-35).  

5.2.2. BOLD 2010 

Simons originally presented a detailed description of BOLD in a 2009 language 

documentation course, which he led. The language documentation course was offered a 

second time in 2010 without Simons' participation. At that time, Simons' PowerPoint was 

still the only published form of BOLD, making the PowerPoint along with course 

materials and lectures the authoritative word on BOLD interpretation. This course was 

co-taught by Steve Parker and Will Reiman, who has co-taught all four times the course 

has been offered to date. The author of this thesis attended the 2010 BOLD course. The 
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BOLD course was offered again in 2011 and 2012 under the leadership of Boerger. The 

title BOLD 2010 will refer to the course as a whole, since the students surveyed 

(Appendix A) tended to respond similarly for all three courses. 

According to BOLD 2010, primary data was to include communicative events, 

elicited lists, and analytical discussions, as originally specified by Simons (2008:31). The 

student survey responses reflect this conception of primary data (Question 2), though 

several students only listed communicative events. It seems there was an emphasis on 

communicative events in BOLD 2010, possibly to the detriment of wordlists, semantic, 

domains, and analytical discussions, which received a secondary status. Paradigms were 

not considered to be part of the corpus because of the BOLD 2010 view on analysis. 

Oral annotations were taught similarly to BOLD 2008. Informed consent, 

situational metadata, oral transcription, and oral translation were all integral parts of the 

corpus. However, students were left with the impression that written work should not be 

done while in the field, but rather left for the future, as is shown by the survey. Only 

Student F noted that written transcriptions could be included when possible (Question 3).  

Paradigms and written work were de-emphasized in BOLD 2010 because analysis 

was not considered to be part of the field work of a BOLD researcher. The intent was for 

the BOLD researcher to gather data and archive it, leaving the analysis for future 

researchers who could access the data through the archives. The student answers showed 

some discrepancy of student understanding of analysis. Four of the students responded 

that little to no analysis should be done on the field (Students A, C, D, and J). The other 

six students generally responded that enough analysis should be done to collect the 

appropriate types of texts and to annotate those texts. Student H's response summarizes 

the other responses well: "The more analysis that is done in the field, the higher quality a 

BOLD corpus will be. But it is possible to create a BOLD corpus with next to no field 

analysis" (Question 5).  

BOLD 2010 was concerned primarily with the raw data described by 

Himmelmann (2012:193) and explained in Section 2.2.2. The reason that BOLD 2010 

developed this misconception may be a result of the middle ground that oral annotation 
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creates between raw and primary data, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.6. Because the 

annotations in BOLD are oral, they still have some of the inaccessibility of raw data, yet 

also have some of the corrections of primary data. While BOLD 2008 intended for oral 

annotations to be primary data, BOLD 2010 interpreted oral annotations as a lower level 

of analysis.  

Since analysis is necessary for elicitation of grammatical paradigms and for 

phonemic or orthographic transcription, paradigms and written transcription were missing 

from the BOLD 2010 recommendations. No students included paradigms in their 

responses to the types of primary data necessary in a BOLD corpus (Question 2). This 

author assumed that communicative events were expected to provide enough material to 

re-create paradigms, while the wordlist was expected to provide enough information for a 

phonemic written transcription and subsequent orthography. 

The make-up of the BOLD team was similar in both 2008 and 2010. The team 

could be comprised of paralinguists – people with minimal linguistic training who have 

training in recording techniques. The possibility of a trained linguist may have been de-

emphasized in BOLD 2010, once again due to the fact that there was little need for 

analysis. The student responses generally do not comment on the level of training of the 

lead researcher, though those who do specify "at least one BOLD expert with enough 

linguistic training to guide recordings and do minimal analysis while on trip" (Student F; 

Question 6) As in BOLD 2008, community members are an integral part of the team. 

BOLD 2010 made explicit that the community members should be involved in 

determining the goals of the project, along with compiling and commenting on the 

primary data. 

Concerning the amount of time in the field, BOLD 2010 took Simons' 

recommendation of one month for 100,000 words of running text to mean one month of 

fieldwork time. This is probably the result of different uses of the word corpus. While 

Simons intended the word "corpus" to refer to only the texts of the documentation 

project, as it is used in text linguistics, BOLD 2010 took the "corpus" to refer to the entire 

output of the language documentation, as is more typical in documentary linguistics 
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(Boerger 2011:2). As a result, BOLD 2010 included eight to nine hours of recorded 

communicative events, along with another two hours of wordlists, semantic domains, and 

analytical discussions, rather than ten hours of recorded communicative events plus the 

additional non-text material. It is interesting that the survey responses varied greatly in 

the understanding of time requirements (Question 8). Responses ranged from 2 weeks 

(Student H) to two to four months (Student A). Some students also indicated that length 

of time depended on project goals, and one student in particular noted that BOLD is more 

about a method of text collection, and therefore can range widely in length of time 

(Student B). 

The primary weaknesses of BOLD 2010 were the lack of analysis and the time 

recommendations. Several features of a BOLD project were affected by the 

understanding that no analytical work should be done on the field. First, a paralinguist 

was all that was required on the team; second, paradigms were not collected; and third, 

written transcription was not recommended. Four week projects were not adequate to 

gather the number of hours of communicative events, wordlists, and paradigms, due to 

the understanding of time recommendations. The Laari project was conducted following 

the assumptions and recommendations of BOLD 2010. 

5.2.3. BOLD 2011 

Boerger's (2011) article addressed several of the misconceptions in BOLD 2010 

through interfacing directly with Simons and with field practitioners of BOLD. Boerger's 

work is referred to here as BOLD 2011. Boerger (2011) surveyed several BOLD projects 

and looked at areas of improvement for BOLD methodology. Boerger currently teaches 

the BOLD course and, along with colleagues and students, is working to improve and 

clarify BOLD best practice. 

Boerger gives recommendations for both primary data and annotations. The 

corpus should include communicative events, elicited wordlists, and oral analytical 

discussions (2011:211). The analytical discussions are listed as oral because orality is the 

heart of the BOLD philosophy. She clarifies that wordlists should include not only 
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traditional wordlists, but also semantic domains and grammatical paradigms. Sentence 

frames for the paradigms may also be used depending on the linguistic education of the 

   m m m     (  11: 13 . Sh            h   BO    h  o o h     “      h f    ”  

meaning that large amounts of primary data from a wide variety of event types and lists 

are more important than small amounts of in-depth data (2011:211).  

Boerger lists informed consent, situational metadata, oral transcription, and oral 

translation as annotations of the basic corpus. Since the heart of a BOLD corpus is oral 

      Bo           “the oral recordings mean that written transcription and analysis are 

postponed, allowing for a greater quantity and variety of speech acts to be logged as part 

of the BO    o    ” (  11: 11 . However, she also says that a trained linguist should 

include written transcription during wordlist collection (2011:214). 

Bo     ’     omm      o   fo                 m      o  ho   fo  w       

annotations. Since the corpus is oral, analysis is not necessary in the field. Boerger says, 

“analysis would be subsequent to these three months of fieldwork and archiving and need 

 o      o       h  o         o  m     ” (  11: 15 . However, if a trained linguist is part 

of the team, he or she can do analysis as necessary. Boerger does acknowledge that some 

analysis is necessary in order to do written transcription or to collect grammatical 

paradigms (2011:213). She also notes the need for increased on-site processing, and 

suggests spending additional field time on word level glossing, whether oral or written 

(2011:229).  

Boerger (2011) delineates protocols for the BOLD team most comprehensively. 

        h    v   mo     f     o   o  h   o      of                          “the minimal 

qualifications of a paralinguist would be an understanding of the language documentation 

agenda, training in BOLD techniques, and sufficient awareness to collect a full range of 

                 ” (  11: 11 . Th        of     o           o  o                    h       

is completely oral. Boerger notes, however, that a more sophisticated linguist will be able 

 o    m     h         o     o      “wh  h     h  h     of BO  ” (  11: 11 . Bo      

goes on to suggest that a cultural insider will help the team collect the right types of data 

as a result of their understanding of the insider grid of event types. They will also be able 
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to monitor transcribers and translators for correctness. Boerger also suggests that two 

further team members can be trained, one for oral transcription and the other for oral 

translation in order to increase efficiency in the field (2011:230). Though Boerger does 

not directly address community involvement, her paper assumes that the community will 

be involved in text collection and setting goals for the project. 

Boerger looks at time from a comprehensive standpoint, rather than just from a 

work standpoint. She considers the amount of time the total project will take, rather than 

just the text collection. BOLD 2008 listed one month as the time for text collection and 

processing, which BOLD 2010 interpreted to mean collecting and processing the entire 

corpus. However, Boerger clarifies that the one month recommendation is only for 

collecting and processing the communicative events. An additional two weeks should be 

spent in collecting and processing elicited lists and analytical discussions. She also adds 

three to four days for word-level glossing, which was suggested by her survey 

respondents, though has not yet been tested. Travel to and from the language area will 

take an additional one to one and a half weeks, putting the total time in the field at two 

months. Formatting the data for archiving will take an additional month after returning 

from the field, putting the entire project at three months (2011:215, 229). 

5.2.4. Summary 

The following table summarizes the phases of BOLD. The entries that are 

italicized are not essential to a BOLD project, but can be added if there is additional time 

and resources. This table also sheds light on the misconceptions of BOLD 2010.  
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Table 15: Summary of BOLD phases 

 BOLD 2008 BOLD 2010 BOLD 2011 

Primary Data Communicative events 

Wordlists 

Semantic domains 

Grammatical paradigms 

Analytical discussions 

Communicative events 

Wordlists 

Semantic domains 

 

Analytical discussions 

Communicative events 

Elicited wordlists 

Semantic domains 

Grammatical paradigms 

Oral discussions 

Annotations Informed consent 

Situational metadata 

Oral transcription 

Oral translation 

Written transcription 

Informed consent 

Situational metadata 

Oral transcription 

Oral translation 

Informed consent 

Situational metadata 

Oral transcription 

Oral translation 

Word-level glossing 

Analysis As needed None As needed 

Postpone if possible 

Access 

materials 

Introductory document 

Table of contents 

Introductory document 

Table of contents 

Introductory document 

Table of contents 

Team Paralinguist or linguist 

as catalyst  

 

 

Non-linguists as agents 

Paralinguist or linguist 

 

 

 

Community members 

Paralinguist or linguist 

Cultural insider 

Transcriber 

Translator 

Community members 

Community 

Involvement 

 

Text compilation and 

commenting 

Determining goals 

Text compilation and 

commenting 

Not addressed 

Time 1 work month for 1 

researcher to abtain 10 

hours of running text 

(enough data for a basic 

descriptive grammar)  

1 work month for 1 

researcher to obtain all 

primary data 

Two field months for 1 

research to obtain all 

primary data 

One month for archive 

preparation 

Archiving Final step of BOLD 

projects 

Final step of BOLD 

projects 

Final step of BOLD 

projects 

 

5.3. The Laari research project 

5.3.1. Method of BOLD employed 

The Laari research project was based on BOLD 2010. The researchers, Angela 

Williams-Ngumbu and Carla Unseth, both took the BOLD course. Williams-Ngumbu 

took it in 2009 and Unseth took it in 2010, and both had read and were familiar with the 
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2008 PowerPoint. The class lectures were perceived to abrogate the PowerPoint when the 

two were contradictory. Though Williams-Ngumbu and Unseth took the course with 

different instructors, both had the same misconceptions (see Appendix A). Williams-

Ngumbu is a linguistic specialist for SIL-Congo and Unseth undertook the research for 

her Master's at the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics. 

The Laari research project lasted for one month. The entire month was spent in 

the field, with two days of travel both before and after the month. However, since 

Williams-Ngumbu is located on the field, research began immediately upon the arrival of 

Unseth, the author of this thesis. 

The Laari team consisted of two primary researchers, Williams-Ngumbu and 

Unseth. Other individuals participated at various times, such as SIL workers who drove 

to different sites and aided in gathering the communicative events. Three college students 

and two professional men aided in oral transcription, oral translation, and gathering the 

wordlist and paradigms. These latter five team members were paid for their work at the 

end of the project. 

Since the Laari community is widespread and the project was located in 

Brazzaville, there was not a coherent language community from which to draw project 

goals, and therefore the community was not involved in this aspect of the project. Various 

Laari speakers were involved in text compilation and commenting. These speakers came 

from several community groups. A majority were from the village of Loua, though 

members of another village as well as residents of Brazzaville also participated in 

compiling original texts. 

The Laari project is not yet complete because it has not been archived. Because it 

has not been archived, the access materials, including the introductory document and 

table of contents, have not yet been compiled. However, the work of archiving will be 

done soon after submission of this thesis. 
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5.3.2. Primary data 

5.3.2.1. Communicative events  

Original recordings were obtained in several different settings, as was previously 

described in Section 1.4. In the village of Loua and the second village, participants sat 

outside under a shade tree. This is not the ideal recording situation, but it is the most 

culturally appropriate. In this setting, community members were respectful of the 

recordings and therefore there is little human noise on the recordings. The noise which 

most hindered the original recordings was wind. In Brazzaville, most recordings were 

done in offices or homes, where a recording situation closer to the ideal was possible.  

Participants were generally eager to record stories. The main difficulty was that 

several stories were collected multiple times because each person wanted to give a 

different or better version of certain well-known myths or legends. Because there was no 

cultural insider on the team, the researchers were not aware of this until after the stories 

had been recorded several times. 

5.3.2.2. Wordlist 

The wordlist was gathered using the SIL Comparative African Wordlist (Snider & 

Roberts 2006). This list contains 1,700 items. Not all of the items had an equivalent in 

Laari, and most nouns were given in both singular and plural, resulting in 1,961 items. 

The wordlist audio was recorded twice with a 40 year old male speaker. Each 

word was discussed for meaning and syntactic category as it was recorded the first time, 

and a written transcription was made concurrently with recording. Though this is not part 

of BOLD 2010 methodology, it was done as a test of feasibility for wordlist transcription. 

Cultural notes were included with the written transcriptions. The wordlist was recorded a 

second time with the same speaker where he made corrections to previous words and 

added words that had been omitted the first time. Then the wordlist was recorded a third 

time on video and audio. This recording was done by two twenty-year old male speakers 

over a period of five sessions. The speakers listened to the original recording of the 
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wordlist, paused after each word, and repeated the word several times. One speaker did 

two sessions, but became ill and could not complete the wordlist. The second speaker 

completed the last three sessions.  

5.3.2.3. Grammatical paradigms 

Since BOLD 2010 did not focus on the importance of collecting paradigms, only 

three paradigms were collected, along with the present tense of the verb 'to be' and one 

paradigm using sentences to elicit various tense/aspect possibilities. These were collected 

only because Williams-Ngumbu and Unseth understood that paradigm collection is 

standard fieldwork practice and thought that paradigms would be a valuable addition to 

the corpus. 

The paradigms were collected from one of the speakers who helped with the 

wordlist and one of the speakers who helped with transcription. The first speaker gave 

paradigms for the verbs 'eat' and 'drink.'  The second speaker gave the paradigms for the 

verb 'hit' as well as the present tense of 'be.'  These paradigms are in the format of 1SG, 

2SG, 3SG, 1PL, 2 PL, 3PL for each tense, along with the negative for each person/number. 

The second speaker gave a set of sentences developed to test various tense possibilities 

using the verb 'drink.'  The speaker read a set of sentences in French and then gave the 

Laari equivalent of each sentence. These sentences were transcribed by the researcher 

and the speaker gave spelling corrections. 

5.3.3. Annotations 

5.3.3.1. Oral transcription 

Three transcribers assisted with the Laari project. All were college students in 

their early twenties. Each transcriber was given one day of training and then monitored 

for several days. While being monitored, the transcribers performed well in that they 

paused after short sections and repeated phrases with the appropriate slow speed. 

However, once the monitoring period was over, they tended to listen to longer sections 
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and to repeat at a normal rate of speaking. They also edited the original text by changing 

words, adding introductory phrases, and paraphrasing. Since the researchers did not speak 

the language, such errors were missed until the translation phase of the project, resulting 

in a low level of accuracy in the transcriptions. Those done at the beginning of the project 

were transcribed well, but those done further into the project tended to have more errors. 

Several of the problematic transcriptions were re-done later by the oral translators, who 

had a deeper understanding of the goals of the project, and therefore were able to follow 

the instructions with greater precision. 

It is interesting to note that other fieldwork projects with a step similar to BOLD's 

oral translation experienced similar problems. Chelliah did a non-documentary fieldwork 

project in which she collected both elicitations and texts. She found that the consultants 

that she asked to re-speak the texts often "cleaned up" the texts. Because Chelliah spent 

nine months on the project, she took time to review each re-speaking for accuracy before 

moving to the translation phase (Chelliah 2001). 

5.3.3.2. Oral translation 

The three oral transcribers also did some oral translation; however, two of the 

three oral transcribers did not feel comfortable in French, and therefore did only one 

translation each. The third oral transcriber did more oral translation. The bulk of the 

translation was done by two further men. The first of these was a thirty year old male 

who had previously worked with Williams-Ngumbu on a BOLD project, giving him a 

clear understanding of the goals of the project and how to do translation. The second was 

the same forty year old male who helped with the wordlist, so he had previous experience 

in the current BOLD project, giving him also a clearer understanding of the goals of the 

project. They were only given a short session of training because of their previous 

experience. The translators were asked to follow Laari grammar as much as possible, but 

were not required to maintain a certain level of word-for-word correspondence between 

the original text and the translated text. The result was that the three young men who 
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were more comfortable in Laari than in French tended to follow Laari grammar, while the 

two men who were comfortable in French tended to translate closer to French grammar. 

5.4. Phonological study 

5.4.1. Wordlists and paradigms 

The majority of phonological study comes from wordlists and paradigms. The 

wordlist provides the basis for determining the phonetic and phonological inventory. It 

may also give some insight into morphophonemics, though morphophonemic study is 

more readily done from paradigms. 

In the Laari project, the wordlist had three different forms: audio, video, and 

written. All three forms were invaluable for phonological study. The audio recordings 

formed the basis of the wordlist and allowed the researcher not only to hear the data, but 

to view it instrumentally. Figure 17 and Figure 18 give an example of the benefit of 

instrumental data. These examples show a length distinction which was not clear without 

using instruments. The first is the word [  k ] 'burn.' The second segment in the word, 

[o], has a duration of approximately 90 ms. The second word is [  ː  ] 'flow.' The second 

segment in this word lasts 298 ms. The speaker gave the word for 'burn' and cautioned the 

researcher not to confuse that word with 'flow.'  He gave the words back to back and 

 m h   z    h       h    ‘f ow’; how v     h         h    o     o            h wh  h   

the difference he was trying to emphasize was in length or in tone without looking at the 

spectrogram. The spectrograms shown here were created using Praat. 
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Figure 17:   kʰ  'burn' 

 

Figure 18:    kʰ  'flow' 

 

However, transcription from a purely auditory source can be misleading because 

manner and place of articulation are easily confused without visual cues. The video, 

therefore, forms a crucial part of the wordlist recording. Even if the data is not 

transcribed immediately in writing, any researcher can view the external articulators of 

the speaker. Figure 19 shows a still of the video transcription using a mirror to provide 

two views of the mouth. 
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Figure 19: Video transcription of wordlist 

 

 

Creating a written transcription while recording the wordlist was not crucial to the 

project because of the transcription clues provided by the video. Written transcription did, 

however, provide several additional benefits. Since the speaker was present and literate, 

he was able to give his intuition regarding word breaks and spelling. He also was able to 

point out minimal pairs.  

The paradigms were essential for analysis as well as for making written 

transcription of the texts. The Laari project gathered only a few paradigms, which meant 

that, though they were helpful, they raised nearly as many questions as they answered. 

For example, when gathering verb tenses, not enough data was gathered in order to fully 

understand what each part of the verb form meant. Table 16 shows the paradigm for nwa 

'drink.' The object marker is an object placeholder. When there is no overt object, the 

verb is repeated and the repeated verb takes one possible object position (Ganga 

1992:259). The repeated verb does not add any semantic content to the sentence, though 

it may add grammatical content as a detransitivizer. The exact meaning of the repeated 

verb was unclear without reference to Ganga, since the number of paradigms collected 

was insufficient for identifying similarities across the paradigms. The word breaks shown 

were given by the speaker.  
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Table 16: /nwa/ 'drink' 

 Sg Pl 

1  w    -  ː   w  

OBJ 1SG-PROG drink 

'I am drinking' 

 w         ː   w  

OBJ 1PL PROG drink 

'We are drinking' 

2  w     ː   w  

OBJ PROG drink 

'You are drinking' 

 w         ː   w  

OBJ 2PL PROG drink 

'You (pl) are drinking' 

3  w         ː   w  

OBJ 3SG PROG drink 

'He/she is drinking' 

 w         ː   w  

OBJ 3PL PROG drink 

'They are drinking' 

 

It would take a large number of paradigms in different forms to be able to identify 

the forms and functions of all these morphemes. However, even the small number of 

paradigms that were elicited helped to decipher the texts, since the forms of nouns and 

verbs were made more clear by the paradigms. 

Another example of ambiguity comes in the tone and register in which the 

paradigms were presented. An interesting tonal phenomenon occurs in the paradigms of 

2PL and 3PL. In 2PL, the speaker's register raises in its entirety, averaging 40 to 80 Hz 

higher than the other forms. In the 3PL, the register lowers, averaging 20 to 30 Hz lower 

than the other forms. The pattern was consistent for the paradigms provided by the first 

speaker, but did not appear in the paradigms provided by the second speaker. With the 

small amount of data, one speaker's pattern cannot be confirmed over the other. Having 

multiple paradigms by different speakers would have helped to determine which 

speaker's pattern was more natural. Figure 20 shows the change in register as seen in the 

paradigms provided by the first speaker. This paradigm is the present tense of the word 

'drink' as shown in Table 16 above.  
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Figure 20: /nwa/ 'drink' 

 

The Laari paradigms were not as useful as they could have been in part because of 

the perceived lack of analysis in BOLD 2010. For this reason, the researchers gathered 

some basic tenses, but did not do the analysis that would have been necessary to gather 

complete and focused paradigms. Similarly, because Laari is a tonal language, tone 

frames should have been gathered. However, since determining tone frames requires 

analysis, Williams-Ngumbu and Unseth did not do so in an effort to test what they felt 

was "true" BOLD methodology. Not having the frames is a hindrance to phonological 

study of tone, and limits the possibilities for tonal analysis. The wordlist gives some idea 

of tone, and the pitch traces aid in deciphering the particular tones. However, the tones in 

the wordlist are affected by the intonation of the speaker, who spoke in French except 

when giving individual words. The communicative events were not helpful in tonal 

analysis since tones in context have a high degree of influence on each other. 
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It is generally accepted in fieldwork practices and by most documentary methods 

that both textual data and elicitations are necessary for a complete understanding of the 

language. Chelliah notes that in her fieldwork project, elicitations and texts provided 

complementary data for her research (2001:152). Bowern, coming from the perspective 

of descriptive fieldwork, notes that linguists should not rely on elicitations alone, but also 

on texts (2008:115).      's work assumes that elicitation should be part of 

documentation, and so describes methods of collecting appropriate elicitations (2009:53). 

BOLD 2010, however, seemed to imply that elicitation was unnecessary because the texts 

would supply the necessary paradigmatic information, as was demonstrated by the 

student survey (Appendix A). BOLD 2011, however, emphasizes elicitation along with 

text collection as is standard fieldwork practice. 

5.4.2. Creating a written transcription 

In order for the texts to be studied for morphophonemic information, they had to 

be transcribed into writing. Several difficulties arose in this process. First, as noted in 

Section 5.4.1, written transcription from a purely auditory source is very difficult. Only 

the wordlist was recorded on video, meaning that no communicative events had any 

visual aid. Since the phones in Laari were discoverable from the wordlist, there was a 

limited set of phones to choose from in transcription. Also, since the recordings were of 

high quality, the frequency (Hz) of each segment could be checked instrumentally. Doing 

so aided in distinguishing manner of articulation, though place of articulation is not as 

clearly displayed on a spectrogram.  

A second difficulty is hearing phonological differences which are not part of the 

researcher's phonemic inventory. Laari has both tone and length, two distinctions which 

are not made in English, the researcher's primary language. As a result, this researcher 

generally did not hear length, and had to look at tone instrumentally. Spectrograms were 

less helpful in determining length in the communicative events than they were in the 

wordlist because length distinctions tend to be minimized in fast speech. This is one area 

where native speaker input would be very valuable. This difficulty is inherent to 
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transcription, since any outside researcher will take time to distinguish phones not found 

in his or her phonemic inventory.  

A third difficulty comes in determining word breaks. The oral transcriber may 

make some word breaks, but rarely distinguishes all of them. Understanding the 

morphology associated with a particular lexical category can aid in distinguishing word 

breaks as well, though in certain instances, the morphology may allow one sequence of 

sounds to be divided into multiple words. For example, the sequence [   m    ] could 

be a single word, or it could be divided in several ways. As a single word, it has no 

known meaning. But, when divided into two words, it could be [   ] '(uncertain)' plus 

[m    ] 'pit, hole,' or it could be [   m  ] 'everything' plus [  ] '(uncertain).' It could 

potentially be divided into three words as well: [    m     ], but none of these sequences 

has any independent meaning known to the researcher. Both word breaks and glosses 

were unclear until the original speaker mistakenly used the French word         i   

'preparation,' and the oral transcriber back translated into Laari. Then it was discovered 

that [   m    ] is one word meaning 'preparation.' Without this mistake on the part of 

the original speaker, the meaning and morpheme boundaries of this word would have 

remained uncertain. Such a lack of understanding of word breaks is especially 

detrimental when there is a long string of segments with no meaning attached. As more 

syllables are added, the greater the possibilities there are for them to group into a variety 

of combinations, making it difficult for the researcher even to guess at word breaks or 

meanings of various segments.  

The difficulties mentioned above are common to all fieldwork, with some 

exceptions. Written transcription is always difficult, as noted in Bowern (2008:39-40). 

However, Bowern suggests to students learning fieldwork to transcribe at the time of 

elicitation even if a recording is made concurrently, so that visual cues are more obvious, 

background noise is less distracting, and the speaker can repeat at various speeds if 

necessary. The disadvantage of BOLD is having no speaker input. If written transcription 

is not done at the same time, the project loses a great deal of phonological input. 
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It is interesting to note that Woodbury, whose work influenced BOLD's idea of 

oral transcription, intended an oral transcription to be put into written form by someone 

who already had training in hearing the language. In planning his own project, Woodbury 

states, "[We are] starting with hard-to-hear tapes and asking elders to 'respeak' them to a 

second tape slowly so that anyone with training in hearing the language can make the 

transcription if they wish" (2003:45). An oral recording is therefore best transposed into 

writing by someone who already has an understanding of the language.  

A fourth difficulty lies in the fact that the oral transcription is closer to a 

phonemic than a phonetic representation of the language. Because the oral transcriber is 

speaking slowly, some of the morphophonemic changes that would otherwise occur may 

be removed by the speaker in an effort to speak clearly. The person doing the written 

transcription can compare the oral transcription to the original recording, since both are 

maintained in BOLD technique. However, the original recording is not always optimal 

due to the recording environment, meaning that the original recording may be difficult to 

decipher as well. 

5.4.3. Glossing 

After a text is transcribed, it must be glossed. Though phonological study does not 

have the same relationship to meaning as syntactic and semantic study, understanding the 

meanings of morphemes and words is still important. The greatest problem in glossing 

stems from the lack of one-to-one correspondence between the original text and the 

translation, as is demonstrated in the following text. In this text the original speaker gives 

instructions on preparing squash with manioc leaves. Examples (123) and (124) 

correspond to lines four and five of the text. The first line is the text as it was transcribed 

onto paper from the oral transcription. The second line gives the morpheme breaks as 

they have been determined thus far. If the word is a French word rather than a Laari 

word, the French translation is given. The third line is a gloss. Following each line is the 

translation which was given by the oral translator. This translation was originally in 

French, but was translated word for word into English by Williams-Ngumbu. Though the 
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translation is ungrammatical and perhaps unclear in parts, it is left exactly as it was given 

by the oral translator. 

(123)    m        m v m         ɾə     

n-dambulu ja mu-vumba  c'est a dire bu 

CL9-preparation of CL3-manioc.leaves it is to say when 

 

    ŋ   m  ʰ      v  ʰ    

ba- oŋ  -ø ma-kaja ba-vukas-i 

3PL-take-TNS CL6-weed 3PL-put.together-TNS 

 

"Th  w y  h  …w          wi h  h        … h   q   h wi h  h          f 

manioc. That is to say, when we go to take several leaves of manioc, and 

then we put our condiment that we want to prepare, and then we close." 

 

(124)    m              m  z ŋ          ʰ  apre 

n-dambulu ja ka ga mu- z ŋ     ba-saka-ø       

CL9-preparation of ? ? CL3-pot 3PL-?-TNS after 

  

  ʃ ɾ      m m   m      ɾ    ʰ  se  

ba-ʃ-ili  na ma-mba meno j-ili nta c'est 

3PL-?-TNS in CL6-water 1SG do-TNS ? it is  

 

esplike     m v m   

expliquer ja mu-vumba 

explain  of CL3-manioc.leaves 

 

"N w, i ’   h     i   leaves that we put in a pot, and then we put them in 

the pot, and then we put water and then we put it on the fire to boil the 

food. But what we are explaining is the squash prepared with the manioc 

leaves." 

Glossing the morphemes is least difficult when the words correspond to those in 

the wordlist. If the phrases have been transcribed correctly, individual words can be 

sought in the wordlist and glossed. Morpheme breaks can be deduced from the type of 

word and the morphemes already known to occur with each lexical category. The word 

[m m  ] 'water' in the lines of text above is an example of a word which was in the 

wordlist. 
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However, some words may not be immediately obvious because either they may 

not have the same form in the wordlist, or they may not appear in the wordlist at all. 

Words that do not have the same form in the wordlist can be deduced with some perusal 

of the wordlist; however, their gloss is not as certain as words which occur in the wordlist 

exactly as they occur in the text. For example, in the word [    ŋ  ] in example (123), 

the closest match in the wordlist is [  ːŋ  ] 'take.' The meaning of 'take' seems to fit with 

the gloss, so this wor  h     h  h   o         of        h   o      m   h; how v    /oː/ 

and /a/ are contrastive phonemes (see Section 4.2.2.5), so it is also possible that [  ːŋ  ] 

and [  ŋ  ] are two different morphemes. 

What is far more difficult is the glossing of words which do not appear in any 

form in the wordlist. Some words may have an apparent meaning based upon the free 

translation. For example, [m v m  ] appears every time the free translation has the 

words 'manioc leaves.' These two words can be connected to mean the same thing with a 

reasonable degree of certainty. Looking at the free translation for a gloss is also helpful 

when the written transcriber has incorrectly posited the word breaks. For example, later 

in this same text there were several lines which each said something about fish. When the 

word 'fish' occurred in the free translation, the following sequences occurred in the text: 

[  ʒ  ʰu], [  m  ʃ ], [ ʃ m  ʒo o], [m m  ʒ  ŋ o], [m  ʒ z ] and [m  ʒ  ʰu]. All have 

some form of [  ʒ], and so this can be considered the root of the word 'fish.'  The 

additional segments were other words or morphemes. 

Some words relate to multiple parts or large segments of the gloss. For example, 

the word [     ʰ ] probably relates to 'and then we put it on the fire to boil the food' in 

the free translation. It is probably a verb because it begins with [ba-], the third person 

plural subject agreement marker
11

. Four different verbal meanings could be extracted 

from this sentence. First, it could be 'put on the fire.' 'Put' by itself occurs in the wordlist 

as [  ː  ], so [     ʰ ] would have to include the nuance of the fire. Second, it could be 

'boil,' though 'boil' is given in the wordlist as [  ɾ   ]. Third, it could contain all of that 

                                                 

 
11

 Though the free translation uses the first person plural, the form /ba-/ is third person plural, as confirmed 

in Ganga (1992:250). 
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meaning, a word which specifically describes the act of putting something on the fire in 

order to boil it. Fourth, it could have a more general meaning which the translator was 

        o              h     oo     o  h      . Th  wo   ' oo '     h  wo               ], 

though the word ‘h   ’  o    o        . 

There are also some words whose meanings are not clear and cannot be deduced 

from the free translation, including words like [  ʃ ɾ ] and [  ], which do not appear in 

the wordlist and have no apparent meaning in the context. The only way to determine 

their meanings is to find these same morphemes in another text where the meaning can be 

deduced. 

Again, these difficulties are in some sense inherent to translation. However, in 

most field projects, the speaker is available to the researcher for consultation. Chelliah 

describes a project in which she followed a methodology similar to BOLD. She gathered 

both elicitations and texts, and included both original recordings and re-speaking 

recordings. Chelliah had the input of language consultants at every step. She created a 

written transcription with the help of her consultants, as well as a written free translation 

and a word-for-word gloss. Because she had consultants walk her through the 

transcription and translation process, many of the difficulties described above were 

avoided (Chelliah 2001). However, BOLD does not have the same native speaker input 

that other projects have, and therefore must compensate for these difficulties in other 

ways. 

5.4.4. Study of communicative events 

A comparison between a text glossed by a researcher using the wordlist and a text 

glossed by a native speaker demonstrates some of the language structures which would 

take intensive study for a researcher to determine. Table 17 gives an example of a text 

which was transcribed and glossed by this researcher and then corrected by a native 

speaker. The speaker is fluent in English as well as French and Laari, and therefore gave 

the glosses in English at the request of this researcher. He has a well-developed 

understanding of his own language and as a result was able to give verb tenses, though he 
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did not give noun classes. The left column shows this researcher's transcription and 

glosses, and the right column shows the speaker's corrected transcription and glosses. 

tone is not included in either transcription. The researcher's transcription can be 

considered otherwise phonetic, though the speaker's transcription is a mixture of surface 

and underlying forms. 

Table 17: Catching Fish Text 

Transcribed by Researcher Transcribed by Speaker 

tʰa-ni-tʰa ba-antʰu  wa ba-ba-kʰa 

?-1SG-say CL2-person COP 3PL-be-TNS 

 

mu-ndi kʰuja n-zaɾi   a  wa 

CL3-? bank CL9-river  ? COP 

 

ba-bakʰila-kʰa  mbiʒi  soʒi  ba 

3PL-uncover-TNS fish ?  COP 

 

mu ma-amba 

in CL6A-water 

taa-ni-taa baantu ba-baa-ka 

say-1SG-say person 3PL-live-HAB 

 

mu ndeeko  ja nzaɾi bwa 

in edge  of river how 

 

ba-bakila-ka  mbiʒi zo ʒi baa 

3PL-catch-HAB  fish DET fish live 

 

mu maamba 

in water 

“I’    i           y   h w  h    wh   i          h         f  h   i        h  h  fi h  h   

    i   h  w    …” 

mu ma-amba kʰokʰole be ma-taɣi 

in CL6A-water ? ? CL6-stones 

 

ma-nini 

CL6-large 

mu maamba ko kwe mataɣi 

in water there where stones 

 

manene 

large 

“…wh     h         h              .” 

ba-antʰu ba  na ntʃi  

CL2-person there ? what 

 

batʰokʰwa sa-kʰa 

?  do-TNS 

baantu baa-na  ntʃi 

people people-DET  what 

 

ba toko saa-ka 

3PL primarily do-HAB 

“Th          , wh   i  i   h    h y      i   i y?” 

 

The texts are very similar, showing that an outside researcher can produce a 

correct gloss with some study. However, the glossing done by the researcher lacks some 

grammatical information which would be difficult to deduce without previous knowledge 

of the language. Several examples in the text demonstrate this difficulty. 
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First, when the verb has no overt object, it is repeated and the repetition occurs in 

the initial position of the verb, as explained by Ganga (1992:259). This occurs in the 

word /taa-ni-taa/ 'say-1SG-say.' The researcher saw that tʰa (incorrectly transcribed 

without length) was the word 'say,' and guessed that ni was the first singular subject 

agreement marker. The initial tʰa was not given any meaning by the researcher. This is 

also seen in the paradigms (see Table 16 in Section 5.4.1).  

Second, words were not always divided in the correct place. For example, in the 

phrase "along the banks of the river", the researcher transcribed the phrase as mundi kʰuja 

nzaɾi, while the actual phrase is        kʰ      z ɾi. Since mu- is a noun class prefix, the 

following syllables could be part of a noun. Instead, in this case mu is a preposition and 

n- is the noun class prefix. Because of this the word kʰuja was glossed as 'river bank,' 

based on the word kʰumu 'river bank' in the wordlist. These words are only slightly 

similar in form, but seemed to be possible correlates because 'river bank' occurs in the 

free translation. Instead, a different word, nde kʰo, is used here for river bank which is 

glossed in the wordlist as 'edge.' 

Third, contractions can cause confusion because words in the text do not appear 

as they do in the wordlist. In Laari, as in many languages, words are often contracted to 

shorter forms. These contractions are not necessarily a result of fast speech, but are 

acceptable variations of a word, so the contractions were not taken out by the oral 

transcriber. In the text above, baa 'live' is a contraction of baakʰa 'live.'   

Fourth, the resumptive pronouns in relative clauses appear to be different for each 

noun class. The native speaker only glossed these as referring back to the head noun, but 

all of them appear to be in relative clauses. One example is   iʒi, which is composed of 

the root for 'fish' and the resumptive pronoun ʒi. Resumptive pronouns have not been 

analyzed as part of this study, so it is unclear if they are suffixes or clitics. It appears that 

different noun classes use different resumptive pronouns. 

Besides glossing difficulties, the text corrections made by the native speaker show 

some transcription difficulties – errors made by the researcher when doing a written 

transcription from the recordings. Transcription errors cause problems specifically on a 
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phonological level. One of the primary errors is in length. The researcher making the 

written transcription included almost no lengthened vowels, while the native speaker 

included several lengthened vowels. Length contrast tends to be minimized in fast 

speech, making it difficult for the researcher to hear or see instrumentally. Several words 

are simply transcribed incorrectly, and sometimes the incorrect phoneme crosses the 

boundary between consonant and vowel. For example, the researcher transcribed one 

particular segment a wa, but the segment actually began with a voiced bilabial stop, bwa. 

In another instance, the researcher inserted a lateral between a glide and a vowel, 

transcribing what should have been kʰo kʰwe as kʰokʰole. Also, [o] and [u] often replace 

each other in the transcription, though this is not surprising, given the amount of overlap 

in the vowel space (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2.7) and the lack of an off-glide, which 

normally distinguishes these vowels for an English speaker. Transcription errors are not 

as easily solved as glossing errors. The researcher must develop an ability to hear the 

language in order to note distinctions such as vowel length and height, which is an on-

going process. 

Both a benefit and a detriment to phonological analysis is the fact that the oral 

transcriber, when speaking slowly, will probably use what he or she considers the 

underlying form of phonological segments. This can be beneficial in that the researcher 

has a glimpse at what the transcriber considers the underlying form and may begin to 

understand native speaker intuition without interacting with the native speaker directly. 

However, this can be detrimental in that the researcher may not be able to observe 

phonological processes taking place. Since the speaker is attempting to speak slowly and 

pronounce carefully, certain phonological processes may be abrogated. The normal 

speech recording is available for comparison; however, if the normal speech original 

recording is difficult to hear, it may not be useful in comparing the slow speech 

transcription with the normal speech original. Using the slow speech recordings alone 

may not give a reliable picture of phonological processes. 

      m    f om  h          o      om       h  wo      ʃ ] ' o     .'  Th   wo   

      o    h    o     of         z   o . Wh    h                o    h  wo    h  
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  o o             f           v   h             fo m /    /. This example was part of the 

wordlist; however, if it had been part of an original text recording, the palatalization 

could have been obscured by wind or other noises. It would be difficult to tell if 

palatalization was actually taking place, which could either lead a researcher to believe 

that palatalization does not take place in this environment, or possibly at all. What the 

researcher has in the oral transcription is not an exact copy of the original text; rather, it is 

closer to the underlying forms of the original text. While this could be beneficial, it could 

also obscure the researcher's understanding of phonological processes.  

5.5. Improving a BOLD project in consideration of phonological data 

The above observations regarding the Laari project were difficulties that arose in 

transcription, glossing, and study of the wordlists, paradigms, and texts. In spite of the 

less than optimal application of BOLD protocol, none of the difficulties listed caused the 

data to be completely unusable, though they did make it more difficult to process. This 

raises several points: first, it goes without saying that raw data is never easy to study, nor 

does it ever perfectly reveal the inner workings of a language. Many of the problems 

described above are common to any fieldwork project. S  o    BO  ’      o       o 

produce data on a language, whether or not it is completely optimal.  

Boerger encourages funding agencies to recognize that "something is better than 

nothing" (Boerger 2011:231) and to fund BOLD documentations of under-documented 

languages. A language which might receive no documentation at all as opposed to only a 

small amount of documentation will certainly benefit from even a basic oral corpus. 

However, while it is true that all field data is difficult to process, some types of 

annotations make processing easier than others. BOLD can be improved if the data is 

made easier to process. Again, no changes in collection methods will make data 

completely transparent. However, using techniques that allow for less human error, a 

BOLD project can be improved so that ease of access to the data for analytical purposes 

is increased.  
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Other fieldwork researchers may face the same difficulties in transcribing and 

translating that a researcher studying BOLD data will face; however, other fieldwork 

methodologies can overcome those difficulties in ways that BOLD does not have 

available. For example, non-BOLD fieldwork researchers can work directly with a 

language speaker during written transcription and translation, and can spend large 

amounts of time on the field perfecting the data (Chelliah 2001; Bowern 2008). However, 

since neither of those strategies of data improvement is available to BOLD, it must be 

improved in other ways to make the archived data more accessible. 

The suggestions which follow focus specifically on those changes in BOLD 

protocol which will make data more usable for phonological study. Some of these 

changes have already been addressed in Boerger (2011)
12

, and are underscored here as 

positive changes that should be implemented by future users of BOLD.  

5.5.1. Training 

In order to have data that is useful for phonological study, the original data 

collection must be done well. The first step to collecting good data is training of those 

who are going to be involved in the data collection process. Training of the paralinguists 

or linguists who are doing fieldwork will not be discussed in this section, but rather the 

training of community members who will be working on the project.  

Once a community has given permission for a BOLD researcher to undertake 

fieldwork, community members who will be working on the BOLD project should 

receive three kinds of training. First, they will need training in the purpose of the project. 

Second, community members will need training in the technological aspects of using a 

recorder, headphones, microphone, and video camera. Third, they will need training in 

the specific task they will be involved in. 

                                                 

 
12

 The primary researcher for the Laari project was one of six respondents to a survey that Boerger 

conducted and then summarized in Boerger (2011). It is therefore not surprising that some of her 

conclusions align with those presented here. 
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The community members should be given a basic background in BOLD so that 

they understand what the recordings will be used for. There may be some communities 

where the idea of recording and archiving language data for future study may not be 

accessible. However, in most endangered language communities, the members 

understand what it means to learn another language because they have seen people in the 

community attempt to learn a second language. Though they may not understand the 

broader concept of language preservation, they may be comfortable with the idea of 

recording a language in order for others to learn it.  

After the community members understand what BOLD is and how the recordings 

will be used, the oral transcribers should be trained in using a voice recorder and other 

equipment. Once the equipment use is mastered, the transcribers should be given training 

in the actual process of oral transcription. They can begin by practicing in the language of 

wider communication so that the trainer can help them to see how to choose short 

sections and how to speak slowly. They should be allowed to practice several times 

without actually recording. After they have practiced in the language of wider 

communication, they can practice actually using the recorder while transcribing into the 

language of wider communication. Once they feel completely comfortable, they can 

transition into the language being documented. They should still be monitored for several 

days in order to maintain the quality of the initial recordings.  

The same process can be used for oral translators, with slight adaptation for the 

translation process. Even if they have previously worked with the project, they should 

practice translating several times. This way they can become familiar with the process of 

pausing after the oral translator and then translating. If the oral translators and 

transcribers are well trained and monitored, there will be fewer human errors in the 

recordings.  

Various BOLD projects may require different levels of training in each of these 

three aspects – the purpose of BOLD, using technology, and the transcription or 

translation tasks – however, none should be neglected. In the Laari project, training 

focused on technological competence. Since the Laari speakers were well educated, they 
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understood the technology very easily, leading the researchers to mistakenly believe that 

they also commanded the transcription and translation tasks. Better data would have been 

collected if training had focused more on the purpose of BOLD and the specific tasks of 

oral transcription and translation. 

5.5.2. Oral transcription 

The process of oral transcription was one of the most difficult parts of the Laari 

project because of significant miscommunication between the researchers and the oral 

transcriptionists. It seemed that the transcriptionists found speaking slowly to be difficult 

and unintuitive. This may be partially because they did not understand the reasons behind 

the project. Improved training in BOLD protocols (Section 5.5.1) will help to alleviate 

this difficulty as well as some changes in the instructions given to the transcriptionists. 

These together will help to achieve the same or better results with less ambiguity. There 

are two possible ways to do so. 

First, the transcriptionist can be instructed to speak as if they were speaking to 

someone who is just learning the language. If a language is endangered, the speakers of 

that language have undoubtedly been in contact with speakers of other languages. They 

have most likely tried to communicate across languages and therefore intuitively 

understand that a person who does not speak the language requires slower and more 

precise speech. Thus the intended result of slower and more precise speech will be 

achieved without the difficulty of teaching the speaker to speak slowly. In the Laari 

project, the best results were achieved when the transcriptionist was told to speak as if to 

someone who was learning the language. The drawback to this method is that the speaker 

may tend to speak louder and may reduce the number of morphophonemic changes. 

Second, the transcriptionist can be instructed to pronounce each word rather than 

to speak slowly. This method was not tested in the Laari project, so it is not certain that it 

will produce optimal results. However, the pronunciation of each word will slow down 

the overall speed of the transcription, and will make each word precise. The detriment to 

this method is that morphophonemic changes will almost certainly not be demonstrated 
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across word boundaries, and there may be words or clitics which are not pronounceable 

in isolation. 

The morphophonemic changes made in moving from the original recording to an 

oral transcription are inherent to the process of oral transcription. Since BOLD 

methodology uses both the original recording and the oral transcription for study, it is 

possible to compare the oral transcription with the original in order to determine what 

changes have been made. The only drawback to such a comparison is that the original 

recording is not always done in an optimal environment. There are two possible ways to 

address this problem. First, whenever possible, the original recording should be done in 

an optimal environment. Second, if it is not possible to do the original recording in an 

optimal environment, an intermediate clarifying step of a normal speed repetition could 

be added to the BOLD process. A speaker repeating exactly at normal speeds in an 

optimal recording environment will capture the morphophonemic changes of the original 

without the additional environmental noise. The oral transcriptionist could then work 

from this recording to create a careful speech annotation. The benefits and detriments to 

each of these, either setting up a more optimal recording environment for the original or 

recording an intermediate normal speed repetition, will vary from project to project. 

Projects which have the time and resources to create the original recordings in an optimal 

environment will benefit from doing so. The Laari project would have benefitted from the 

second option, since it was more culturally appropriate to be in a non-optimal recording 

environment. The majority of time was spent during the transcription and translation 

phases, as opposed to the collection phase. 

5.5.3. Team 

Two additions can be made to the BOLD team to make it more effective in 

collecting phonological data. First, the team should include at least one well-trained 

linguist, with training comparable to a Master's Degree in linguistics. This linguist will be 

able to do some phonological study while on the field in order to determine what types of 

data will be most helpful for phonology. The linguist will aid in developing appropriate 
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tone frames, grammatical paradigms, and an appropriate writing system for textual 

transcription. A linguist can also help focus the data toward the goals of the project.  

Second, the team should include a community member who is trained in BOLD. 

While all community members who work in the project will have some training, at least 

one community member should be well-trained in BOLD protocols. The content of this 

training could be either through the members of the team who already have BOLD 

training, or it could be through reading BOLD material that has been translated into the 

languages of wider communication. This would mean that in the Laari project, the 

materials would have to be translated into French, and the community member on the 

team would have to be bilingual in Laari and French.  

Since community members are cultural insiders, they often have access to data 

that is difficult for an outsider to obtain. Community members also understand how the 

culture works and may know of cultural or linguistic forms which would be of interest to 

the researcher. A smaller community can also aid the researcher by including the 

researcher in community events such as weddings or funerals. For general data gathering, 

having a community member on the team is an advantage. 

It may not be possible to train one community member for every group in need of 

a language documentation project. However, it may be possible for one speaker to be 

trained for each language family. This speaker will have a basic understanding of the 

principles in various languages and will also have cultural knowledge for the area. This 

language consultant can then work with several projects. Adding a speaker of the national 

language who has both training in BOLD and possibly in linguistics as well would be a 

great asset to the team and would aid in the process of data collection. The addition of a 

cultural insider was also suggested by Boerger, based upon the experiences of teams in 

her survey (2011:229). 

5.5.4. Paradigms 

Items such as wordlists and paradigms were invaluable to phonological research 

and to text study. In fact, the most useful phonology data comes from wordlists, 
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paradigms, and video. Therefore, non-speech event annotations should be increased, 

along with the amount of video used in speech event recordings, which will be further 

discussed in Section 5.5.5. Paradigms were not emphasized in BOLD 2010, though they 

were given more emphasis in BOLD 2011, and they they should be a prominent part of a 

BOLD project. It is important to collect paradigms that cover grammatical forms such as 

verb tenses and noun classes, as well as frames for tone or other suprasegmental features.  

5.5.5. Increased use of video 

In order to make the communicative events more useful for phonological study, it 

would be beneficial to have at least some events on video. As noted in Section 5.5.4, 

video provides one of the most useful forms of phonological data. It may not always be 

possible to record the original event on video, but the oral transcription phase could be 

recorded. In this way, future researchers would have some of the necessary visual cues to 

make an accurate written transcription. Since recording all communicative events on 

video would most likely not be possible, communicative events which do not have a 

written transcription (see Section 5.5.6 for recommendations regarding written 

transcription) would be good candidates for video recording. Those with a written 

transcription do not need the same visual guide. However, those texts which are saved for 

later transcription will benefit from both visual and audio cues. 

5.5.6. Written transcription and translation 

Though the heart of BOLD is oral, some written transcription and translation will 

greatly increase the usefulness of the corpus for further phonological study. A written 

transcription of one or two texts with a basic gloss can give the researcher an idea of what 

words look like and the purpose of different particles. Even if a true grammatical gloss is 

not given, a gloss which gives the native speaker's understanding of each word will aid 

the researcher in creating glosses at a later date. The written transcription will aid in the 

study of phonology by making it possible to determine underlying forms. The researcher 

can listen to the original recording while comparing with the written transcription to 
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compare the surface forms in the original recording with the underlying forms that have 

been transcribed to see where morphophonemic changes are occurring.  

Transcribing and translating every text in writing as well as orally would 

dramatically increase the amount of time spent on the BOLD project, negating one of the 

most important advantages of BOLD. Not every text, then, should include a written 

transcription and translation. Instead, only one or two texts could have oral transcription 

and translation along with written versions. These written versions would then serve as 

guides for future written versions done after the team has returned home, even written 

transcriptions which are not done by the original documentation team.  

5.5.7. Analysis in the field 

Both paradigm collection and written transcription and translation require some 

analysis in the field. BOLD 2008 and BOLD 2011 promoted the use of analysis to reach 

a level of primary data. However, BOLD 2010 interpreted oral annotations to be closer to 

the level of raw data, and therefore specified that analysis should be postponed (see 

Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.2). Any BOLD project should produce primary data rather than 

just raw data. Future research is needed to determine how oral annotations reflect primary 

data. Even before such research is done, however, enough analysis should be done to 

collect appropriate paradigms and frames, as well as to do written transcription and 

translation of one to two texts. This primary data can be created with the future goal of 

structural data in mind. While complete grammatical sketches need not be done on the 

field, the groundwork for this type of analysis can be laid.  

5.5.8. Time 

One of the distinguishing features of BOLD is the short amount of time required 

to collect a basic corpus for a speech community. While most methodologies do not give 

a time length requirement, most seem to assume that a project should take as long as is 

necessary to collect the appropriate data (Himmelmann 2005; Austin 2010). The DOBES 

archive currently contracts for three year projects, though the original teams finished the 
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projects after six years, and many continue to work in the same projects (DOBES 

Archive 2006). These projects recognize the importance of creating a comprehensive 

record of each language; however, they are not responding to the endangerment crisis in a 

way that will provide a record for each language before it is lost. It is this issue which 

BOLD seeks to address through its shorter time period. 

The BOLD 2010 understanding of a one month project has been shown to be too 

short to collect all the necessary data while still leaving time for some analysis and 

written transcription. BOLD 2011 has clarified the one month project length to mean one 

month of work time for collection and annotation of communicative events. An 

additional month of fieldwork is necessary for wordlists, semantic domains, grammatical 

paradigms, written transcription, and any other analysis (Boerger 2011:16). The two 

month time frame remains to be tested, so it should be kept in mind that this time table 

may also be too short. A BOLD project could expand to three months in the field, giving 

one month for text collection and annotation, three weeks for collection and annotation of 

wordlists and semantic domains, three weeks for grammatical paradigms and written 

transcription and translation, and two weeks for transitions. If a linguist serves as the 

primary researcher and can begin studying the texts and wordlists immediately, the 

paradigms which are done at the end of the project will be able to focus specifically on 

areas which may need further data for clarification.  

5.5.9. Future BOLD "levels" 

The above suggestions assume a large amount of resources and time available for 

a documentation project. In order to document endangered languages before they are 

gone, some teams may not have the resources to do a project with all the specifications 

above. This conflict leads to a view of BOLD which involves a gradation of project 

resources and resulting data output. Boerger (personal communication) is considering 

 h      ff      “  v   ”   o    h     adation; however, these levels have not been 

published and are still under discussion and formulation.  
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The benefit to seeing BOLD on different levels, or as variations on a gradient 

scale is that projects with different resources are allowed to produce different input, while 

still under the auspices of BOLD. A project which has minimal time and paralinguist 

researchers can produce a corpus which meets the minimum requirements of a BOLD 

project. It could involve very little analysis and be done in a two month field trip. 

However, a larger project team with one or more linguists and a longer time frame could 

collect more data and do more analysis on the data. One of the goals of BOLD is that 

even this larger project could be done in a relatively short amount of time, perhaps 

aiming for three months of fieldwork. In this way, resources can be directed so that every 

language can have "something" in the way of a lasting record. Some languages will have 

a small record, while others will have more precise data, but every language has the 

chance to be documented.  

5.6. Conclusion 

The Laari project was a single project done using the BOLD methodology. The 

data was used specifically to study phonology, based on the claims made by Simons 

(2008:38) that BOLD data could be used to write a phonology. Though this was only one 

project, the resulting data and phonology demonstrate some ways in which BOLD users 

can produce improved data. Since BOLD can be viewed along a scale, some of the 

following improvements may apply only to BOLD projects with large amounts of 

resources, while some improvements can apply to every BOLD project.  

The best phonological data will come from data which is collected using best 

practices. One area of best practice is training. Community members can be trained in 

BOLD theory and practice as well as in the technological aspects of recording. Different 

people groups should be evaluated for their needs in each area of training so that both are 

covered adequately. Increased training can be done in every BOLD project.  

Data collection would also be improved by making the process of oral 

transcription more intuitive to the speakers of the language. Asking the oral transcriber to 

speak as if to a language learner is one way to achieve clear and precise speech. Asking 
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him or her to pronounce each word rather than to speak slowly may also produce better 

data, though this is not yet tested. Better oral transcription practices can apply to every 

BOLD project.  

Best practice in data collection also includes the team members. Every BOLD 

project could benefit from a community member who is trained in BOLD. This person 

can help to overcome cultural differences as well as lead the researchers to the correct 

type of data. Further, having a linguist as a member of the team will also help to focus the 

data, though not every team will have this resource. This person will be able to do the 

appropriate analysis in order to make the data the best possible.  

Data will also be improved with larger non-text material and additional 

annotations. Non-text data should include large wordlists and semantic domains, and 

many paradigms. Though these are already included in all BOLD corpora, having larger 

numbers of them would be beneficial to further study. These recordings will provide a 

great deal of phonological data and will direct the study of communicative events. Some 

of the communicative events which are collected can have written transcriptions and 

translations, also to aid future transcription and translation. Speech events which do not 

have written transcription and translation can have video transcription in order to increase 

their usability in future transcription. These all require increased analysis in the field, and 

therefore would only be possible for a project with a greater commitment of time, 

resources, and personnel.  

Adding additional time will allow the increased analysis and data collection 

discussed above. This increase will allow extra time for training, non-text collection, 

extra video recordings, some analysis, and written transcription and translation of a few 

communicative events. If the time is increased by only a few months, these additions to 

the BOLD corpus can be made, and the usability of the corpus will increase dramatically. 

However, the addition of time depends upon the resources available. A project with little 

resources can spend the minimum two months on the field followed by a month of 

archive preparation, while a project with less time constraints could spend three months 

in the field and an additional month in archive preparation.  
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BOLD is designed as a completely oral method of documentation aimed at 

increasing the speed of documentation. In its current state, BOLD is useful, and with only 

a few additions and changes, BOLD can reach its full potential and be a powerful tool for 

language documentation. 
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6. Conclusion 

6.1. Introduction 

This thesis was designed as a test of the Basic Oral Language Documentation 

methodology of language documentation, and identified several strengths and weaknesses 

of BOLD data concerning the usability of BOLD data for phonological study. Language 

documentation is a relatively new subfield of linguistics, and therefore practitioners of 

language documentation are continually seeking ways to improve the process of 

documentation. BOLD is an improvement to the field of documentation because it 

provides an avenue to increase the speed of documentation. However, since BOLD is still 

in its development stage, the data has never been tested for usability. The primary goal of 

this thesis sought to answer the question, is BOLD data usable for phonological study?  

As an avenue to discover the answer to that question, this thesis looked at the 

phonology of the language of Laari. Laari has had some description in the past, and has 

an orthography. However, most of the phonological study of Laari is outdated, and the 

orthography is not being used, suggesting that it may not be adequate. A current 

phonological study of Laari is needed as the basis for a revised orthography. The 

secondary goal of this thesis was to write a basic phonology for the language of Laari 

which will form the basis for an improved orthography.

6.2. Methodology 

In order to accomplish these two goals, this researcher conducted a BOLD project 

in Brazzaville, Republic of the Congo in August and September of 2010. The project 

sought to follow BOLD protocols as closely as possible in order to obtain data for 

phonological study. The project lasted for one month, during which time the researchers 

collected speech events, a wordlist, paradigms, and some analytical discussion. For each 

of the speech events, the researchers followed BOLD protocols of collecting an original 
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recording, an oral transcription, and an oral translation. Video recordings and written 

transcription were also collected of the wordlist. 

The results of the project were fifty original speech events, plus a 1,961 item 

wordlist, four verbal paradigms, and two analytical discussions. The original recordings 

totaled nine hours and twelve minutes. The additional material totaled twenty hours and 

twenty-four minutes, and the annotations totaled fifty-six hours and two minutes. 

The study was limited by several factors. The first and largest factor was a 

misunderstanding of some BOLD protocols. Because BOLD is in a stage of development, 

several aspects of BOLD were not clearly laid out. BOLD protocols originally stated that 

a project must last only a month; however, this was later revised to be one month of work 

time, plus an additional two weeks of travel and cultural orientation. The original 

writings about BOLD also downplayed the need for analysis during fieldwork; however, 

later writings about BOLD gave greater emphasis to field analysis and additional 

materials such as elicitations and paradigms. The second limiting factor was cultural 

misunderstandings which caused problems for the oral transcriptions. The oral 

transcribers did not follow the instructions exactly as given, leading to faulty 

transcriptions in some cases.  

Though these limitations caused difficulty for phonological study, they 

underscored many of the positive changes that have already been made in BOLD, and 

they also gave rise to suggestions for continued improvement in BOLD methodology.  

6.3. Findings 

6.3.1. BOLD 

The course of this study determined that BOLD has great potential as a 

documentary methodology, but also needs improvement in several areas. There were 

eight suggestions made to improve BOLD methodology. First, training of community 

members can be improved so that those community members involved in the project 

understand both the purpose of the project and how to use the appropriate technology. 
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They can also be given extensive training in how to do oral transcriptions and 

translations. 

Second, oral transcription needs improvement in order to provide useful data. It 

can be improved through increasing training given to consultants and giving instructions 

that are more intuitive to the speaker. An optional step of a normal speed repetition could 

also aid the oral transcription if the original recording was done in a poor environment. 

Third, BOLD can improve through the addition of two team members. A trained 

linguist can be included in the team in order to focus data toward the goals of the project 

and to do on-site analysis. A community member trained in BOLD can also be part of the 

team to aid in overcoming cultural differences. 

Fourth, more elicitation can be added to the BOLD corpus, increasing additional 

material such as wordlists, paradigms, and other elicitations which are invaluable to text 

study. Increasing these annotations will make the texts more transparent and usable. They 

will also provide further data useful for phonological study. 

Fifth, increasing the use of video for both texts and additional material such as 

wordlists will increase the usefulness of phonological data. Though the researcher will 

not have access to the speaker, he or she will still have access to visual cues given by the 

speaker in speech production. 

Sixth, written transcription and translation can be added to BOLD projects 

whenever possible. While not every text needs a written transcription, having a few texts 

and additional items such as the wordlist with written transcription aids in the 

development of a phonological inventory and provides a basis for further written 

transcription and translation. 

Seventh, enough analysis must be done in the field to move the raw data to 

primary data. It is the question of future research to determine how oral annotations relate 

to primary data, and therefore the type of analysis required in the case of BOLD. The 

analysis that is done should at least be enough to focus research and lay the groundwork 

for in-depth anlaysis to be done later. 
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Eighth, whenever possible, the time of the project should be increased. One of the 

main features of BOLD is the short amount of time, and therefore the increase of time 

need not be drastic. Instead, increasing the time of the project from two months of field 

time to three months will allow the researcher additional time to collect the additional 

materials suggested without greatly decreasing the speed of the project. These eight 

changes have the potential to increase the effectiveness of BOLD data for phonological 

study. 

6.3.2. Laari 

This thesis presented a basic phonological sketch of Laari which included a 

phonemic inventory, tone study, word structure, and phonological processes. 

Laari was seen to have twenty-three consonant phonemes and ten vowel 

phonemes. The consonant phonemes include six stops, six affricates, six fricatives, two 

nasals, one lateral, and two glides. The most notable gap is the lack of the velar nasal as a 

phoneme. The vowel phonemes include the five short vowels and five long vowels, in the 

typical arrangement of a five vowel system. Laari has two tones, H and L. Tone appears 

to be lexical on nouns and grammatical on verbs, though the tone system is not fully 

understood at this time. The tone bearing unit is the syllable rather than the mora. There 

are eight syllable types in Laari and no phonological stress.  

Nine phonological processes were seen in the data, which were accounted for by a 

system of twenty-four constraints. These processes included nasal assimilation, 

palatalization, rhotacism, retroflexion, spirantization, vowel shortening, gliding, and 

vowel elision followed by compensatory lengthening. 

6.4. Directions for future research 

6.4.1. BOLD 

The eight suggestions made for improvement of BOLD methodology serve as a 

starting point for future research on BOLD methodology. Another test of BOLD is 
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needed in order to incorporate these suggestions to see if they accomplish their intended 

purposes and to discover what further changes are necessary in order to make BOLD as 

functional and transparent as possible.  

6.4.2. Laari 

The phonological description given also forms a basis for further study of Laari in 

four separate areas. First, there are several individual phonemes or families of phonemes 

which deserve further study, including the status of nasals, glottal consonants, and the 

affricates [pf] and [bv]. 

Second, tone is not yet well understood in Laari, and deserves further study. Tone 

should be studied separately on nouns and verbs and studied specifically for grammatical 

function. 

Third, the structure of phonological words may also deserve further study. At this 

point, it appears that Laari does not have phonological stress; however, this area should 

be studied further along with moraic structure. 

Fourth, some of the existing phonological processes should be studied further, and 

textual data can be studied to reveal any additional phonological processes. The process 

of vowel hiatus needs further study, specifically root + suffix combinations, and vowel 

combinations which were not observed in the data, such a mid vowels as the initial 

vowel. The process of vowel shortening and the status of the antepenultimate syllable 

also need further study.  

6.5. Conclusion 

Basic Oral Language Documentation is a valuable addition to the field of 

language documentation because of the speed with which it accomplishes documentation. 

A basic phonological analysis of the language Laari has demonstrated the strengths and 

weaknesses of BOLD and served as a basis for the refinement and improvement of 

BOLD methodology. Based upon this thesis, practitioners of BOLD can move forward in 

the field of documentation to collect increasingly accessible data for phonological study. 
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APPENDIX A 

BOLD Course Interview
13

 

Please respond to these questions as you feel you were taught in the BOLD course at 

GIAL. Returning this interview indicates your willingness to have your responses 

included in an MA thesis researching BOLD. Names and other identifying information 

will not be published.  

 

Name (optional): _________________________________________ 

 

Year of course attendance: _________________________________  

a. 2009 

b. 2009  

c. 2009 

d. 2009 

e. 2010 

f. 2010 

g. 2010 

h. 2010 

i. 2011 

j. 2011 

 

Depending on how long it has been since you have taken the course, you may not feel 

confident in how much you remember about BOLD. Please rate your confidence level 

here: 

 

What course?       I remember everything 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

  d. g.          i.,a.,h. e. j. f. c. b. 

 

1. What is your experience with BOLD since taking the course? 

a. I h v  ’   o        o  m      o             om  of wh   w          

about recording when gathering linguistics data. And the language 

endangerment issues we talked about will show up in a paragraph of the 

intro to my thesis. 

                                                 

 
13

 10 students responded to this survey. Each student is identified by a unique letter. All other identifying 

information has been removed and is marked by an asterisk (*). 
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b. I worked in M* with a language documentation/Language description 

project. I have done some family histories in my family. 

c. Since I took the class, I have done three BOLD projects and helped finish 

a fourth. I am currently in the process of training colleagues and nationals 

of the country I live in in language documentation while doing large scale 

basic documentation of local languages with people that live in the capital 

city. 

d. None 

e. I have had very little experience, except that I gave a speech on linguistics 

and mentioned documenting dying languages. I drew on my knowledge 

from the elevator speeches that we wrote, which were really helpful. Also, 

I have used that as an example of some of the things that can be done with 

linguistics, besides being an interpreter or translator. 

f. Helping with the course in January 2011. 

g. None 

h. I was TA for Will Reiman for a slightly condensed version of BOLD held 

in J*, March 2010.  

i. Minimal experience (several weeks).  Tried using the method a few times 

in our village. I found the difficulty of trying to explain what I was doing 

to the people became too burdensome for the language helpers. It was 

actually much easier to use a standard notebook and write down the 

language information.  Maybe, at some point in the future after the 

lan              of  h    o        h   W     h  h    I’            .  

Wo      w  h  ow  W  (     mo o          o     o   ’  wo    o w   .  

There are difficulties trying to explain directions.  The translations 

sometimes are a paraphrase of a whole sentence using only simple words 

in the LWC.  Because of this, too much of the more detailed information is 

lost (too much ambiguity in the translation).  The only way to compensate 

for this would be to gather a much larger corpus, but even then, sifting 

through the       o      m    wh      “ oo ”                        of   m .  

The other option is for someone to analyze the language a bit before 

starting a project in order to determine the quality of the annotations, but 

then, that might bias the project toward a certain perspective. 

j. I have attended an academic forum put on by Brenda Boerger and the 

  1            o  m      o          . I h v                 U    h’  

thesis defense. 

2. According to the BOLD course, what should be included in the primary data of a 

BOLD project? 
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a. Different types of monologue discourse (fictional narrative, recent past 

true narrative, historical narrative, hortative discourse, procedural 

    o       wo              o    … I        ho           “     h  v    ” … 

 o   …      I  o ’    ow. 

b. Original oral data, Oral slow version of same data (transcription), Oral 

translation, Introduction to the corpus, a metadata key or metadata file. 

c. 10 hours of recordings of various communicative events, discourse types; 

word list 

d. Metadata: Information including date and location of the recording, what 

            o           h      o ’   o       o      h     o       

e. Video and audio recordings that include the target language being 

documented should be included, another person pronouncing the words 

slowly, and then a translation of the words. Included in this should be a 

  o     h       of wo     h    o ’          h     ( . .  o          f m     

   ….   m              o     o   o         o      o        ho  f       

    o           v  of  om o  ’    f    o  . I  should be enough to get at 

      1      wo     o m       oo   o  m      o . I  o ’    m m    how 

many hours of recording this is. 

f. Original recordings and metadata. 

g. You need wordlists (audio and video) with audio glosses, and natural 

spoken texts with audio               o . I  o ’    m m    off  h   o  of 

my head how long these recordings should be or how many you need; I 

would have to look that up. 

h. Natural texts from as wide a spectrum of social events as possible 

i. metadata along with the actual data – video and audio recordings 

j. A broad representative sample of speech. This includes: word lists, 

semantic domain collection, monologue texts, and communicative events. 

3. What annotations are included in a BOLD project (anything which makes the 

individual texts transparent)? 

a. In class we talked about doing a careful/slow word-by-word repetition of 

the primary text,  h    h   h         h     f             o . I  o ’    ow 

what else as far as recording. The method I actually used when gathering 

texts for the unwritten language I studied was to record and then go over 

the recording with the speaker repeating back what he said but instead of 

recording I wrote down this part myself and used it to create the 

“           fo m”      of  h              z       . 

b. Oral transcriptions and oral translations. – technically oral metadata would 

also be annotations.  
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c. Word by word repetition; Oral translation; “ omm      ” wh   v    h   

means 

d. Translation into the LWC 

e. The metadata should include anything about the situation and equipment 

that you can get. At the very least should be: people involved, location, 

situation, topic, date, equipment serial numbers, names of files, types of 

files, and any drawings of the setup. If other information is available like 

age and status of people speaking, as well as the people watching, 

weather: Anything that may influence the way a story is told or quality of 

recording.  

f. Written and oral metadata, oral transcriptions and translations. Written 

transcriptions when possible 

g. I’m     m     o ’            out metadata. For each recording, you need 

 o        :  h             o    o          h  ’    m          . I wo    

also include the age and gender of the speaker and perhaps their name, 

depending on their preference. 

h. Audio annotation (clear speech in L1), audio translation  

i. normal speech as the base recording, slow speech, and a translation into an 

LWC (the closer to a word for word translation the better for descriptive 

linguistic analysis) 

j. Oral transcription and oral translation 

4. What types of access materials are included in a BOLD project (anything which 

makes the final archived project accessible to the public or other researchers)? 

a. I started out with ambitions of keeping great metadata and possibly 

making my recordings available but, mostly because of my low tolerance 

for tedium, those efforts waned fairly quickly. 

b. Metadata File or spread sheet. 

c. A Corpus Introduction 

the recordings (although this was never really clear, and I think more has 

            o    h         I  oo   h             I’m       not clear.  Should 

 h            h  “f    ”    o      wh  h         h                  o   h  ? I  

   m          wo        oo   o  h  o             ’  o        fo m    o.  

d. Metadata at the beginning of the recordings, written record of the metadata 

including the location of the recording 

e. I think I may have included some of this in the last question. Also, the 

type of information and where it can be found should be included. For 

instance, a sheet with a list of all the materials documenting the language 

and where those materials can be found or who to contact. All the material 

should also be in files that are open such as pdf for metadata and anything 
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written. Pictures should be in jpeg. It should also be backed up on at least 

two different storage devices, with one being a hard disk. The process, 

BOLD process and methods, should be explained and documented with all 

the permissions (from the people recorded) signed and agreed on. 

f. ICs and any sensitivities issues or restricted permissions given by the 

recording subjects or the language community – in the metadata. 

g. I’m  o       wh    o  m              m        . Th  f       o      ho    

be archived with a reputable language archive(s) in whatever format that 

archive requires. It is also appropriate to give a copy of the recordings, 

along with the appropriate technology to play them back, to the language 

community. 

h. An introductory document describing the project, an index document 

listing all files with location and description  

i. At a minimum, a table of contents to         wh  ’  wh       h          

necessary.  It would also help to read a general description of the project 

including the purpose, who funded it, etc. 

j. Metadata and recorded discussions about the language by the native 

language speakers. 

5. How much analysis should be done in the field? 

a.    f      wh   w  w        h … I  h    w           o    o              

analysis as possible or none at all. 

b. This is a tricky question: BOLD does not particularly say that analysis of 

the original data should be done in the field. But to make field time worth 

while, all researchers should adapt and learn based on what they have 

collected and consider new data based on experience. This is where 

Language Description and Language Documentation need to go together. 

How does one know wh    o  o  m       “           ” o  “ o   wo  h ” 

unless there is some level of analysis to assess what was gathered. Even if 

a researcher has a brilliant and through plan, there still needs to be a 

constant assessment of that plan to see if that plan is as valuable as the 

opportunity presented to the researcher in the moment. 

c. none that we talked about 

d. None, just record the raw data for later analysis 

e. As much as possible. At least enough to make sure that what you are 

getting is what you were mostly inte       o    . Yo     o  o ’  w     o 

get all the way back home and forget something. So make sure all the 

metadata is recorded. Also, you want to make sure they were actually 

  v     o    o     o  wo       h    h           h         : ‘ h            ’  
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‘I  o ’             wh  I’m  o     h  ’   o  ‘  o           h        f o   of 

m  f                m   o      ’     … U       h      wh    o  w    

wanting to get. 

f. Assuming it is done during a short trip with limited access to speakers, 

only as much as you need in order to identify gaps in data or to guide the 

rest of your recordings (This is what I remember from the course). 

g. Wordlists should be glossed, free translations of the texts should be 

   o          o          o        v        w    h     ’        o    you 

leave the field which section of translation goes with which section of 

original text. 

h. The more analysis that is done in the field, the higher quality a BOLD 

corpus will be. But it is possible to create a BOLD corpus with next to no 

field analysis.  

i. in an ideal situation, very little descriptive linguistic analysis if any.  

How v     h  ’     o     m         h    o     o  o            h v       

analyzed, appropriate (quality) language helpers have been chosen, and a 

variety of discourse types (inherent to the culture) have already been 

identified. 

j. I think they said you could do some written transcription but the point of 

BOLD was to collect for analysis to be done later. 

6. Who makes up a BOLD team? 

a. no response 

b. In an SIL context a BOLD team is the single researcher doing research on 

 h    ow . SI ’   o  o                o    fo  H m   R  o        o    o  

assumes that the researcher is independent. – there is no team.  That said, 

BOLD to be implemented well could use a team of three researchers. – 

Which begins to get crowded in small villages. BOLD also recommends 

that there is the researcher, the native speaker, the native slow speaker and 

the translator on the recording. So a total of 4 people, assuming only one 

researcher. 

c. I believe the idea was a couple paralinguists. In reality, you need more 

knowledge than just a paralinguist and you should have someone from the 

area, or a related dialect.  However, my experience is that even if you have 

a linguistic student with you who speaks a related dialect, it won’  h     h  

project unless you spend time training them in exactly what they should be 

 oo     o   fo       o   .                   ’   o    oo   o  fo  

something like this unless they are mentored by a more experienced 

linguist. 
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d. Um… h     o       h     o                o   f       …? 

e. A language documenter and someone who knows video and audio 

recording. Also it is helpful to have at least one male and one female in the 

group, to be able to get men speaking exclusively in the presence of men 

and v.v. with women. Ideally there would be three or four. This way, 

someone could watch the sound, someone else could watch the video and 

a third person could either be asking the questions/interpreting. Two 

would be minimal. 

f. At least one BOLD expert with enough linguistic training to guide 

recordings and do minimal analysis while on trip (e.g. someone who has 

finish GIAL's certificate plus LgDoc course). Technicians trained in 

BOLD who may or may not have linguistic training. Native speakers who 

speak an LWC and can do the oral translation. (Again, this is what I 

remember from the course. But not what I ever thought sufficient.) 

g. Language documenters and people from the language community who are 

willing to record, gloss, and translate words and texts in their language. 

All of these activities are done in video and/or audio, not in written form. 

h. Primary researcher(s), recording technician(s), annotator(s), translator(s)  

i. In my case, myself as the recorder, linguist, archivist, etc. and two 

language helpers.   

j. 1)Someone trained in BOLD methods, 2) a local partner who can explain 

why and how documentation will be done, 3) Oral transcriptionists and 

oral translators trained by #1 and 2 

7. What involvement should the speech community have in a BOLD project? 

a. The more the better according to their capacity and the circumstances of 

the project. 

b. What is a speech community? Are you assuming the three people who 

want to work with you or are you assuming 10% of the speaking 

population? Are you assuming the Bible translators who are working with 

someone? Are you assuming a language committee? This question is 

rather open ended and needs refinement. Perhaps a better question to ask 

   “wh     vo v m     ho             h   h v       BO     o    ?” 

c. Ideally, they should have quite a lot. In all of  h    o      I’v   o    

members of the speech community helped in finding the ideal 

speakers/story tellers and contributing what they wanted to contribute. In 

the ones that took place in a village, the speech community was more 

involved than in the city.  

d. People from the speech community are the ones who are recorded for the 

   m       o        o h    h    I  o ’    ow     m   o m            o  
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what the recordings are for and what the attitudes toward the work are in 

 h   omm          o how “       ”  hey are on the project and how 

involved they become? 

e. The speech community should have as much involvement as possible. 

You want to be able to get all the ages, genders, and groups (children, 

fishers, hunters, etc.) so that you can get a wide variety of the language. 

The community should also be as actively involved as possible, doing the 

videotaping or recording if appropriate. Also, the entire project should be 

transparent with the entire community (they should know what is going on 

at all times and what this will be used for). 

f. As much as possible. 

g. Th       h  omm     ’    vo v m                    . I            o     

would be done in cooperation with them at their request. At a minimum, in 

order to conduct a project, community members must give informed 

consent and be willing to participate through recordings, glossing, and 

back/free translation.  

h. Ideally, the speech community should be involved in every stage: ideation, 

planning, implementation, and follow-up.  

i. The more involvement the community has the better.  Ideally, if the 

speech community was have ownership of the project, it would be 

sustainable due to their personal interest in maintaining their language 

information. 

j. If the BOLD project is externally initiated the speech community gives: 

permission to document, transcriptionists and translators, limits on what 

types of texts will be allowed to be collected. If the documentation project 

is initiated by the speech community then the community is more likely to 

have an interest in determining the goals of the project. 

8. How long should a BOLD project take (be specific about the amount of time 

spent in the field and how that time should be used)? 

a. If I remember correctly we were talking about something like 2-4 months 

to do the recording and a few more months for processing the data. The 

length of time spent on the project would also depend on the size of the 

corpus. 

b. This also is a rather open question. Will Reiman talks about days or a 

week. But BOLD as a method of oral text collecting and oral annotation of 

texts and oral translation of text really does not have bearing on the 

scoping of a corpus. Best Practice for planning a corpus is part of Corpus 

Linguistics and Language Documentation in a broader sense than just 
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BOLD. BOLD is a method for annotating and collecting texts. Nothing 

more. Project planning and project implementation are separate issues. So 

one could have BOLD as part of another larger workflow or BOLD as part 

of a 10 moth project.  Scoping the corpus to the needs of the corpus users 

and the corpus funders is part of project planning and project management. 

The ability to accurately and successfully scope a project has a lot of 

factors including other linguistic field experience, and cultural knowledge 

for the area in which the project takes place.  

c. We were told a month, but that has since been revised.  See my comments 

in *[unnamed] paper.  

d. I   ho    ’       v     o            o ’           h       h     o        I 

 h      ’  o        o     o       -4 weeks. But I remember feeling like 

that was a really low estimate after we had done a mini-simulation of a 

BO     o     fo   h       . I      ’     m  o   v                       o  

for how long the recordings would take. 

e. Depending on how well the team knows the area it could take longer to 

develop relationships to where there is a greater level of trust to let people 

record and document your language.  The actual time spent gathering data, 

should be a week at least. I think the estimate was an hour for every 1,000 

words approximately. (I could just    m       h       I’m  o       . Mo   

would be needed if there has been absolutely no contact with the people 

group previously. Some should be getting to know people (if not already 

known). Some time should be spent explaining what you are doing with 

the community, training them if necessary to help in the documentation. 

Also, some should be finding people who would be willing to speak and 

have their voices documented, and getting either their signed or recorded 

permission. There should be time spent gathering metadata, recording 

language data, and time spent analyzing data, and making sure the 

metadata has been recorded. 

f. First of all, this depends on the size of corpus you intend to create. 

Theoretically, a minimally comprehensive corpus could be done in a 1,000 

work hours. In the field, for every 1 hour of original recording, you should 

allow 9-11 hours for oral transcription and translation, metadata 

processing, and file management. 

g. I  o ’    m m   ; I’  h v   o  oo       . M      -4 weeks total. 

h. A good BOLD corpus can be collected in 2 weeks on the field  

i. IMO, this goes back to my answer for question 1 a bit.  It depends on the 

  o   of   “  o    .”  If  h   ’         f    o     h   mo    of   m         
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determined based on that.  I remember talking about different data corpus 

sizes and planning for them, but again, thinking about an ongoing 

              o     m      h     ’       h      f    o      fo   mov    o . 

j. Here is an excerpt from a plan I created in the course for a 250,000 word 

corpus: 

The plan is for a three month project. The first two weeks will be used to 

make connections within the community. We will seek the permissions of 

the leaders of the community and explain what we plan to do and what our 

research will be used for. In the first two weeks we will also seek out help 

from the community. We will need a M* speaker to facilitate our 

recordings and help explain what and why we are doing what we are 

doing. We will find our oral transcriptionists and translators and train 

them. We will also find the persons who will give us the primary sources. 

In the remaining 2.5 months of the project all of the recording will be 

completed in fifty days consisting of six hours of work. The project will 

end with copies of the resources being given to the community leaders. So 

this plan has two weeks of prep in country and 10 weeks of recording, 

transcribing, and translating. No amount of time was given for prefield 

prep or postfield archiving. 
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OT CONSTRAINT GLOSSARY 

*C[+anterior]V[dorsal]: assign one violation mark for every [+anterior] consonant followed by 

a [dorsal] vowel (p. 116). 

*C[+lateral]V[-open2]: assign one violation mark for every [+lateral] consonant followed by a 

[-open2] vowel (p. 115). 

*SECARTIC: assign one violation mark for every [+consonantal] segment with a C-Place 

and V-Place node (p. 113). 

*Vg: assign one violation for every instance of a postvocalic segment [g] (p. 121). 

*Vμμ: assign one violation for every instance of a vowel with two moras (p. 127). 

*VV: assign one violation for every instance of two adjacent vowels (p. 127). 

AGREE[anterior]: adjacent segments have the same specification for [anterior] (p. 112). 

AGREEC(place): adjacent [+consonantal] segments have the same specification for place 

(p. 111). 

ALL-FEET-RIGHT: align each foot with the right edge of the prosodic word (p. 123). 

FOOTBINARITY: feet contain two syllables (p. 124). 

HEADEDNESS: each prosodic word must have at least one (head) foot (p. 123). 

IDENT[anterior]: the specification for [anterior] for an input segment must be preserved in 

the output (p. 112). 

IDENT[distributed]: the value of the feature [distributed] for an input consonant must be 

preserved in the output (p. 119). 

IDENT(place): the specification for place of articulation for an input segment must be 

preserved in the output (p. 110). 

IDENT[sonorant]: the value of the feature [sonorant] for an input consonant must be 

preserved in the output (p. 121). 

IDENT[voice]: the value of the feature [voice] for an input consonant must be preserved in 

the output (p. 121). 

IDENTC: all features for an input consonant must be preserved in the output (p. 115). 
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IDENTV: all features for an input vowel must be preserved in the output (p. 115). 

MAX-μ(MAINFOOT): Each mora which could have an output correspondant in the head 

foot must have an output correspondant in the head foot (p. 123). 

MAX[-open2]: every occurrence of [-open2] in the input must have a correspondent in the 

output (p. 130). 

MaxC: every [+consonantal] segment which appears in the input should have some 

representation in the output (p. 121). 

MAXLEX: every input segment in a lexical word or morpheme must have a corresponding 

segment in the output (p. 129). 

NON-FINALITY: the final syllable of a prosodic word should not be footed (p. 123). 

PARSE-σ: a syllable should be footed (p. 124). 
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